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INTRODUCTION.

To the majority of students of Chinese, whether they be natives or foreigners, eight or nine tenths of the characters in the language are nothing more than conventional signs, having no resemblance to the things, or natural association with the ideas, which they represent. The main object of this work is to point out the original resemblances of the characters to things, and explain the uses of their several parts.

Chinese, in as far as the primary forms are concerned, is read just as we read—1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 0. Pronounce the words in your own language or dialect, and it matters not what it may be, the symbols are equally good, for they say nothing about their pronunciation. The Cantonese pronounce their words as represented by the italic syllables given immediately after the characters in this volume, and the Pekingese pronounce them as represented by the syllables next given, but the same way of writing the characters serves both, and all the other dialects of China, equally well. Such symbolic writing is nothing strange to us. We use many conventional signs besides the numerals, and in certain cases prefer them to alphabetic words, on account of their greater brevity and convenience. A juvenile mathematician or astronomer has to learn his signs just as a Chinese boy on going first to school has to learn his hornbook; thus, + "plus," — "minus," = "equal to," √ "root"; or ⊙ "sun," ◆ "moon," • • "stars," ⊙ "earth," ♈ "Aries," ♉ "Taurus," &c., and similarly the greater part of the symbols seem to be merely conventional. There are exceptions. "Sun," "moon," "stars," "earth," for example, are fairly represented to the eye; and if the student knows the meaning of the Latin words, he may be able to see the horns of the "ram" in Aries, and those of the "bull" in Taurus. It matters indeed little, where the symbols are few, whether he observes these resemblances or not, but when one comes to learn several thousands of such marks, it seems likely to prove a great help to the memory,
as well as some enlivenment to a dull and dreary occupation, to have pointed out, where it is possible, the natural resemblances of the characters to things.

This subject has been touched upon frequently by European Sinologists, but as far as the author knows only lightly and superficially. An exhaustive treatment of it in English is a novel undertaking, and this must be the excuse for many defects in carrying it out. The book is for learners, among whom the author must still rank himself. He has learned much during the preparation of it, and has been rewarded for much hard toil, during what should have been a holiday, by finding many of the old familiar symbols invested with a new interest when traced back to their primitive pictorial source.

It is necessary to explain somewhat the technical form of the book. What are "radicals" and "phonetics"? Take for an illustration the astronomical symbols, ăr “sun” and ăr “moon.” These are primary forms. But place them in close proximity thus—ăr), and read “bright.” Then you have a compound Chinese character. It is formed as they say by association of ideas. The sound is altogether new, and independent of those of “sun” and “moon,” and both the elements of the compound character are in this case what are called “radicals,” that is to say they contribute to the sense of the derivative. This is the scientific meaning of the word “radical” in Chinese philology. It has a restricted meaning which will be explained further on. Compound characters formed by association of ideas, along with the primary forms, make up the phonetics, about a thousand in all. In order to make it clear what a phonetic is, take as another illustration ăr “bull” (the animal), and ăr “stars.” Let these two be combined somehow into one figure, thus ăr, and still read “bull,” but now meaning an edict of the pope, the three stars referring to his tiara. Then you have another kind of compound character. The one part, ăr, is merely phonetic, having no bearing on the sense but only giving the sound, “bull”; and the other part, ăr, is radical, that is, it affects the sense but not the sound of the compound

---

a The Phonetic Shuoh-wan finds in the Shuoh-wan 883 characters used phonetically.
character. Sometimes one element in a character affects both the sense and the sound, and then it may be regarded either as a radical or as a phonetic. Here also the question of "roots" in the common philological sense comes in. The compound character in the last illustration, for example, might be specially assigned to the constellation, "Bull," as distinguished from the animal so named, and the fact that a resemblance to the animal was imagined in the constellation would serve to prove the radical identity of the syllable in its two applications and written forms. Sometimes a phonetic compound is made to serve the purpose of a simple radical, and the original phonetic part remains as a rudimental element, which is no longer of use. And again, sometimes such a compound is used as a simple phonetic in more complex characters in which the radical becomes rudimental. Perhaps in both these cases, however, the now useless parts may be regarded as ornamental. We call the phonetic compounds which are used phonetically subordinate phonetics. Their phonetic power often varies more or less from that of the simpler forms. The first and principal canon for the analysis of characters is, that every part must have had its use, and if it is impossible to see how a part could have helped the sense, we are forced to the conclusion that it must have been added for phonetic reasons, even when the modern pronunciation of the compound diverges widely from that of the part when read by itself. This work only describes the primary pictures, the compounds formed by association of ideas, and the subordinate phonetics. The ordinary phonetic compounds, which make up more than nine-tenths of the total number of characters in the Dictionary, are not given, or if given occasionally in illustration, are not always explained. The student will as a rule have no difficulty in making out their composition from the elements that are here given. Attention to the phonetics as well as to the radicals is imperatively necessary in order to master the language, although they will not be an infallible guide to the sound; for no more is the spelling of an English word an infallible guide to its sound. The cases are parallel.

The student must not complain if a few obsolete or unusual forms are given. They are really not many, and it was necessary to give them in order to complete the view of the language as it existed 2000 years ago, and as it exists now with little change.
The Shwoh-wan contains about 9500 characters, and the modern Imperial Dictionary, K'anghi, has over 40,000, but at least one half of this large number might be expunged with advantage, as having no sufficient authority, and, on the other hand, there are very few of the Shwoh-wan's 9500 which are not still in use, making allowance for variations in the manner of writing them. The native scholars have for the past eighteen centuries accepted, consciously or unconsciously, avowedly or unavowedly, the authority of the Shwoh-wan, and it is the fountain-head of accurate information on the philology of China. Its author, Hü Shan, was the first to compile a Chinese Dictionary. He arranged the characters under radicals, of which he made in all 540. Subsequent lexicographers have sought to improve upon Hü Shan by reducing the number of radicals, and in K'anghi the 40,000 characters are all arranged under 214. Beginners are impatient of the larger numbers, and fancy the reduction a great improvement. But it was in truth a great scientific blunder. The real radicals as above defined are more than the Shwoh-wan has, not fewer; and reducing them to 214 necessitates the arbitrary placing of many words under radicals with which they have no connection whatever beyond an accidental resemblance. For every-day purposes Kanghi's arrangement is as unalterable as our alphabet, but it is well to keep in mind the fact that it is in many respects an arbitrary expedient, and a hindrance to philological inquiry. The Concise Dictionary on the Basis of K'anghi partakes too much of K'anghi's defects, having been undertaken with too much confidence in K'anghi as an authority. The first Index at the end of this volume contains the severest criticism that could be passed on the author's own previous work. The numerous brackets used are all suggestive of defects, defects indeed which could not in every instance be easily remedied by reason of the altered shape of the characters, but which might have at least been reduced in number by a careful study beforehand of the Shwoh-wan, and of the other work named on the title page. The Phonetic Shwoh-wan is a masterly book by a scholar who had before him the results of the labour of many predecessors in the same field. But unlike K'anghi and the Concise Dictionary, which is a Phonetic K'anghi, the Phonetic Shwoh-wan is not usable

---

\[a\] 說文. \[b\] 說文通訓定聲.
as a book of reference. The philologists of China have not striven to make their labours accessible to the general public. Nothing will do but indexing such books according to K‘Anghi. The same list of characters which forms the Index of this volume serves for those otherwise impracticable dictionaries.

With regard to the 300 primary forms, it is not intended or expected that they should be adopted in their precise order and number beyond the boards of this book. The round number suited the author's purpose, which was very much tentative at first, and it represents very nearly the truth of the case. Critics will object to some forms as unnecessary because they are compounded of others, but on the other hand some derivations will be objected to as forced, and so the number, 300, cannot vary much. Then their order might be improved, but the book was more than half finished before all the forms found their present places, and some which could be dissected had to be excluded to make room for others which had a better claim to be primitive. The arrangement is according to the number of strokes used in the modern way of writing them.

The whole field has been gone over. There are very few characters to be met with in reading, or in Williams' Dictionaries, which do not either appear complete in this small volume or find their easy analysis suggested. It lays no claim to originality. Indeed, original and private views are not what is wanted in the analysis of Chinese characters, but a careful collation of facts. Occasional guesses of the author have been so expressed that they may be taken for what they are worth.

The temptation to enter upon the philological inquiries suggested by this elementary work has to be resisted for the present. Only a few hints can be given—

1. The words in the English Index present in themselves a comprehensive view of the state of civilisation in China, no one knows how many thousand years ago, when that strange written language was in its infancy and early growth. The things, the thoughts, the habits, the inventions were there before the characters were made to represent them.

2. The "roots" of the Chinese spoken language are to be determined chiefly from those earliest characters and
phonetics, their primary meanings being determined where possible from their shape, and their sound from the oldest pronouncing dictionaries, their phonetic usage, and the comparison of modern dialects.

3. There are traces of more than one original centre of development of the written language. It will probably be possible to make out at least two sets of characters running parallel to each other, e.g., two distinct characters for "bird," two distinct characters for the "swallow," two distinct characters for "tongue," &c., &c. Then in this connection the necessities of two or more dialects may be found to have been provided for. Thus *sim* might be the word for tongue in one dialect and *hom* the word in another, the final *m* being common.

It is an ascertained fact that the final consonants in the Cantonese are in general more in conformity with the spelling of the oldest dictionaries than those of the northern dialects; while on the other hand, with the exception of *ch* (for *k*), and *hs* (for *h* and *x*), the northern initials are in general true to the old dictionaries. This seems to be all that can be said at present for the guidance of Comparative Philologists who may consult this work. Of course the Rhymes of the *Shi* and other classic and old books must be put in as evidence, and their differences from modern usage must be always held of great importance. Modern native philologists perhaps make more than enough use of them.

The tonal marks (ˌ, ə, ɔ̅, ɔ̈ ), on the corners of the characters are those used by Williams, and are to be understood only after making some way in the study of a dialect.

Every character in this volume has been written for the Lithographer with the Author's own hand, and he must here express his obligation to Messrs John Avery & Co. for the patience and skill with which they have endeavoured to make the result look as free from faults as possible.
ERRORS AND OMISSIONS.

1. In the quotation of Numbers—
   
   Page 8 line 17 for 117 read 171.
   " 17   20   81   1.
   " 18   2   31   39.
   " 40   19   10   110.
   " 41   4   14   18.
   " 42   14   25   35.
   " 101   7   139   129.
   " 151   11   22   224.

2. In the pronunciation of the Chinese—

   Page 6 line 16 for a², read a².
   " 10  14  k'api, c'hi,  k'api, chi.
   " 13  23  pun,  pun.
   " 17  2  ch'uang,  ch'uang.
   " 31  24  sun,  sun.
   " 38  22  shih,  shi.
   " 48  1  chung,  ch'ung.
   " 93  14  shih,  shih.

   The tonal marks are sometimes omitted, but they can generally be supplied by referring to the numbers quoted, where the characters are given again with the marks.

3. In the Definitions—

   Under No. 35 add—The Shoo4-me5 regards this in some connections as a form of man (14), and, in particular, under 句, to beg, it says 亡人 亡句, "a lost man is a beggar."

   Page 41 line 5 for 76 76 76 76 76 read 76.
   (Make the same corrections whenever the character occurs.)

   Page 42 line 14 for "to dream," read "obscure."
   " 48  7  "seize upon," "exchange."
   " 88  6  "contentious." "contentious."
   " 110  24  "angust," "angust."
   " 136 last line "an officer of education," "training for office."
ABBREVIATIONS.

The following are the Abbreviations used in this Volume.

- a, ... ancient, or ancient form.
- c, ... contracted.
- d, ... doubled.
- h, ... horizontally.
- i, ... inverted.
- p, ... placed sideways.
- po, ... placed obliquely.
- ph, ... phonetic.
- q, ... quadrupled.
- r, ... reversed.
- t, ... tripled.
- u, ... tripled triangularly.
- v, ... vertically.
- rt, Lt, ... right, left.
AN ACCOUNT
OF THE
STRUCTURE OF CHINESE CHARACTERS
UNDER
300 PRIMARY FORMS.

1—

(a) Cantonese, yit, Pekingese, yi, one; and, in combination, (a) one, (b) the ground, (c) heaven, (d) a level summit, (e) an obstruction, (f) something contained, (g) branches, &c.

(a). This symbol means one or one act in—戍, sut, hsü, a wound; the eleventh of the twelve cyclical characters (170); 刃, cheung, ch'üang, a wound (33, 刃², see below); 再, tsoi, tsái, again (86, 12); 爾, yü, to give (one ladleful, 52); 水, sze, shih, an officer (one man equal to ten, 22); 天, t'en, t'ien, heaven (the one great, 59); 尺, ts'ün, ts'un, an inch (37); 百, p'ak, po, a hundred (143 phc); 令, kon, kän, to violate, or encroach (one step, 16 i). This is number 89); 頃, or 頃, yü, an expression (44); 萬, yeung, yâng, a blaze of light (136, 109); 正, ching, châng, correct (94); 元, yüan, original (元, see below); 隼, t'uin, t'ūen, a hawk, 239); 令, li, an officer (92, 37); 投, t'iu, to cast away (59, 27).

(b). It is used for the ground in—丘, yau (k'au), chiu, a hillock (14, 14 r); 之, (84) chi, chih, to come up, which
inverted is 雨, tsāp, tsa, around; 児, chun, struggle (of a plant to
grow, 84); 旦, tān, dawn (136); 本, pun, pān, root (127); 水, tāi,
li, bottom (96, and probably also in 96 itself); 立, lap, li, to stand
(59); 王, king, ching, the water-veins under the ground (14 and
87 phc, 48); 韭, kau, chiu, leeks (number 255); 或, wīk, yū, a
region, 73, 67, 戈, see below).

(e). It is used for heaven, or above, in 雨, yū, rain (24 or 86
and 129); 不, jāu, soaring away (number 126); 丙, jing, con-
flagration (number 163); and in many old forms, as 帝 (189).

(d). It is used for a level summit or cover in— 凶, ngāt, wu,
a high place (18); 几, mu, māu, cover (25); 土, hāi, ksi, a
coffer (8); 命 (命) nīk or tsat, ni or chi, sickness (118).

(e). It is used for an obstruction or something placed across
another in 面 (面) tsse, to stop (see 84, 17); 刃, yān, jān, a
sword (cutting something, 33); ŋ̄ā, kāu, kāu, obstruction of
breathing (number 44); 戈, kwo, a spear (67); 穿, chi, the
fingers crossed (37); 穿, chāu, finger or toe nails (37). Here it
is repeated, 赤, 12; 𦠠, wūt, yū, a style (for writing—the lower
line is what is written on, 37, 83. The Shuho-wan says it is phonetic
here); 𧾀, tsai, tāi, calamity (48); 輯, 从, 8, 16)
cha, suddenly stopping; 𨬇, now written 西, wān, kwān, a year-
old colt with his feet bound (268); 卒, tsut, tsu, a soldier or servant
in uniform (184); 夫 (59); 赤, 阏 and (122, 122 r).

(f). It is used for contents in— 勺, chenk, cho, a ladleful
(number 52); 血, hūt, hsi̍k, blood (153); 艮, kom, kān,
sweet (in the mouth, 目, 72).
(g). It stands for the branches of a tree in 朱 mut, mo, branches (127); for the central line of pith in 朱 chii, chu, the pine (竿, 127); and in 木才 ( 木, number 65) 木, 木, ability, successful growth, the upper stroke is said to represent growth, and the lower the ground.

2—

ekwan, kun, a through vertical stroke. This drawn through □ a square, makes 中 chung, middle, and through two 木 it makes 木 chun, chwan, to string. The square part is usually said to be "mouth" (72), but it is better to regard it as indefinite. (See 92). In 父 fu, father, originally written 父, the vertical stroke represents the rod of authority held in the hand (37). 父 is phonetic in 部 pu, cloth (部 83), and 部 (部 92, 41). In 牛 (124), 羊 (179); 木 (127), 木 (84), 木才 (65), 申 (222), &c., the vertical stroke denotes the trunk or body; and in 小 siu, hsiao, small, it denotes the thing that is made small by division (81). In 以 yan, yin, it suggests drawing a bow (78); in 王 wong, wâng, a king (140), they say, it denotes ruling the three (46) powers—heaven earth, and man; and in 小 (ji), 'rh, with 16 and 17, it denotes certainty.

The short stroke in 伎 yau, yu, to swim, to go on swimmingly (14, 41, 37), is not this but number 10.

3—

(old form 乔) chii, chu, a mark. This stands for the flame of a lamp in number 141, where it is perhaps also phonetic. The dot
appears also in number 102, meaning cinnabar; in 舌,  *tau*, to spit out or at (126, 72, now written **）**; and, in modern writing, in many cases where a line was originally used.

\[ \text{tui, tieh, a dash to the left. The Shwoh-wan says, “to the right,” i.e., from the bottom. The same authority also makes this one of the lines of 弗 (151); 龍 (131); 升 (116); 弟 (229); 宫, yin, to govern (with the hand, 37); 乎, hu, an expletive (44, 17); and 卒 (184, where in modern writing number 1 answers the same purpose equally well). The old form appears in 眉, mi, mei, eyebrows (15 d v, 155); in shang, to watch (84, 155); and in 眉, kün, chiuan, the borders of the eyes (155 p d v).} \]

reversed —

\[ \text{fū, fū, a dash to the right, or “to the left” from the bottom. Combinations of the two are—} \text{ 插 (17), and 豫 (38). This one is phonetic in number 151.} \]

\[ \text{yāi, i, to trail. This is phonetic in 豹, sēe, a beast like a tiger with horns (191, 14); in 豪 (187) hāi, hsi, to bind; and in 豪, yāi, i, to trail (a complex form of the primitive, 2, 222). It is the first stroke of ् (67) yik, yi, a peg with something hanging on it and dragging it down; and the last stroke of 弓 (132, 37) chāng, to drag against each other.} \]
reversed —

\( \mathcal{L} (\mathcal{L}) \) (\( \underline{\text{\( \mathcal{L} \)}} \)), to flow. The Shwoh-wan derives 司 from this, and 后 from \( \mathcal{L} \), but these two characters are better accounted for under \( \mathcal{L} \). It also connects with this \( \mathcal{L} \) ya, yek, (90) in an indecent meaning. Most probably, however, \( \mathcal{L} \) was originally the figure of a dish with a tubular handle, now written 叔和 and read \( \underline{\text{\( \mathcal{L} \)}} \). But 叔 and pull, is derived from this (2, 222).

6 —

乙, (乙) ict yi, the bursting of vegetation; the second of the ten cyclical characters. This denotes effort in 乾 kon or k’in, kän or ch’ien, dry, strong, advancing (212 c, 136, 1); 乱 lun, lwān, to unravel; confusion (132, 80, 37, 24); and 夫 (夫 37) yau, yu, excess. In 核, ch’ek, ch’ik, a cubit, it means the length measured (by a person, 人 75); and in 月, yik, yi, the form of the chest (203). It is phonetic in 失, originally written 鬼 (113) shêt, shik, to lose; 爭 lit, lihk, to take a piece of anything (132, 37); 既, æt, ya, rolling (231); and 乞, ak, o, impeded (122). As a phonetic this is scarcely distinguishable from the next. For 乞, see number 111.

7 —

巳, (巳) æt, ya, the swallow, the bird of spring; now written 鳥, and read æt, yi. This is said to be phonetic in 月, (月 72) æt, yieh, to say, in 樂, &c. It has the sense of productiveness or sagacity in 女 yie, ju, giving birth to and nursing; milk (91, 132); and in 子 hung, k’ung, thorough (91).
yăn, yin, to hide away, the same as '隱'; crooked.

The character 亝 (亝 16) mong, wăng, lost, is from this, whence 亝 (1), 勿 (35), 無 (59, 22 q, 127 d), and 亝 (72 d, 131). Mong is a common phonetic. The character 直 chih, chih, straight, is made up of 亝 (22) ten, 目 (155) eyes, and this line, suggesting that what ten eyes see must not be crooked; whence 惠, 惠, 亝, virtue (93). 真 (真) chên, true (originally meaning to become a genius, a Tauist word), is made up of 亝, 亝, to transform (14 i), the eye, this line, and the two under it like 64, a support, the means by which the transformed ascends to heaven! It is a strange fact that the character 真 is not found in the Confucian classics, while derivatives of it like 慎 are found.

Had the Confucianists an objection to the word as heretical? 亝 hâi, hsi, a coffer, is made from this and number 亝; and from it come 亝, 亝, a pair (17); 亝, 亝, a case for a bow and arrows (117); 亝 (72 t), (136, 57), and 亝 (84d, 37, 72), all with the idea of concealment; and 亝 or rather 亝 lau, sneaking, mean (16, 24).

doubled vertically——

亝 This form is found in 亝, for which see 80 q.

9——

空 (亝) kiit, chiük, a back-hook. No derivatives of this are given in the Shuok-wan. The hook at the bottom of vertical strokes is in modern writing added or omitted very much at pleasure. In a few
cases only, e.g., 子, 事, 子, is there any foundation for its use in the ancient character. Sometimes, however, it is necessary for distinction, as in the case of 子 (44, i) and 子 (89).

reversed—

₈ (ና) kin, chiueh, a hook, now used as a mark of a paragraph. The Shucoh-wan says it is phonetic in  mAuth, yueh, an axe (67, i). The character 成, ts'ieh, chi, (relatives), another name for an axe (190 yueh), should also follow this and not 170.

10—

₉ (₉) kin, chuan, a waving line, representing a rill. It occurs in the ancient character for water (129), and in 亜, yau, yu, to swim, or wade (14, 37, 41).

doubled—

₉₉' kui, kwei, an old form of 湾, a stream, (the union of two rills). This occurs in lun, lin, water from rocks (130 d, 55, 55 ⅝); and 亻, yu, a canoe (51, 192). The same two lines occur, one on each side of 米 and 亅 (178, 269) representing the steam of cooked food; now written like two bows, thus 亅亅. In 縊, yuun, the deep (129 i), they denote the banks. Tripled—₉₉₉ ch'tun, ch'wan, number 48.

11—

₇ (ﷺ). This symbol occurs only in connection with number 113, ( AudioSource shau, the hand)—old form 回, modern form 回, kik, chi, grasping a weapon or something else in the hand. It has the sense of taking in hand in the following compounds:
reversed—

Γ (idebar), or with the hand ⤮ (格外) kuk, chih, to grasp. The two combined make ⤮ ⤮ τau, to fight; one of K'anghi's radicals, whence 門 hiün, hsiün, sword exercise (67, 1).

12—

(binary) i, 'rh, two. In combination this means (a) two, (b) above, the same as next, or (c) upper and lower. Derivatives are—

(a) 上 ti'en, second; 下 yün, jün, humanity (two men, 14), whence 安 ning, flattery (57); 叚 ka, chia, borrowed; false (two skins, 174); 勝, now written 贏, chih, chu, a horse with one hind foot white and one black (268).

(b) 二 ki, shih, divine manifestation (46 p).

(c) 烏 kik, chi, eagerly (a man, 14, exerting himself with hand, 37, and mouth, 72, between "heaven and earth"). Compare 88.

inverted—

binary ha, hsia, below—an ancient form of 下 (13 i). In the Shuoh-wan 竹, to ascend, is derived from this, but it is better to write it 竹 (122, 122 r).

placed side-ways—

two boundary lines, as in 里 (146, 37, 83); where, as in 巴 (192), &c., also represents boundary lines.
13—

(modern form 上^k) sheung, shäng, above. This occurs in 帝 (189), 木 (183), 木 (273), and other characters; but it is not identical with the modern radical 上, for which see numbers 16, 59, and 91 i. In early times numbers 1 and 12 were interchanged with this.

Inverted—

(现代 form 下^l) ha, hsia, below.

14—

人 (人) yăn, jăn, man; a human being. This, like many other characters, is partly a figure of the object, and partly a conventional symbol. We shall meet with it in various positions and shapes. The prevailing characteristic is the two lines for the legs. Compare 18, 75, 121, 174, 211, 234, 261, 265.

This character is phonetic as well as significant in 人 (12). It is phonetic in several other characters among which are reckoned 千 (千 22) ts'ın, ch'ien, a thousand, and 年 (年 165) nin, nien, a year; and as a radical it has a very extensive use. It usually appears on the left, thus 人. For other forms with which it is liable to be confounded when written on the top of characters, see 16 and 51. Important derivatives are—囚 ts'au, ch'iou, a prisoner (73); 閃 shim, shăn, to glance through a doorway (122, 122 r); 仙 or 信 sin, hsien, a man of the mountains (85); 身 k'ên, ch'ien, to stand expecting (94); 付 fu, giving (37, 1); 位 wai, wes, position (59, 1).

The form 在 or 在 lai, li, was originally 薦^k, to come to a
position, 37, 112; 以 (156); 介 (35); 介 (17); 伐 (67); 伐 and 成 (67, 1); 伐 (131); 保 (127); 答 (54, 72); 问 (72, 48); 信 (183, 72); 便 (163, 37, 41); 卧 (196); 罩 (50 d, 59, 89, 1, 72, 183). Sometimes it appears on the top of a character in its old form, like 假, 35, as in the last case, or like 刀 tu, tāu, a knife, 33, as in 色, shík, st, colour (40); 範 hām, hsiem, a pitfall (204); 坑 (232); 歉 (45); 截 (45, 171). The last is also written 候. The heads of animals, as 猪 (244), 鱼 (275), are represented by the same form. Sometimes 人 is reduced to a mere dash in modern writing, as in 身 (234), 千 (22) 王 (87), the right-hand line running into the other part of the character. 书 is the correct form of 书 tiu, tiāu, to console (a man with his bow, 78, hanging down). Other cases in which this radical is not easily recognised, are—及, k'ap, chi, up to (37), for several old forms of which, see 125; 己 (12, 72, 37); 巳 (82, 84 9); 光 (81, 130, otherwise written 萬, 22 d); kwong, kwāng, light; 死 (死, 108) sē, dead. In 虎 fu, hu, a tiger (191) 王 stands for the feet. The character 亖, chāk, tāl, on one side, formed from “man” under an overhanging cliff (45), is said to be reversed, making number 69 亖.

reversed—

匕 (匕) pi, to compare. This also means a spoon, and is number 31; under which derivatives will be given. This and 人, placed back to back, make 北 (北) pāk, pei, the North, where the idea is “contrast” or “opposition.” The North is the back of the world. This is phonetic in 背, pui, pei, the back (203). From
this also come 亅 ( 亅 ) yau, chiu, a hillock, by adding — for the ground; and 亅 (175, 145).

placed sideways——

亅 ( 亅 ) The Shwoh-wan regards this as a form of 亅 , under the character 亅 肋, chih, a measuring cup; a syphon (40). The Phonetic Shwoh-wan finds the same in 亅 肋, ruler (72), which reversed is 亅 司, officer, and in 亅 肋 (236); and, since in 亅 we have 亅 in an equally awkward position, 亅 , this may be accepted as 亅 too.

inverted——

亅 ( 亅 ) fa, kwa, to transform, or be transformed; otherwise written 化 , phonetic in 花 fa, kwa, flowers. From this come 亅 (155, 8, 64); 亅 (294); and 亅 ( 亅 ), the hair, 112, of a man, 14, changing) lu, lâu, old.

doubled——

亅 ts'ung, to follow, also written 亅 (49, 94). This is a common phonetic. It also occurs in 亅 tsim, chien, to take away (67, 1), whence 亅 (255); in 亅 tsim, chien, all (51, 72 a); in 亅 lü, a regiment (212); and in 亅 ping, together (128). In the following the 亅 on the left hand is reversed in old writing for the sake of symmetry:— 亅 (59) káp, chia, to press under the arms; near; familiar; 亅 (88); and 亅 (87).

tripled——

亅 yâm, yín, many. This forms part of the common characters 亅 (155 p), and 亅 tsì, chiü, all, assembled (195, 37) phc.
For characters which seem to have four 人 in them see next, and 286.

15——

▲ The figure of something hanging down. Compare 51.

doubled horizontally——

▲▲ This is found in 夹 shim, shān, a thief with stolen things under
his arms (59), and in 来 (243).

doubled vertically——

▲ This occurs in 眉 mi, mei, the eye-brows (4, 155), and in 眉 (260).

quadrupled——

▲▲ This forms part of the two primary forms 喜 (271), and 喜 (266), which see.

16——

入 (人) 入, jū, to enter. This originally formed the top of many
characters which are now otherwise written, as 矢, 高, 京
(73), 尔 (17, 2), 射 (171), 亡 (8). The square figures in the
three first are in no case 口 hau, k'au, mouth; but 目 wai, wei,
an enclosure. The form, 入, may also stand for a cover, or a
cap, as in 金 (63), &c.

This is supposed to be phonetic in 建 nip, nieh, a trestle
(37, 94). From it also are formed 内 noi, nei, inside (24), phonetic
in 内 (72), 義 (184), and 義 (167); 全 ts'üin, ch'üan, complete
(140, but this is also written 全, 51, 88).
This forms the bottom of the character 郭, now written 郭, kwok, kwo, fortifications of a city, which was like two characters 高, high, placed end to end, (?) "high at both ends"; also an old form of 厚 hau, thick, being 寸 inverted, also has this at the bottom. See 73 for this and its derivatives. The Shwoh-wan says 十 (89) kon, kän, to violate is from an inverted 元 and —, which may be accepted. But, when the same authority says that 白 143 pāk, po, white, is formed from this character clasping 元 合, and explains that the colour and the number are both yin (陰), it is rather too much for even an admirer of Hū Shan to believe. A better suggestion, by the author of the Phonetic Shwoh-wan, is that 白 is formed from 日, the sun, the little mark above meaning the twilight. I think however that 白 is 28, 占, a cocoon of silk, with a mark inside to show the intention for which it is used. Compare 142.

doubled——

M leung, leāng, two, both, the same as the (86).

Doubled vertically it would be the same shape as 32.

八 17 (八) pāt, pa, eight. The number eight was suggestive of division, and hence 分 fān, to divide, was formed from "knife" (33) and "eight"; 半 pān, pān, half, from "ox" (124) and "eight". kān, chien, partition, from "binding" (127, 73) and "eight." Other derivatives are: — 小 (81); 呆 (166); 你 (16, 2); 分 (44);
平 (44, 1); 巴 (44, 4); 口 (1, 8); 末 (59); 去 (82, 73); 莆 (226); 余 (51, 84); 余 is the same); 沐 (14, 45, 183, 72); 曾 (224, 7, 72); 畦 (270, 63); 角 (143, 18—the same as 大, 63, 18); 腦 yün, yin, posterity (80, 203); 公 kung, public, just (the right division of private things, 28); 全 pün, pin, and 块, fū, ふ (84); 項 (175). In the two last it is said to be phonetic, but the Phonetic Shuoh-wan decides that 項 has no connection with 八. In 彈 (72), and 酉 (220) it means scattered water. In 亦 (59), it stands for the arm-pits, and in 母 (57) for the breasts. The character 介 kāi, chieh, a boundary, was originally written with "man" inside, 築 (14); and 築, pi, must, was made from 67.

Inverted——

八 The divisions of a court or building are represented by 八, and the same inverted, in a square (73); 建 kūn, chün, the corridors of a palace (127, 73 c v, 226) c. phc.

Doubled——

介, pit, pieh, to divide. Here we have the same root-sound as in the numeral. From this comes 建 kwái, perverse (179 c), now confounded with 266. In 役 (214) this form represents the water-sheds.

18——

八 (18) yün, jàn, another form of "man," 14, found only in combination. It is usually placed at the bottom of the character, as in 建 (207, 28), 見 (155), 兢 (82), 兒 (143), 先 (84, 1), 元, and 元 (1), 兎 (156), 兌 (72), 充 (91 c), 兒 (290 c), 兖 (17,
72), 竟 king, ching, the end of a piece of music (183, 72, 1). It is
doubled in 靜 (183 d). For 靜, see 217 d.

It is sometimes written so as to be mistaken for 零, as in the
radical 亖 (233).

19—

几 (几) ki, chi, a table or stand. This is found in 共 or 處 ch'ü,
ch'u, place (54, 191); 几 ki, chi, to dwell (75); 几 pang, ping, to
lean on (14, 134); 几 (75, 64), &c.

It is phonetic in several characters. Number 154 is formed
from it by adding bars and a foot.

20—

几 (几) shii, shu, the down of birds. From this come 息 fu, a
mallard (276), 稻 or 稻 ch'ân, fledged (47), and 處 shii, shu, to
kill, or strike with a spear (37), a common radical, whence 役 (49),
被 shâm, shân, to mow (84 d h), 被 ch'it, she, to appoint (183,
72), &c. This form is phonetic in 今. In 杂 or 杂 to, it
represents the foliage of trees (127).

21—

九 (九) kau, chiu, nine. This is a common phonetic.

Besides its modern sound, it has in combination (軌) kwâi,
kwei, and (旭) huk.—Compare, 由 yau, (軸) chuk. It is
phonetic in 144, and in 秀 (165).

22—

十 (十) shêp, shih, ten. From this come 士 (1), whence 吉, kâi,
chi, luck (72); 十 (14); 大 (大) cheung, châng, ten feet (37);
計"kai, chi, to reckon (183, 72); 真 cheung, chāng, a section or period of music, &c. (183, 72, 1); 古 ku, ancient (traditions of ten mouths, 72). 直 (8, 155), 年 (14, 165); 木 (59).

The character 畫 is probably from 230 phc.

doubled——
廿 yī, ju, twenty. From this come 共 kung, together (63); 灼 (130, an old form of 光) kwong, kwāng, light, whence 萬 wong, kwāng, yellow (146); 席 (66, 130, 宜 (37), and 度 (83). It is said to be an old form of 度 in 窮, sī, kśeh, to steal, but it may as well mean scores. See 175 (144, 206, 178).

' tripled——
卅 (廿) sāi, sa, thirty. This is phonetic in 萬 īp, yeh, a leaf (127), and its derivatives; and from it comes 世, shai, shik, an age of thirty years. The latter cannot be phonetic in 萬, because, if it has any final consonant, it is 人.

棄 hi, chī, to cast away, has no connection with this. See 230, 91 人, 63.

quadrupled——
丷 or 丷, sēi, hsi, forty. The first form representing things bound together, appears only in 提 tāi, to gird (83, 25, or rather 83 人); and the second form is in 無 mu, wu, not (59, 127 人, scores of great trees, 亡 gone, 8, 16).

28——
七 (廿) tsāt, chī, seven. This is phonetic in 七, chāt, chāk, to hoot at (72); 亅 tsīt, chēk, to cut (33), and several other characters.
24—

哮, kwing, chiung, a wide region. This in combination is liable to be confounded with the next. Even the Shwoh-wan does not distinguish clearly between them. We infer from the meaning that the following belong to this:— 朱 (16); 高 (16, 73 d); 陆 (陆, 陆 phc, 84, 1, and an old form of 及. See 125) shi, shih, a market; 午 yin, yin, walking along (14); 央 yeung, yung, middle (59); 雅 ho, lofty (239); 鼠 (132, 80, 37); 鬼 (238, 94). The primitive is also written 间 and 间 (73, 87). The same form represents prickles in 189. The phonetic Shwoh-wan makes this phonetic in 宗 (136, 105), 宗 (232 c, 127 c, rt and bl).

In 髙, chiun, to lead (an ox 124, 142 phc), it must mean the reins.

25—

吼, mik, mi, a cover. The three characters last mentioned are usually connected with this. Other derivatives are— 冠 kung, kwan, a cap (18, 1, 1, 37, 1); 陆 mu, mao, a cover, from which come 丛 cung, together (72), 畜 mung, covered, obscured, 声 kong, chiang, a curtain (84, 81), whence again the common phonetic 殼, chio, "to strike from above," according to the Shwoh-wan, but usually meaning a shell (20, 37); 陆 mu, mao, a cover, a cap (12), whence 陆 mu, mao, (155); 冠 min, mien, (211, 14); 鼻 chau, (147), all with a similar meaning; also 殼 tsui, excess (195, 37); 陆 man, prolonged (155 p. 37); and 鼻 (209). Other derivatives are 宗 in, yian, a sense of wrong (a hare, 244, under a
cover); wing, (k\text{\textumlaut{}}\textumlaut{}, light in a dwelling (130 t); \text{\textumlaut{}}\text{\textumlaut{}}\text{\textumlaut{}}\text{\textumlaut{}}\text{\textumlaut{}}\text{\textumlaut{}} ka, chia, a cup of jade stone (72 d, 116); mong, w\text{\textumlaut{}}ng, a net (31 \text{\textumlaut{}}d); ts\text{\textumlaut{}}m, ts\text{\textumlaut{}}w\text{\textumlaut{}}n, a furnace (222, 149, 127 d, 63, 130); \text{\textumlaut{}} (83) k\text{\textumlaut{}}n, chin, a piece of cloth. In the three last \text{\textumlaut{}} represents the figure of the thing signified. In \text{\textumlaut{}} \text{\textumlaut{}} \text{\textumlaut{}} hok, hsio, to learn (222, 39 d, 91), it is said to denote the obscurity of the untaught mind.

This and \text{\textumlaut{}} (83) must both represent the material, in chau, a brush or duster (held in the hand 37), whence \text{\textumlaut{}} (with the hand both above and below, now contracted to ts\text{\textumlaut{}}m, ch\text{\textumlaut{}}n (encroaching, as a person, 14, sweeping), a common phonetic. The same may be said of \text{\textumlaut{}}; all the part below (22 \text{\textumlaut{}}) represents cloth or clothes. For some characters usually referred to this see 86.

inverted—

\text{\textumlaut{}} Number 200 \text{\textumlaut{}} ha, hsia, is said to represent covering above and below, and the line at the top denotes the process.

doubled—

\text{\textumlaut{}} This occurs in \text{\textumlaut{}} (193, 175); also in 198.

28—

\text{\textumlaut{}} hom, k\text{\textumlaut{}}n, an open mouth; a pit. This means a pit, in \text{\textumlaut{}} hung, hsiung, disastrous (135); and \text{\textumlaut{}} f\text{\textumlaut{}}i, k\text{\textumlaut{}}w\text{\textumlaut{}}i, a clod of earth. It is the lower part of \text{\textumlaut{}} (89) yik, yi, opposing, disobedient.

27—

\text{\textumlaut{}} h\text{\textumlaut{}}i, ck\text{\textumlaut{}}i, a rice bowl made of willow. This is phonetic in \text{\textumlaut{}} h\text{\textumlaut{}}i, ck\text{\textumlaut{}}i, to go away, which probably meant at first a dish with a cover (59). The upper part of \text{\textumlaut{}} (153)
resemble this; and 盖 hop, ho, to cover, is written either with 之 complete, or contracted, thus 盖, where the short line may stand for contents as in 形, 大 being the cover as in 282. 去 is not phonetic in words ending in p, and characters like 快, hip, ch'ieh, fear, are supposed to derive their sound from 劫, hip, chieh, to plunder, which is formed by association of ideas (taking “away” by “force,” 34). Another derivative is 盪 (31, 178 po); and a derivative of 去 is 去 (1).

A ( ) sse, selfish. This almost certainly is the figure of one cocoon of silk; used metaphorically for selfish or private. The root-sound may, in the metaphoric sense, coincide with 自 isse, self (193). If this account of the character is correct, then, 80, 142, 187, 238, 279, and perhaps 143, are derived from it, and it is phonetic in 絇 sse, silk (187 d). It is phonetic in 私 sse, another name for 禾, growing grain (165), but now used for selfish, private. This primary form by itself is not distinguishable in modern writing from the last, from the next, or from 156, in many cases. It forms part of 鬼 kwai, kwei, ghost, where the Phonetic Shwoh-wan makes it also phonetic (207, 18); of 篤 ch'an, to usurp (50 d, 232 c, 63); and of 美 yau, yu, to seduce (179, 53).

M ( ) hwang, hung, the upper arm; also written 口 and 亅 (37, 203). It is phonetic in 弓 wang, hung or hwang, the twang of a bow-string, and other words.
80—

 nga (\[\text{圖} \text{ or } \text{圖}\] = fong, fāng; a receptacle; square. This is a radical in several characters, denoting vessels, boxes, &c., in which the part enclosed is phonetic. The second old form resembles 208, placed sideways. In \[\text{圭} tseung, chiëng, an artificer, both parts are radical, the square and the axe (121).

81—

 pi (\[\text{烹}\] = pi) (a) a spoon, (b) to compare, in which sense it is 14 r, a “man” turned round; sometimes also it means a man looking up, or “high.” This is supposed to be phonetic in \[\text{旨} chi, chik, pleasing, intention, (from \[\text{甘} “sweet,” 72, 1; \[\text{尼} ni, to keep close to (75); \[\text{此} ts'ei, this (94); and \[\text{牝} p'ân, p'ìn, the female of animals (124), from which contracted comes \[\text{麋} yau, yu, a female deer (277). It is a radical, (a) in \[\text{匙} shi, shik, a spoon (136, 1, 94); in \[\text{釂} cheung, chiëng, sacrificial wine, where 27 represents the dish, 178 po, the grain from which the spirit is made, and this, the spoon; in \[\text{匙} pō, pi, one grain, or a spoonful, also read cheung, hsiëng, the fragrance of grain (143), from which come \[\text{食} shih, shih, to eat; a meal; \[\text{既} ki, chi, a small meal (110 r phc); \[\text{餉} tsîk chi, to come to a meal (40); and \[\text{篚} kwai, kwei, a vessel for grain (50 d, 153); and which is phonetic in \[\text{釂} hing, chiëng, official rank (40, 40 r); and \[\text{鄉} heung, hsiëng, township (73 d, 40, 40 r). In the second sense (b) we have \[\text{卓} cheuk, cho, lofty, pre-eminent; \[\text{弄} ngong, ang, aloft (40); \[\text{傾} k'êng, chiëng, to fall down (233, 18); \[\text{序} pu, p'au, succession (22); \[\text{艮} or \[\text{艮} kän, obstinate (155).
Probably it symbolises the cavities of the brain in 木 $nu$, $nau$, brains (206); and it stands for the feet of a bird in 276 and 285.

placed sideways——

$L$ ( desprechant ) This is the upper part of 丒 $ch'în, ch'în$, a hairpin (14), which is doubled, phonic, in 替 $t's'âm, t's'an$, already (72, 7). This is also the usual form of the symbol in modern writing.

doubled horizontally——

$比$ $pi$, to compare. This a common phonetic. It derives its own sound of course from $比$ . It stands for the feet of beasts in 277, in 亖 (244 c), and in 犭 chi, chih, a pig, where, however, for symmetry, $比$ is reversed on the left.

doubled vertically——

$乙$ This also stands for the feet in 能 $nâng$, an animal like a bear with deer's feet (an elk? 156 $p'ieh$, 203); which also means "able," whence 置 $pa$, to suspend an able officer, or rather, to suspend proceedings against him (25, 39 $dh$); and 熊 (130).

This reversed is of course 14, and the two placed back to back make $北$ $pâk$, $pei$, the North; which has the idea of contrast, as $比$ has that of comparison. See 14 $r$.

92——

$氵$ ( $火$ ) $ping$, ice; also written 水 (129). This forms part of number 172. It is phonetic in 鴻 $p'ang$, $p'ing$, a fast-running horse (268), and in several other characters. In 凹 $tiu$, $tiân$, it means half destroyed, and in 祖 $ch'u$, $chu$, a sacrificial vessel, it denotes the contents, meat cut up, "the half of flesh," where
however it may be regarded as half the top part of number 286.

In 台 ye, yeh, to melt metals (156 phc, 72), it is used metaphorically of metals which harden and melt like water.

This is also used as the form of other things besides ice, in 合 keuk, chio, the roof of the mouth (72), and in numbers 199, 223, and 275.

Doubled, this is identical in shape with the top of number 286 (戈).

刀 (刀) tu, tâu, a knife. This is a common radical usually written 刀, on the right side of the character. It is also a common phonetic both standing alone and in the compounds 召 chiu, chau, to call (72), and 到 (182).

The following are derived phonetics, or characters with independent sounds:—刀 ch'ou, ch'u, beginning (of cutting out clothes, 184); 刺 kit, chieh, to dress fish (275); 解 kai, chieh, to open up (223, 124); 分 san, to divide (17); 別 p'ei, p'ieh, to separate (202); 利 li, sharp; profit (165—all written with 勿, 109, or 勿 instead of 刀, whence 努, 129); 制 chai, chih, to make (米 127, 84); 刷 (or 汗, 37) shà, shwa, to brush (75, 83); 削 ts'ak, ts'et, a pattern (232); 忍 ngai, i, anger (93); 列 lü, lieh, to divide and arrange (originally written 労, 108 c phc, 48); 前 ts'in, ch'ien, to come forward, originally written 前, meaning to come forward without walking, as on board a boat (192); then, with this radical added, it meant to clip, now 剪, where the lower part is a superfluous addition.
For 力, and 力, see number 1.

The form 力 tiu, tiāu, perverse, is a modification of this, not found in the Shwoh-wan.

The old form of this and of number 14 are so much alike that the heads of animals might be identified with either, e.g. 244, 283, 275. For the same reason 色 (40, 14) is exactly like the right side of these derivatives of 力: 色 tsüt, chūeh, to cut off (187, 40); and 彩 trūt, brittle (203, 40).

This form doubled, 力, is only a mistaken way of writing 从 trung, to follow (14 d).

tripled——

劵 lü, li, a surname: This is not found in the Shwoh-wan; but the lich, is spoken of in the Ancient History as 力枝. The Shwoh-wan has 力, “the name of a grass,” with the same pronunciation (34 tt, 84 d).

34——

力 ( 力 ) lik, li, strength. The old form represents the sinews (筋 kān, chin, 50 d, 203). This is a radical and a phonetic. In the following it is a radical only:——男 nām, nān, a man, a male child (strength for field-work, 146); 力 lut, liēh, weakness (81, 4); 力 ka, chia, to add to (72, “mouth” is not very appropriate here, neither is the suggestion of 可 or 可 phe very good, and the meaning of “wrangle,” in the Shwoh-wan, is not sanctioned by usage); 力 yau, yu, slender (80); 力 (27, 59); and 力 cho, chu, help (154 phe).
tripled——

 ámb hip, hsięh, to unite strength. Almost all the compounds of this take both sound and meaning from it; as ámb hip, hsięh, to unite hearts.

35——

人都 (ǐ) pâu, bundle. With 包 (77) inside, it is now the same in sound and meaning; but the Skwoh-wan says 包 (ǐ) means pregnancy, and gives a dissertation on this subject in connection with the cyclical or horary characters, which is only mystification. 包 tsze, sze, however, may be from the same root as 子 tsze (91), and the figure may be an embryo. Then 包 is the same as 胞. This symbol is phonetic in 冢 tâu, tâu, earthenware (181), 口 pu, pâu, to brood over (14), and of course in 包, &c.

The following are important derivatives of pâu, as a radical:—

匈 wän, yün, few, together (12); 寕 chung, a mound, or raised tomb ( ámb 226 and 2 phc); 部 kwän, chin, a troop (231); 口 or 口 koi, kái, to beg (8, 16); 扈 kuk, chü, a handful (of grain, 178); 部 kwang, hung, the hum of talk (72, 183). 包 is not from this but from 14); 口 tsün, hsün, ten days (136); 包 kik, chi, circumspect (lamb-like, and covering the mouth, 179 c, 72), whence 敬 king, ching, reverence (37, 41), and 包 pei, prepared (92, 41). Numbers 52 and 291 are not from this, nor is 包 or 口 (see 42).

doubled——

匈 From this comes 包 ch’o, ch’u, bundles of cut grass (84 d v).
38—

乃 ( \( \overline{\text{nai}} \) ), also, in combination, \( \overline{\text{nai}} \), and ( ) nai, but, and so, is, &c.

It represents the breath coming up with difficulty. As a phonetic this has also the sound ying, jiang. The form 盃 (ying, a full vessel, 153), is made from the first old form and number 54, and is pronounced hu and identified with 古 “trade,” or 女 “remit,” but its derivatives are also ying. Compare the old forms with those of 及 under 125; and for derivatives of the third old form, see 260 and 201.

37—

又 ( \( \overline{\text{yu}} \) ) yau, yu, the right hand; also. There are few primary forms that enter more largely into the composition of Chinese characters than this. It appears in the following eight radicals of K'anghi: 升 (63), 々 (々, 1), 支 (支 50), 支 (41 phe), 夫 (夫, 2), 夫 (20 phe), 皮 (174), and 𠐤 (83, 1).

It assumes six distinct forms in modern writing, represented by (a) 十, (b) 大, (c) 今, (d) 寸, (e) 布, and (f) 亱.

(a). The following are mostly all phonetics, or characters with underrived sound, and will be found explained under their other parts:— 氏 (132), 氏 (132, 25), 氏 (132, 6), 氏 (132, 80, 24), 氏 (132, 22, 72—see 72 d), 氏 (132, 128 e), 氏 (74), 氏 (probably a corruption of 酒, 206), 氏 (84), 氏 (45), 氏 (75), 氏 (40), 氏 (14), 氏 (57), 回 (73), 圣 (87), 氏 (190 phe), 氏 (108), 氏 (228), 氏 (195), 氏 (196 phe), 氏 (203, 12, 46 p), 氏 (174, 12), 氏 (252 e, 20), 氏 (281), 氏 (安, 82, 130), 安 (175, 130), 安 (22 d, 66), 安 (25, 12, 155 p), 安 (239), 安
(b) The lower part of the following is 又: 史 (史, 22); 古 (史, 55); 更 (更, 163, 41); 史 see, shih, history (垢, 92), from which comes 史 (1), and 事 see, shih, affair, business (事, or 廠, said to have 上 84, 1, phc on the top, though it scarcely needs a phonetic).

(e) The right hand, 右 and the left hand, 左, are not distinguished in some modern forms, as 右 右 yau, yu, to help (with hand and mouth, 72), now used for “right hand,” whence 若 鬱, fo, to gather, or collect (vegetable substances, 84 d), also written 鬱 and 鬱, see below; 有 yau, yu, to have (138). The explanations of this character from “moon,” and “right hand,” e.g. “having what one ought not to have, as the moon when she eclipses the sun,” can hardly be pronounced successful. Is it simply the idea of “having” moon-light, the opposite of 亡? Compare 月 望, the beginning of waning); 灰 fui, hwei, ashes (fire that can be handled, 130); 根 yau, yu, excess (6). This last is otherwise accounted for, as a dog with the ears thrown back ( 廠, 131). From it come 懶 (165 r phc, 31, 72, 1); and 懶 pāu, weak in the legs (34, omitted in the Skwoh-wan), whence 懶 pāu, to throw (113).

(d) Derivatives of 尺, ts'ūn, ts'un, an inch, which in combination has often also the sense of “hand,” are 尺 (132),
'守' (82), '射' (203), '封' (72, 183), '卑' (222), '付' (14), '是' (84, 1) 'phc', '是' (暴 155, 18), '封' (84, 1, 87), '畏' (畏, 132, &c.), '射' (75, 12, 130), '尊' (220, 17, 63), '观' (238 'phc'), '射' (234, see 171), '对' (270, 72 or 22, 1), '雪' (see below).

(e). The old form is retained in the following:—'守' (守 83), 'nip, nieh, the skill of the hand; whence '守' (1), and 'suk, su, awe, (being held over a gulf, 129 p, 10 d); '帝' (25, 83) and its derivatives, '及, &c., see 25; '及, see (b); '及 originally written '及, 47 'phc, 88, 72, 37, 1) 'ts' 'am, 'hsin, eight feet; to seek; '雪, 'sii, 'hsieh, snow (rain that can be gathered in the hand. The 'Shuuk-wan has '雪, rain that can be brushed, 1, 86, 129, and the next); ' 儉, 'sui, a bamboo brush (115 d, or 87 and 84 d, in either case, 'sa or 'si, the collection of vegetable fibres of which the brush is composed); '卑 'yan, 'yin, to cover, (what one has recourse to, 132, 88), from which comes '卑 'yan, 'yin, care, painstaking (93); '卑 'wan, 'yin, to rule (4), whence '因 i, an ancient statesman, (14), and '及 kw 'an, 'chiin, prince (72); '及 'ch 'ang, to drag, to stretch (132, 5); '卑, 'kop, 'chi, sudden (from '及 'phc, see above, and 93); '卑 (84, 57); '卑 'nip, 'nieh, a trestle (16, 94), phonetic in '卑 'tsi, 'ch 'ieh, sudden (84); '卑 'ping, to hold in the hand (165); '卑 'kim, 'ch 'ien, together (165 d); '卑 'ch 'au the second of the twelve cyclical characters, (the hand holding up something, 97); '卑 'toi, 'tai, to overtake (from "right hand" and '卑 "tail," 75, 112 i, contracted—similar in origin to '求, see below).

(f). The seventh form of 又 is found in——'求 (求 or 求, 164), and '求 'kau, 'ch 'su, to beg (from '尾 "tail" contracted,
75, 112 i). The dot in the upper corner here, as well as in 尤 (6), and 甫 (92, 41), seems to indicate some addition to 又 . In the last-mentioned character the cross and the dot stand for 又 (2), perhaps in the others they stand for 又 (1).

The Shwoh-wan gives 求 only as a contraction of 毛, fur-clothes, which is probably a mistake. The only point worth notice here is that the two characters do not rhyme in the old poetry, which has induced etymologists to seek a different origin for them, making 求 in the latter the figure of fur. It is simply phonetic.

reversed——

尢 (elier) tso, the left hand, now written 左 which, like 右, originally meant help, (here, with work, 88). From this come 差, difference (271 phe); and 界, pi, pei, low, mean (189, 148)*; and it is said to be phonetic in 堰, fai, kuei, a fallen wall (240), whence 隘 to, torn flesh (203).

“Right” and “left” together make 防, number 63 .

doubled——

友 (yau) yau, yu, friends. This also makes the claws of the tortoise (297).

tripled——

扵 yeuk, jo, the same as 若. See above (e). This is said to represent the appearance of the mulberry tree when the rising sun shines through it. More likely it means the hands collecting the leaves of 桀 song, sang, the mulberry (127).

* The place of honour was the right hand with the ancient Chinese as it is with us, with the modern Chinese it is the left !
quadrupled—

This is the modern form of number 253.

38—

 nackt, to cut grass, to mow. This is made up of / (4) and \ (4 r). The old form is quite distinct from that of the next, the lines in this being crooked. It is a phonetic.

39—

, also written , the modern 'ng, wu, five. The Shuho-pan says the full form means "the five elements mixing between heaven and earth, the upper line being heaven and the lower the earth" (12). It is simply written so for distinctness. is an important phonetic, chiefly in combination with 72, 'ng, wu, I.

The cross appears on the top of skāi, sha, to kill (164), and in hung, ksiung, disastrous (135), where it conveys the idea of crossing. In other cases, as in 205, 206, 280, it is only part of the figure.

doubled horizontally—

This is found in mong, wāng, a net, where it represents the meshes (25); whence tsei, crime (254); fāt, fa, to punish (183, 72, 33); li, to revile (183, 72); chi, chih, to put aside (releasing or acquitting an honest man, 直, 22, 155, 8, who has been brought into a net. This and 31 dv, 156, 203, are much alike in derivation, and meaning); 罷 (187, 239) 壽 (232), &c
doubled vertically—

ngâu, hsiâu, the mutual blending and influence of the whole and broken lines of a hexagram of the Viking. The character 文 män, wän, literature, a letter, ornament, is allied to this in shape (106). Compare also 交 kâu, chiâu, crossing, blending (185).

This form is phonetic and also significant in 看 ngâu, hsiâu, viands (203); and 交 kâu, chiâu, to imitate (different from 孝 filial, 91), from which come 教, and 數 or 學 (41, 37; 222, 25) teaching, and learning. Thus teaching and learning are intimately connected with the hexagrams of divination. In 希, or 稀 hi, hsi, thin, or sparse (as growing grain, 165), it represents the interstices, and 々 , in this case not 83, but 165 c, stands for the roots. So says the comment on the Shwoh-wan. A later idea is that 希 is the same as 硃 (270 c, 251) chi, chih, embroidered cloth. In 林 fän, a hedge, however, this certainly stands for the interstices (127 d). 森, pok, po, means a horse of mixed colours (268).

The middle part of 襷 seung, hsiang, to untie the clothes (184), was originally 藔 nong, nāng, to regulate (72 d, 76, 88) phc.

quadrupled—

li (jì, 'rh), perhaps an old form of 乃 i, 'rh, elegant (86), which is now used for its phonetic 尔 (16, 17, 2), an affirmative particle, and second personal pronoun. Another derivative of this is 爽 shong, skwāng, bright (i.e. great elegance, 59).

40—

四 ( 口 ) tsit, chiek, a signet or tally. The old form has occasioned its being confounded with 巴 (139), and with the right side of
卵 (221), which are both quite distinct. It is sometimes written 祭 and 其. For 祭 &c., see 79.

This is phonetic in 君 (31, 143), and 祭, tsit, chieh, the joints of bamboo (50 d); and is interchanged with the latter in the sense of joints or divisions.

Other derivatives are:—卍, chi, chih, a measuring cup (14 p);
卍, fuk, fu, to rule (37); 祭, pik, pi, criminal law (the mouth, 72, assigns the punishment, 183, 1); 飧 (14); 飡 (73); 卤 (123, 94); 令 (51); 肥 (203); 糊 (203, 33); 绝 (187, 33); 俊 (14, 45); 萃 (63, 227 phc); 丞 (63, 63, 85), whence, with 卍 both above and below 頂, hän, chin, the modern word for a wedding-cup (correctly written 萃), where 丞 is phc; 卍 (31); 卍 (卍, 132) yán, yin, to seal. The last turned about is 肥, the original form of 押, or 押, yik, yi, to suppose, uncertain (the reverse of sealed), which belongs to the next paragraph. 卍 (45); 卍, 卍, ngo, wo, a knot in wood (4, the figure).

reversed—

卍 (卍), read 'tsau, but no explanation given. See 押 above.

This appears in 卍 hing, ching, the administration (40), of which, perhaps, the sound and meaning are only inferred from its derivative, 卍 (31, 143). It is quite different from 卍 mâu (122 r, 122). It occurs, however, in 卍 (73 d).

doubled—

卍, chün, chwan, two seals together. From which comes 卍 (54),

64) sun, prepared; to administer, &c.
puk, pu, to divine ("the favourable and cross indications"). The derivatives are: 卦 kwa, divination by lines; the trigrams and hexagrams (87 d, phc); 卜 kûi, chi, to ask a response from the spirit-world (72); 占 ching, châng, to consult a diviner (with cowries for a pledge or fee, 232), also the lower half of a hexagram; 卜 fui, huâi, the upper half of a hexagram; 占 chim, chân, to inquire by observing the prognostications (72); 鎮 shiu, shâu, to divine (33, 72); 用 yung, use, usable (the divination hits the mark, 用, from 中, 92, and 卜). 用 is phonetic in 庸 yung, to employ, hired (63, 89), and in 角 (79); and from it come 部 ( 甫 ) fû, a fine young man (37, 2) phc; and 周 chau, the right use of the mouth (72), quietness and fidelity; the Chow Dynasty (began circa 1100 B.C.).

Puk is phonetic in the radical  **************************************************************************, puk, pu, to hit with the hand (37), whence come 狨 (14, 10); 狨 (124); 狨 (127); 狨 (167); 狲 (107); 倜 (143); 狒 (162); 狒 (122, 72), 獭 (122, 37, 83, 1); 狒 (37, 25, 12) kom, kân, to dare (see 72 d); 獻 (84, 17) d, 斷 (203, 84 and 17 d); 御 (49, 91 i phc, 203); 敵 (179 c, 35, 72); 御 (49, 252 c); 敵 (127, 73); 御 (82, 18, 1, 1); 壱 (155), 壱 (14, 175); 獻 (59, 89, 1, 153); 猜 (45, 127, 84).

These derivations go to prove that the method of divination called puk, by whole and broken lines, is as old as the Chinese written language, indeed older.

丿 pin, pien, is a modern character the same as 斵 (16, 63).
48—

\( \text{大} \) kau, chiu, tangled, as tendrils. This is important chiefly as a phonetic; sometimes also giving its radical sense to the derivatives. It has nothing to do with \( \text{大} \) (116), which is sometimes confounded with it. To write 好 for \( \text{大} \) kiu chiu, to call, is vulgar. From this comes 側 or \( \text{大} \) (72 phc) kau, a bend, angular lines. Compare 35 and 52.

48—

\( \text{士} \) ( \( \text{士} \) ) sing, maturity, settled. Probably this is the figure of a pin or nail. It is the fourth of the ten cyclical characters; and it is an important phonetic whose meaning and sound are both often in the derivatives. Subordinate phonetics are \( \text{士} \) kip, a pavilion (from \( \text{高} \), 16, 73 d, 24, contracted), and \( \text{士} \) shing, ch'ing, complete (170, or 茂 c).

44—

\( \text{刀} \) hau, kau, breath seeking exit, but obstructed by something (16); effort, (as of speech). This is interchanged with \( \text{刀} \) hau, chi'au, skill (88), and is phonetic in several other characters besides \( \text{刀} \) hau, kau, old, deceased father, and perhaps \( \text{刀} \) ku, hau, to cry out (72), usually written \( \text{號} \) (191, 14).

Other derivatives are:—\( \text{刀} \) ping, an expression of urgency (147); \( \text{刀} \) ning, an expression of desire ( \( \text{刀} \) phc, 82, 93, 153); \( \text{刀} \) or \( \text{刀} \) yu, a particle of speech with a transitive sense, (the breath passing over the obstruction once, 1), which is phonetic in
k'wa, big talk (59), and 馀 (84 a, 271), and from which in combination with the next comes 平 (平, 17) 丁, le\(v\), level; 喻 h\(i\), h\(i\), a final or dividing particle (17), whence 平 (平, 4) 正, hu, an expletive, a surplus ending of speech like the last, also an interrogative, and a transitive particle; 与 与, 与, to pass over, to examine (from 难 and 察 or 察, 227, 82). 可 介, may not, is '可' reversed (不, '可').

reversed—

挃 ho, ease; from which comes 错 ho, k'o may (72), an important phonetic. Under it are 寸 (59), and the next.

doubled—

挃 This is in 揃 ho, concurrent sounds; elder brother.

45—

晁 (晁) kon, h\(a\)n, an overhanging cliff. This is supposed to be phonetic in— 馀 ng\(a\), yen, a goose (14, 239); 反 f\(a\)n, to turn the hand (37); 呼 in, yen, handsome (106, 47); and 火 ch\(a\)n, to produce; also in 馀 ng\(a\), o, a high bank (85), and 火 f\(a\)n, coal (85, 130); but in these two it is significant also.

Other derivatives are— 馀 yeuk, yo, conspicuous (84); 呼, o, hampered (40), the common form of 馀, ; 馀 chim, ch\(a\)n, looking up (14), phonetic in 馀 (17, 183, 72), and radical in 馀 ng\(a\), i, danger (40); 馀 (14, 171); 馀 ng\(a\), òi, a bank, (87 d v) 与; 馀 hi, h\(i\), to break up (as an overhanging bank, by the growth of trees 米, 127, 84, helped by the hand, 37, 41); 呼, ch\(a\)k, t\(a\)l, on one side (14), which reversed is number 69; 呼 shek.
skih, a stone (under a cliff; 73 is the stone), whence 宓 (82), and
many derivatives of 石, both as a phonetic and as a radical; also
the next.

tripled——

_this is found in 罷, lei, many stones (73 ff).

reversed——

\ This is part of 凡 (凡, reversed, number 69).

For 原, see 263; and for 厚 see 137.

46——

三 (三) sān, sān, three. From this is usually derived 王 wong,
wáng, king (2); but see 140. In 繍 keung, chiang, it denotes the
boundaries of fields (146 d v).

This does not enter much into the composition of other char-
acters, but the idea is conveyed by the triplication of many other
forms. Compare the two following, and 參, which is used for this.

placed sideways——

_from comes 示 skih, skih, reveal (three lights coming from
above, 12); which is said to be phonetic in 帥 (127); 矛 tui, a
spear (37, 20); 鰁 lāi (vulgarly lái), li, retainers, &c.; and from
which come 祀 tsung, to honour ancestors (in a temple, 82); 祝,
chuk, chiu, to bless (72, 18); 種 (203, 37); 禮 (127 d phc); 礼 lai,
li, the same as 礼, ceremony (5 r, phc).

doubled——

呪 In 祝' sīn, swān, a six-inch measure (the same as 篠'), there
is no connection with 示; the lines are all numerical. This is
phonetic in 根' sīn, swān, garlic (84 d.)
(ṣ) shām, shān, the ornament or appearance of hair. The sound, as well as the figure, is allied to that of the last. It has the sense of ornament in many of the compounds.

This is phonetic in ṣ (37, 88, 72, 37, 1), and ṣ (ṣ, 136 ṣt, 14) shām, shān, Orion. In the latter, 136 ṣt on the top, means the three stars, and the lower part, 有幸, thick hair, must be all phonetic, otherwise the presence of 兲 "man" cannot be well accounted for. This is according to the Shvoh-wan. The only difficulty is about the final ṣ; which occurs also in 有幸, fledged (20). It is also phonetic in 豊 chūm, chūn (192).

Other derivatives are 須 piu, piāu, the long hair of the head (237); 須 sī, kṣī, the beard (233, 18); 靈 mong, māng, a hairy dog (131); 靈 mi, mi, a hairy ghost; and with the sense of ornament, 丸 (106); 形 (106, 45); 形 (102); 良 tsun, chin, ornament on a pencil (37, 83, 1), which is phonetic in 丸, 良, 盤 &c. In 形 pāng (84, 215), it means beating a drum (three times).

doubled——

This is found in the original form of 須 yeu̯, jo, weak. The other part, whether it be two bows (78 d), or, according to the Phonetic Shvoh-wan, number 20 d, is suggestive of men or other creatures drawing together for mutual protection.

This form is also in 209.

cccc (cccc) chūn, chūn, a stream (three of number 10 combined).

This form, sometimes written straight and sometimes crooked,
is phonetic in, 圭, 訓, 顺, 割, 刮, 剋, and a few other characters.

It is also a radical in the following: — 昆 (昆, 王 ch'ing ch'ung, or ting, 14, 87, phonetic, and 1 on the top denoting the surface of the ground) king, ching, the water-veins under the ground; 竺, or 竺, lit, lei, the purling of water (108 2), now contracted, phonetic, in 莽 (33); 竺 yung, a ditch surrounding a city (邑, 73, 40. The modern form 竺 is a contraction of 竺 yung, a wagtail, 239);

茂 fong, hwang, broad waters (8, 16) phc; 侃 hon, han, fluent, unflinching speech; 佥 tsoi, tsai, calamity (a stream dammed up by something, 1), from which come 篝 tsoi, tsai, the calamity of fire, and 佥 tise, fields choked up with weeds—to be distinguished from 249.

The following are given here for convenience of reference, though they have a different origin: — 竺 is another form of 206;

學 is another form of 91; and 竺 is another form of 233. In all these cases 竺 stands for the hair of the head. The same form also enters into the composition of 竺 (206, 290 2); 圍 (91 2);

聲 (233 2); 圍 (206, 144); 竺 (55, 55 2); and number 288.

doubled — 州 (州州) ch'au, island.

1. ( ^ ) ch'ik, chih, a short step (a man, 1, in two successive positions in walking, 14). This is a common radical; and it is also the upper part of the radical 道, cheuk, cho, to walk and halt by turns, or to walk with a measured step (94). Number 62, also a radical, is only a modification of this.
Derivatives are:— 彻 yik, yi, to guard the frontier (20, 37); 後 (55, 80); 從 the same as 人 (14 d); 徒 (94 phe); 徒 (87 phe); 微 (252 c, 37, 41) phe; 徵 (14, 87) phe; 徵 (91 i, phe, 37, 41, 203).

reversed—

丁 ( 丁 ) chuk, chu, the putting down of the foot in walking, or the step of the other foot.

These two together make 巴 hang, hsing, to walk. This is a radical, and also a phonetic. It is phonetic in 衍 (223, 59); and a radical in 衍 in, yen, over-spreading water (129), and 衍 iun, hsien, to go about hawking (183, 72).

50—

个 ( 小 ) ko, the same as 竹, the joint of a bamboo, or a piece of a bamboo; a piece. This is found in 支 (37) chi, chih, removing branches of bamboo with the hand, which is a phonetic, and also rarely a radical only.

doubled—

竹 ( 林 ) chuk, chu, bamboo. This is a common radical. It is phonetic in 竹 (12), 箭 (88, 11, 113), 箭 (268); and perhaps in 箭 (59, 89, 1, 14) or 箭 (183, 72) kuk, chii, doom.

51—

々 ( 々 ) tsap, chih, to bring or come together. The upper part is identical in shape with number 15, and should not be confounded with numbers 14 and 16. The three lines denote three objects united. In 合 hop, ho, to unite (72) it is perhaps phonetic.
Other derivatives are 令 (125); 舍 (舍, 84, 73) she, she, a humble dwelling, from which contracted comes 舍, or 舉 originally the same, 𨮖, first personal pronoun, (humble) we (17); 亝, ling, orders (40), phonetic and radical in 命, ming, decree (72); 𨮏, lun, consideration, reason (152), whence 亝, yeuk, yo, a flute (72 tripled for the holes—discoursing music); 亝, tsim, chüen, all (72 d, 14 d); 舍, ui, kwei, assembly (224, 7, 72. The lower part is said to be 舍 contracted); 亝, yü, a canoe (10 d, 192); 舉, shik, shih, to eat (143, 31), from which comes 亝, ts'ong, ts'ăng, a granary (73).

勺 (勺) cheuk, cho, to ladle; a ladle. The line inside (1) denotes the contents. This is a common phonetic, in some cases giving the radical meaning, as in 醗, 酌. The sounds of the derivatives diverge much, for example, 豹, p̄an, 郁, liu, liâu, 鲁, tik, ti.

From this comes勺, yü, to give (one ladleful, 1), of which the common form has two hands giving and two hands receiving 舉 (舉, 222, 63).

久 (久) kau, chiu, delay; the figure of a man (14) with something detaining him from behind—a common word for "long time," and also a phonetic.

久 (久) chi, chih, to come up to from behind; a "man" like the last, with a different line indicating the idea. This is a radical.
It is found in the upper part of 益 (36, 153), 各 (72), 处 (19), and in the following three which should be carefully distinguished, 集 (114), 采 (115), and 冬. The lower part of the last is the radical itself reversed. Compare 172.

皮 kwa, to stride. This is so explained in the Shuo-h-wan, but the Phonetic Shuo-h-wan writes 皮, and places it under number 55. It is found, phonetic, in 丐 kwo, an earthen boiler; and, radical, in 亰 hong, hsiong, to submit, to come down, which, contracted, is phonetic in 亰 or 隆 lung, great (84, 87; 240). 轉 hom, h'an, a dance, is from 章 (183, 72, 1, 22), 亰, and 55; whence 轉 hom, h'an, to give (232).

55—

又 chüi, a trailing walk.

This is a radical usually found at the bottom of the character. It is phonetic in 退 (退 49, 94, 136) chüi, to retire. Other derivatives are 卌后 hau, after (80 meaning entangled, 49); 亀 (允 phc, 18, 156); 亾 ( Ing c phc, 16, 16 i, 73); 亾 (兠 phc, 18, 135); 亾 (惠 phc, 233, 18, 93); 亾 (忤 phc, 18 r, 93); 亾 (至 phc, 182). The character 夏 ha, hsia, the Chinese people, was originally written 夏, with 233, the head; 222, the hands; 18 for the feet or body, and this radical for the manner of walking, or the feet. The Phonetic Shuo-h-wan says that it meant "great" on the same principle as 大 59, which is a man spread out showing his limbs; and it also means "summer," because in
the hot season the limbs are exposed. The name 夏 was applied at first only to "a small bit of territory in the N. W." In 夏, ｌｉｉ, ｌｉｉ, the cultivation of grain, we have the field (146), man (14), and this radical shewing the gait of a farmer. In 夏 nu, ｎａｕ, a monster like a man, 94 and 76 stand in place of the hands; and 夏 k-wai, k-wei, a similar monster, has horns like a sheep (179 c). 卒, to pass over, is from 卒 ｌｕｋ, ｌｕ, dry land, contracted (84, 59). 卒 k'ing, ch'ing, congratulations, has 277 c, for deers' skin presents, on the top—friends come with the presents (heartily, 93). 卒 (see 243); 卒 (247); 卒 kwai, to part, to settle (179 f). The Phonetic Shwoh-wan says the upper part here is the end of a bow, 78, and the hand, 37, is pulling the string, 2); 夷, ｐｕｋ, ｐｕ, obsequious, crouching (75, 18).

See last reversed.

The two (55 and 55 r) combined horizontally make—

黒, ｃｈ'ｕｎ, ｃｈ'ｕｎ, opposed—one of K'anghi's radicals.

This is phonetic in ｓｈｕｎ, a plant that creeps on the ground and covers it with red or pink blossom (59, 30, 130 d v).

Other derivatives are 乘, ｃｈｉｅｈ, fowls perched on a tree (127), a roost, whence 乘, ｃｈｉｅｎ, ｃｈｉｅｎ, to enter, perched, or to ride under a cover, 16; 乘, ｌｕｎ, ｌｉｕ, ignis fatuus ( opposing fires, or fires under the feet, 130 d); 乘, ｍｕ, ｗｕ, to dance (59, phonetic, 22 q, 127 d).

The two combined vertically make—

㗍, only found in the two following characters with the same
idea of opposition as the last:—革 wai, wei, leather, a hide, represented by 73, also phonetic, being pulled in opposite directions; 韩 hat, hsia, the linch-pins at the ends of the axle of a cart, where 韩², contracted, is phonetic (206, 144). 韩 is one of K‘anghi’s radicals; and also a common phonetic form.

夕 (夕) tsik,hsi, evening. This is the moon, 138, “half visible.” It is phonetic in夕. It is a radical, and the following are important derivatives:—食 sün, sun, an evening meal (51, 143, 31); 夜 ye, yeh, night (亦 from 亦 contracted, phonetic, 17, 59); 風, suk, su, astir before daybreak, originally written 風, also written 佅 (“man,” 14, and “tongue,” 199—the tongue going?), whence 宿, suk, su, to lodge (82); 梦 mung, măng, to dream (179 9 and 155 p, phc, 25); 外 (274); ngoi, wai, outside (41, divination is usually in the morning, at night it is extra); 名 ming, name (72, a night-call—what a person was known by in the dark); 夕 sün, yüen, turning in bed (40).

doubled—

多 (多) to, many. The repetition of a simple form is the principal thing here, as in多 (136 t t). As a phonetic the sound of this varies much in the derivatives. A common pronunciation is i, as 道 to remove (49, 94, now written 移, properly a kind of rice, 165) Contracted, it is phonetic in 宜 i, ought (方 82, 1, many between a roof and a floor—a better character for family than 家).
女 (mù) nü, girl, woman. This is a common radical. It is phonetic in several characters besides the following:—女 nu, a slave (37); and 宛 ü, jü, to go to (woman following with obedient mouth, 72).

Other derivatives are:—好 hu, hâu, good (91), which, contracted, is phonetic in 好 (84 d, 236, 37, 1); 安 an, yén, rest in the day, siesta (132); 安 on, ān, rest (82); 妥 to, steady, safe (132); 委 wai, wei, (rice, 165) left in store (with the women? The Phonetic Shwooh-wan says 委 contracted phe); 妻 ts'ai, ch'i, wife (37, 84); 妻 tšip, ch'i, concubine (183, “a girl that has committed a crime”); 妻 wai, wei, awe, majesty (170, 1);

毋 mu, wu, a prohibitive particle (毋, from the old form with a line passing through it, I, a restraint laid on a woman), from which come 毋 oi, āi, an immoral man (22, 1), 毋 tuk, tu, poison (84), and 昧 lau, emptiness, seclusion (92, 毋中女, a secluded woman); 毋 mu, mother (毋, 17 shewing the development of the form), phonetic in 毋 mui, mei, every one (毋, 84, grass growing up in tufts). For 妻, see 222, 185,

doubled—

三 nàn, litigation.

kăn, chien, adultery.

58—

犭 (bi) hâi, chi, a pig’s head. This is part of 245, and of 261 in its modern form; but that is of different origin, though now confounded with another which is derived from this, or rather from 245 contracted, viz. —犭 mi, mei, an imp (112 i), the same as 魂 or 魁, phonetic in 犭 fai, fei, a sudden appearance
(apparition of the hairy one, 237, 47); and po (properly read po, the same sound as po in the Shuoh-wan), seeing goblins (59, 1). Number 261, k, lu, has a different phonetic power.

The two characters (226 c) and (226) are also quite distinct. The former is twan, twan, a running pig; an important phonetic having a final n; and the latter is the same as ch, shih, a pig, probably phonetic in such characters as fai, hwei, snout, and lai, li, insects in wood. chi, chik, is another name for a pig (14, 14 for the feet, and 171 phc). ha, hsia, a hog, is now out of use; perhaps it is an old form of ka, chia, a boar. The lower portion, representing the legs, is not found elsewhere.

In , a sacrificial cup (178, 187, 63), is supposed to be phonetic, as also in number 245, which see for lui, hwei, a sort of hedgehog.

For words which have a form resembling this as now often written, , see 37.

59—

大, t, ta, great (a full-grown man, 14, or 18, shewing his arms). Only the first old form (a) is now in use, the second (b) which the Shuoh-wan pronounces tæi, appears in some of the compounds; and in others 大 has assumed the form (c). This radical is phonetic in a few words besides 太, slippery, smooth, thorough, grand (, 63, 129), and (see below). Other derivatives are:—
(a). 天  the phonetic in 天 (72), and 天 (93); 夫, a man, Latin "vir" (—, 1, representing some ornament on his head); 央 yeung, yāng, middle (24); 央, kāp, chiek, to press under the arms, holding on to, near (14, 14 r); 央 shim, shān, a thief with things under his arms (15 d); 堆 im, yen, to cover; overplus (222, 2); 夤 i, Eastern tribes (great bowmen, 78); level; 夤 tū, tāu, to go on merrily together (22), from which come 皋 ku, kāu, to offer up praise (143), 堆 tsū, to hand up to a superior (鲋, 84, 63), 鲥 (84 t t), and 擦 (old form of 拜, 113); 瓢 ku, kāu, great whiteness, a marsh (143), used for 皋; 瓢 ku, kāu, to let go or separate (17); 鳄 sui, a bird spreading out its feathers (239 p.hc), whence 富 (146), and 奪 (37, 1); 美 mi, wei, beautiful (179), from which comes 美 (130); 鳄 shik, shik, full (1 and 143 d); 因 yān, yin, a cause (73); 奪 hai, kai, a big belly (鱤 or 鳄 132, 187 d, contracted, p.hc); 瓢 un, juan, to grow in the branches only, weak (252 c p.hc); 瓢 (39 q); 瓢 in, yen, big (4, 155 d); 奪 tū, tāu, large, wide, enveloping (237).

(b). 亦 yik, yi, the armpits (17), phonetic in 衣 (56); 立 lap, li, to stand (1), whence 位 (14), and 佇 (see below); 好 ki, cki, strange (44 r, 72 p.hc); and 交 (185).

(c). 亦 (亦, 89, 1,—to be distinguished from 亦 hāng, hsing, lucky, for which see 133) nip, nieh, incorrigible, which is phonetic in 睦 chāp, chih, to seize (11, 113), and from which are formed 围 yā, a prison (73), 堆 pu, pāu, to recompense (40, 37), 瓢 (155 d), 直 (37, 41, 153, 1), 句 (50 d, 14, 72, 183), all of which are connected with the coercion of criminals; 戳 chūt, chik,
46

great (14 and 87 pce, 72, 1, 67), from which comes 鉄, *fit, *fiek, iron (242); 幸 (幸, 179), *fat, *fa, a young sheep, whence 達 &c. In 无 (无, 22 q, 127 d) the form of 大 has disappeared. In 去 hū, chū, to go away, 27 is phonetic, and as 大 does not suggest the meaning, it is supposed that the original character, 去, represented a dish with a cover, and was afterwards borrowed for "go away," or "put away"; in confirmation of which number 282 is referred to. For derivatives of 去 see 27, and, for 法, 284. 赤, see 130.

doubled—

This occurs in 火 or 火 (1 d) ping, together, sometimes also written 火, from which come 陪 or 貼 tai, *ti, gone to one side, in another's place (陪, 193 e), and 陪, *tu, spreading out (陪, 136); and in 火 pun, *pān, two men walking in company (1 d), whence 輕 lin, lien, two men drawing a carriage (231).

tripled—

This is in 火, *pi, large and strong (155 p i).

The two following forms are derived from 大, and also 133.

60—

矢 (大) chāk, *st, the head falling down. This is a radical in such words as 河 (22, 1, 72), 河 (87 d), 河 (72). The last, *ng, wu, is a common character, and a phonetic. Its primary meaning seems to be "down in the mouth." 呉 is an old form of 勿, (45, 14) chāk, *st, with the same radical meaning as 矢, which is a modification of 大 (59).
61—

尤 (尤) wong, wáng, a lame and crooked leg. This like the last is a modification of 大. It is also written 亻, 尤, and 尤. It is a radical; but has no connection with 尤, placed under it in K’anghi, for which see 37 and 131. 尤 liu, liū, to walk cross-legged, is from this (52 phe), and is different from 尤 (37, 6, 34).

62—

丈 (丈) yán, yin, prolonged steps. This is a modification of 丈 (49). It is a radical in a few characters:—延 ting, the place of waiting, the outer court (14, 87); 延 ching, chăng, to walk (94, 1); 延 chìn, ch'ān, to walk leisurely (94); 延 in, yen, to prolong (5); 延 kin, chien, to establish (律 regulations, 37, 83, 1).

63—

升 (升) kung, to lift up the hands together (37, 37 r). There are few of the changes which the characters have undergone more to be regretted that what we have in this case. The modern form is confounded with 大 (59); 刀 (64), 八 (17), and others. The following is intended to be a complete list of compound forms in which it occurs:—兵器 (121) ping, a weapon; 廷 i, to lift up (156 phe); 斧 (17, 18, 143) and 刀 (41, 1); 共 (22 d) kung, together; 戒 (67, 1) kài, chiah, to intimidate; 刀 (203 phe) kwāi, kwei, to hold a cross-bow; 弈 (59 c, 17) yik, yi, chess; 昇 (40, 85) shing,
ch'ang, to assist, a high officer; 关^2 (關, 130) ying, or ching, ch'ang, embers; an important phonetic, whence 訥^2 (騊), &c.; 关 (關, 227 phc) kiu, chilan, to prepare food, also an important phonetic, whence 卷 (40), &c.; 奧 (奧, from the last and 82) u, au, the inner recess; 弄^2 (弄, 140), lung, to play with, whence 算^2 sün, swán, a six-inch measure, an abacus (50 d); 奥 (奧, 14, 175, said to be from 象 c), un, kwăn, to seize upon; 庚 (庚, 89) kâng; joining on to, as a border or foot of a garment; the seventh of the ten cyclical characters; phonetic in 庚 hâng, kâng, husks of grain (178), and 唐 tong, tâng, big talk; and radical in 瘧 yung, hired labourers (92, 41); 具 (具, 232 c) k'i, chi'i, to provide, whence 算 sün, swán, to reckon; 邑 (邑, 222) yü, to lift up with the hands, from which come the next three; 邑 yü, to give (52, 1); 邑 hâng, hsing, to raise up together (25, 1, 72); 奥 or 暴 (暴, 206 or 201 c phc, 40) ts'in, chin, to ascend; 尊 (尊, 129 c, 220) tsun, a bottle for spirits; 奥 (鸚 115 phc, 113) fung, fang, to serve; 稀 (稀 84, 59, 22) tsau, to hand up to a superior; 稀 (稀, 59 phc, 129) t'ai, slippery, great freedom of motion as through water; 春 (春, 123 a pestle, 204 a mortar) ch'ung, to pound; 秦 (秦, 123, 165) ts'un, chin, a kind of rice; the name of a rice-growing country; 稀 (稀, 270) puk, pu, troublesome; 暴 (暴, 136, 162, 178) pu, pau, to scorch (grain in the sun); 寒 (寒 82, 88 q) sak, st, an obstruction made with hands, (entirely different from 寒 84 q, 14, 32); 即 (即 91 i, 230) hi, chi', to put away, reject; 貢 (貢, 227, 230) fän, to sweep away; dung, rubbish; 鬼 (鬼,
207, 64) i, division (with a view to giving). 鼎, phonetic in 爰, yik, yi, wings (209), and 爰 (14, 14 r), &c., and used as the figure of the thing in 虞 (191); 領 (149, 129, 233, 18) fui, hwee, to wash the face, the same as 風; 筮 (203, 215) tāng, a ceremonial vessel, phonetic in 郸 (94, 94 r) tāng, to ascend; 胞 (58, 178, 187); 萱 (222, 149, 127 d, 25, 130); 萱 (206, 188) chái, a scorpion, in which this stands for the palpi or claws, whence 百, &c.

reversed——

爬 yan, to drag, to climb, or clamber, the same as 攀 or 板.

This form, which existed originally in 登 and 登, with a similar meaning, seems to be entirely beyond the compass of the modern Chinese pencil. In K'angki under the radical 八 we find it written thus, 八.

64——

亖 (亖) ki, chi, a foundation, the same as 基; a stand.

The derivatives of this appear much like those of the last in modern writing. The most important are — 其 (廿, 205) k'i, ch'i, a sieve on a stand, now written 鼎 and pronounced ki, chi, while 其 itself is used as a pronoun possessive, &c. (either part might be phonetic, both being pronounced the same); 典 (廿, 152) tin, tien, an ancient code or canon; 典 (廿, 40 d) sun, prepared, &c.; in the Viking, also written 鼎 (233, 18) d; 典 (廿, 129 c, 220) tin, tien, to place or pour out a libation; 典 pi, mutual giving (207 phe).
65—

(十) ts'oi, ts'ái, the beginning of vegetation, power of growth; talent. The upright stroke and the upper cross one denote the plant, and the lower one is the ground.

This is an important phonetic, not only where it appears in its common form, as in 财, 財, &c., but in 求 (求, 67, 1) tsoi, ts'ái, to wound, and in 在 (在, 87) to be in a place, which is contracted in 存 ts'ün, ts'un, to preserve (91, perhaps 91 t t phe). In 閉' pai, pi, to shut (122, 122 v), this means the material, 材, used in shutting.

66—

(广) im, yen, the form of a house. Perhaps the root-sound is the same as that of 隠 im, yen, to cover.

This is a common radical. Phonetic characters derived from it are:— 席 shi, shu, all (within a house, 22 d, 130). The other part also means light—they had light in their dwelling); 座 tsi̍k, k̄si, a mat (83—they had mats to sit or lie on); 度 tu, a measure of length (37, 度 phe); 庫 fu, k'ū, a store or treasury (231); 舍 ch'īn, ch'ān, a division of land for one family (146, 87, 17, 87); 廠, ch'ik, ch'ih, to abandon one's house (89, 26).

For 廠, &c., see 63. Compare 75, and 277.

67—

(弋) yik, yi, a peg (with something hanging on it, 5), a stake, or any pointed piece of wood, as an arrow.
This is a radical in several characters. It is phonetic in shik, shih, a pattern (88), 代, toi, tai, to take the place of (14), &c.

Two important derivatives are 必 (k'i, 17, division, 必, fixed) pit, pi, must; and 戈 kwo, a spear with a cross blade (1).

From the latter as a radical the following are derived — 武 mu, wu, military (mu, 94); 戈 shui, shu, to guard a frontier, and 伐 fā, fa, to attack, punish (14); 虢 tsim, chien, to cut off (14 d); 戈 (9 r) 푸; 戈 (170); 賊 (232, 33) 푸; 戈 yung, jung, armour (戈, 148); 戟 kik, chi, a spear (戈 from 車, a rod, contracted, 212 c. 136, 1); 車 wik, yü, a territory (73, 1, now written 車); whence 戟 put, pu, anarchy; 戟 chik, chik, weapons (perhaps from 意 contracted phonetic, 183, 72, 1, 93); 関 (11, 11 r, 113 d); 戟 (55) 푸; 戟 (81, 239) 푸; 車 (72, 14, 87) 푸; 夏 (233).

Kwo is phonetic in 我 ngo, wo, I. The other portion of this character is not well ascertained; perhaps it is 々, 71, or 物, an old form of 物, contracted, in the sense of "hanging down," i.e., spear in hand. This again is phonetic in 義 (179), and 義 (44, 17).

Finally, kwo is doubled, making 車 tsin, chien, hampered, narrow.

孔 (孔) sun, ksin, to fly quickly. Compare 267, 126, 182. This is 267 with the wings not seen owing to the rapidity of the motion. It is phonetic in 訊, 迅, &c., and also, contracted, in 虬.
shāt, shih, a flea (188). In ąż k'wing, ch'üng, to wheel about suddenly (130 a, 25), it is a radical only.

This is now constantly used for ąż, (11, 113).

69—

网约 (wró, said to be бро, 14, 45, reversed) in, kwân, a rolling thing, a pill—to be distinguished from the last.

This is a phonetic. It is also a radical in two unusual characters in the Shwoh-wan.

70—

网约 (wró—said to be from ę́, 12, and an old form of ę́ See 125. It looks more like ę́, 36, and ą́; which would give the sense) sâm, sâm, all. The final m is old.

This is a phonetic in some other characters besides ął fäng, fâng, wind (188) ął füng, fâng, the modern form of 299, meaning the male phoenix (276); and ął, or, in the Shwoh-wan, ął lâm, lâm, wind rising among grass (84 a).

It occurs in ął p'ui, p'ai, to carry about the person (14, 83), where it seems to have the sense of lumping together.

71—

艟 (François) châk, chāi, a blade of grass. The horizontal line represents the ground and the part below it the root. This is a common phonetic. It also occurs in an old form of 271—see 67, ę́我.
口 ( 亠 ) kau, kau, the mouth. This is one of the commonest forms in the language. It is phonetic in 句 (42), and some other characters, but it is chiefly important as a radical. For characters which do not follow this but seem to do so, see next and 257. Numbers 159, 214, and 293 follow this; but numbers 188, 215, 269, and 295 do not. See also 92.

Derivatives explained elsewhere are:— 荽 (35), 呈 (14, 87), 后 (22) and 同 (14, 69), 吳 (60), 吉 (22, 1), 君 (37, 4), 鬻 (33), 互 (39), 右 (37), 加 (34), 何 (126), 杏 (127), 周 (96), 古 (22), 言 (89), 常 (202), 嗶 (152), 吞 (1, 59), 命 (51, 40), 谷 (32), 命 (195), 咸 (170, 1), 塾 (37, 88, 1), 周 (41, 92), 名 (56), 唐 (89, 63), 周 (12, 14, 37), 辟 (40, 183, 1), 商 (189, 13), 同 (25, 1). The following have to be explained here:— 古 in, yen, a swamp, the waters dispersed over a hollow (17, or 214 c), 言 in, jü, yüeh, joy (a man, 18, scattering, 17, pleasant words), now read tui, to barter; 兄 king, hsiung, elder brother, the spokesman and instructor of the younger (18); 各 kok, ko, each, different (walking by himself, 54), whence 各 kau, chiu, calamity (men, 14, alienated); 甘 nāt, na, stuttering (24, 16), whence 商 (183) 齊 (84, 239), 糾 (167), 糾 (184); 局 kul, chii, a boundary, a division, a game (from 尺, 75, 6); 台 i, joy (156); 壹 (壹), 282, and 吉 phe) yat, yi, singleness, concentration; 喜 (喜, from 壹 music 84, 215) hi, kwi, to rejoice; and three radicals requiring more extended notice, namely:—
曰 (日, 7 phe) ilit, yueh, to say. This is both a radical and a phonetic. It must be carefully distinguished from \( [\text{日}](25, 12) \) and \( [\text{日}](137) \). The following characters are formed from it: 一字 (129); schlie (31 9, 14 4) d phe; 一 (8, 16, 35) phe; 曹 (曹, 127 and 136 6); 昌 (136); 曾 ts'ang, already (224 phe, 17), from which comes 會 (51); 曾 (74).

甘 (日, 1) kom, kän, sweet. This is phonetic in 舌 m, t'ien, sweet (89, 72), and 食 im, yen, satisfied (203, 131). Other derivatives are 甚 shen, shän, extremely (happy—sweets well matched, 食, 8, 1, 17); 言 (31); 言 (127); 香 (from 香, 165, 16, 129, contracted).

言 (言, 183 phe) in, yen, to speak. From this is formed 言 (言, 1) yam, yin, sound, by inserting "one," i.e. some voice or word, in the mouth, whence 章 (22), 皆 (18), 意 i, intention, idea (93). The last is to be distinguished from 言, yik, yi, fulness, joy (92), which is now written the same as a phonetic, and, in this sense, 億. Other derivatives are: 信 sun, ksin, faith (14); 良 chêm, chän, much talk (14 and 45 phe, 17); 良 shin, shän, good (善, 179); 討 t'âu, t'ao, to exact (37, 1); 討 (22); 討 (25, 39 d h); 討 (phe, 96, 72); 討 (203 phe); 稱 (82, 118); 衡 (49, 49 v); 稱 (130 d, 37); 言 (187 d); 設 (20, 37). Doubled, 言, or 言 (14 d) king, kching, contentious words; and 言 in the Shuoh-kan, the same as 言. Tripled, 言, tāp, ta, hurried speech, stuttering; contracted phonetic in 言, chap. chu, much talk, like dropping of rain (1, 86, 129).
doubled vertically—

From this it is customary to derive *ch'īn, ch'ūn*, to string up. See 2 and 92. The *Skwoh-wan* has only the phonetic derivative *wān, hwān*, calamity (93). The root-sound of these is the same as that of 150.

doubled horizontally—

*kūn, kūen*, to bawl. This is phonetic in *kūn, kūn*, a heron (239, 175 c). It is also in *kān* (51, 14 d); *kān* (25, 116); *kān* (89, 26 phe, or 44, 1) ngok, o, to quarrel; *tān*, great words, single (230 c phe); *chuk, chu*, a fowl's call (48 d phe);

*kū, kū*, to howl, to weep (131), whence *sōng, sāng*, to mourn, loss (58, 8, 16); *nong, nāng*, to regulate, or unravel (76, 88, 39 d), whence *nong, nāng*, a bag (127, 73 d v), and *im*, yen, stern (from *yām, yīn*, towering, 45—*kom, kān*, to dare, phonetic, anciently written *kān*, 37, 25, 12, 20, 37; *sō*, 132, 22, 72, 37; or *sō*, 37, 22, 72, 41, 37. The modern form is best represented by *sō*, 37, 25, 12, 41, 37. In all the forms there is the general idea of forcible and blind use of the hand. The *Skwoh-wan* says *sō* is phonetic; and another suggestion is *sō* phonetic. *sō* is *sō*, blindfold; *sō*, see above.

tripled horizontally—

*ling*. The *Kwang-yun* gives this as meaning many birds. Perhaps it is the singing of birds. Then it is phonetic in *ling*, falling rain (1, 86, 129), and its derivatives. The *Skwoh-wan*, however, makes it the figure of the object here, and in *yeuk, yo*, musical pipes (51, 152).
triplled triangularly——

pān, yin, an order or class. The final m has in this case been changed to n, even in the Canton Dialect. Compare 汶 (79), 凡 (70), 自 (31), 法 (284), 咾 (247). This is phonetic in 至 lām, lin, to regard from above, to descend (196, 14); 虎 or 岳 ngām, yen, rocky cliffs (45, 73, or 85), vulgarly written 岩.

From it also are formed 天 nip, nieh, much talk (where the lines uniting the mouths are peculiar; they may be — turned upwards at the ends, and | , 1 and 2); 耳 su, sāu, the voices of birds (on a tree, 127); 塔 kū, chū, to hide (8, 1); and 晴 lām, lien (59), a mistaken form of 晴 a dressing case. 晴 see above.

是 a contraction of 晴.

quadrupled——

喚, chāp, chih, many mouths.

From this are formed 名 hi, chi, vessels (the mouths of the vessels with a dog, 131, watching them); 喚 hīu, hsiāu, uproarious (233, 18); 喚 ngān, yin, the sound of talk; foolish (196 phc); 喚 a modern form of 喚 ngok, ó, frightened; 喚 the same as 叫 (42 phc).

78——

( ) wai, wei, a round enclosure, a circle, a round or roundish thing.

This is phonetic in 咤, and probably also the figure of the object (55, 55 r). It is a common radical, usually having a phonetic enclosed in it, or another radical, as — 晴, in 晴 or 晴 wai,
wei, the stomach (178 po, 203), where it also may be phonetic, and 蕃 shi, shih, dung (84 d); 因 nāp, ni, to steal (37); 火 (14); 范 (59, 89, 1); 力 (59); 困 (127); 圜 (165); 圜 (226).

This form, when it has nothing inside of it, is liable to be mistaken for the last. The following are derived from this: 鰣 in, yuen, something round, as a cowry (232), which was once used for money; 鱔 in, yuen, the larvae of mosquitoes (203); 蒲 lo, the name of an animal unknown (lost, 亡, 8, 16, and caught 丸, 11, 113, having much flesh, 203), whence 蒲 ying, to gain (232); 石 shek, shih, a stone (under a cliff, 45); 回 (24); 向 heung, kiau, a window looking out on the north, turning towards (82. The Shwoh-wan has mouth here), phonetic in 尚 sheung, shang, already (17—in the sense of scattered, finished. Compare 曾); 餘 ts'ong, ts'ang, a granary (from 食 contracted, 51, 143, 31); 或 (1, 67, 1); 糟 (84, 1, 24, 182); 會 (51, 84); 邑 yāp, yi, a city (40), as a radical contracted to 比, on the right side of the character, and 乡, on the left, as in 雍 (雞, 48, 239), 郎 (热, 143 and 31 hok), and further contracted in 巷 (街, 22 d and 63 hok) hong, hāng, a lane. In 足 tsuk, tsu, the foot (94), the circle represents the calf of the leg, and in 91 and 166 it represents the head. In 馬 wai, wei, the end of a carriage axle (231), it is probably the hole for the linch-pin, and also phonetic. In 霆, now written 霆 (268), and 東 chuk, shu, to bind up (wood, 127), it represents the band. From the last come 東 (17), and the next.
This is in the form 亖, from 束, as above, into the centre of which various phonetics are inserted. The original is, in the Shuok- 
wan, 棺 wăn, kûn, a bag (226), now also written 棺, from which contracted come, 棺, 棺, 棺, 棺, &c., phonetic 
derivatives; and also 棺 kûn, chîn, the corridors of a palace (17, 17 i), now written 棺, where wăn itself contracted is supposed 
to be phonetic.

From this also is made 高 ku, kâu, high. The top part is 亖, 16, which means to enter from above, and spread out below, 
and is also used for a cover like the roof of a house. The primary 
idea of 高 is a lofty building, in which 亖 stands for the upper 
storey, and 向 (24) for the more ample space below. From 高 
contracted are derived:

京 (亖, the vertical line, 2, shewing the elevation) king, ching; 
a capital; whence 亖, tsu, chiu, complete, (37, 6) phe; 亖 (18, 
the same as 亖, 14, 亖 phe), leung, liăng, bright; 亖 hăng, or 
heung, hsiăng, to please superior beings with offerings (亖, 137, 
also written 亖, whence the modern forms 亖 and 亖), from 
which come 亖 fuk, fu, full (2), 亖 (193), and, with sheep 
(179) under it, 亖 shun, cooked, whence the modern character 
亖 shuk, shu, cooked (11, 113); 亖 tîng, a pavilion (43 phe); 
亖 (71 phe); and 亖 (226), 亖 (112), 亖 (133), &c., in which 
it is phonetic. From 高 contracted and inverted come— 亖 
(亖 i) kâu, thickness, abundance, now written 厚, the thickness 
of a bank of earth (45), whence 亖 tâm, tân, a lasting savour.
(sū, 201 c, 178 po); 反, kwok, kwo, fortifications, from which contracted probably comes 复 (复, 55), fuk, fu, to revert to old ways.

doubled on itself—

回 This appears in 合 lâm, lin, a granary (合, 16). For the character 回, ui, hwei, see 74. From 合 come 簍 päm, modern pân, pin, to give grain, to petition (165), now also used for the primitive; 虚, shik, st, to gather and store grain (虚, 243); 重 tân, much grain, (136, i) phe; and 份, pi, saving of grain, mean (having a store outside the granary, 73); whence 圖 fu, to plan; a plan, map, or chart (73).

74—

迴 (回) ui, hwei, to turn round, now written 返 as if it were the last doubled. From this come 返 (返, 12) sün, hsüen, to go round with a method and purpose; and 返 (返, 37) mut, mo, to dive under water for something; to disappear. The top of 返 (返, 173) sho, shu, the leg in motion, is like this abbreviated. Compare 返 sün, hsüen, to turn round (212).

reversed—

迂 wán, yin, an old form of 返 (返, 99), clouds. This is the upper part of 勿 (勿, 72, 7) sät, hu, the expulsion of breath in speaking. Compare 156.

doubled—

侶, 雷 lü, lei, thunder (146 g), old form of 雷
shi, shih, (a) a human being sitting or reclining (with the head hanging down); a representative of the dead; a corpse, for which 屍 (108, 14) is now used. (b) In combination this also represents a house, like 66. It is phonetic in the following:— 屍 hi, ksi, to recite, to whine (72); 屍' chi, chi, the hand-end of a spindle (127); 屍 shi, shih, dung (178); 屍 (245 c), 49, 55, 192 supposed to represent here the form of the shoe or sandal, but it may be the deck of a boat) li, to tread on. The last is a radical in the Shwoh-wan, contracted in the derivatives 屍, 屍', 屍, 屍, &c.

From 屍 as a radical come the following:—

(a). 屍, (6), whence 屍 (72); 屍 (31 phc); 屁, (83, 33); 屁 (17 and 203, phc) sit, hsi, busy about little things; 屁 (88 g, 184 c) chin, ch'in, to roll and toss; 屁 hi, ksi, to lie down and snooze (193), now written 屁 (232 tt); 屁 yon, jen, an old form of 仁, benevolence (12), whence 屁 (174, 37, 130) wai, wei, to comfort; 屁 屁 (64, 19) tien, tien, the buttocks, phonetic in 屁 tien, the sound of striking (20, 37); 屁 hau, h'au, the rump (21 phc); 屁 nin, nien, soft, flexible, or elastic skin (37). This must be 屁, 174, contracted), whence 屁 tsun, soft leather (14, 14 r, 175); 屁 mi, wei, tail (112 i. The Shwoh-wan says the ancients wore ornamental tails, and the savage tribes in the south do so still). From 屁 contracted come 屁 (124); 屁 (291 phc); 屁 (129); 屁 (162 phc); also 屁 (37); 屁 (245 c), &c. It is said to be phonetic in 屁, 屁, 屁 (155 p), and 屁 (184).
(b). 居, uk, wu, a house (182); 居, lau, to leak (1, 86, 129);
 居, kii, chi, to dwell (19. 居 and 居 are supposed to be
different, originally meaning to squat, and not to dwell in a house);
 居, ts'ang, storeys of a house, (17, 224, 72, 7) phc; 居, ch'ii, ch'ian,
hampered, crowded (91 tt, phc); 居, ch'ian, sheep huddled together
in a pen (179 tt, phc); 居, ping, a screen, (14 d, 128) phc.

己 (己) ki, chi, the sixth of the ten cyclical characters; one's self.
This is a radical in 居 kii, chin, carefulness, (40, 63, 85) phc;
妃, fei, wife (57); and 婦 (72 d, 88, 39 d). In 婦 (233, 18,
94, 55) it is part of the figure of a fabulous beast. It is phonetic in
the following:— 纪, 記, 起, 爲, 還, 妃, 忌, 皆
故, 寶, 芭, 纪 (fei, to overthrow). In 配, fei, to
match, originally the colour of spirits (220), 妃 contracted is sup-
pposed to be phonetic.

This is to be distinguished from the next, as well as from 40
and 156.

乙 (乙) tsse, sse, the sixth of the twelve cyclical characters. Pro-
probably the primary meaning of this is to stop, in which sense it is
read i, the same as 以 or 乙 (乙, 156), but with the opposite
meaning. The latter represents the breath having free course
upwards, and the line curves down here, whence 156 is said to be
this reversed. The Skwoh-wan also says this is the figure of an
embryo, see 35. It is phonetic in the following:— 祀, 汲,
\[\begin{align*}
\text{78—} \\
\text{弓} (\text{弓}) & \text{kung, a bow. This is a common radical, easily recognised. It is phonetic in only one character in the Shwoh-wan, viz. — 弓 kung, ch'üng, extreme height (175). 弓 was originally written 弓 (234, 216). The following are derived phonetics: — 弓 yan, yin, to draw a bow (2); 弓 wang, hung, the twang of a bow (29 phe), whence, according to the Shwoh-wan, 弓 keung, ch'iăng, a rice weevil (188). This is otherwise explained as a contraction of 弓 (146 d, 46); 弓 i, bowmen; Eastern tribes; level (59); 弓 (书, 14); 弓 in, hsien, a bow-string (142 phe).}
\end{align*}\]

placed sideways—

呂 ts'in, ch'üan, savoury game (239).

doubled—

弓 keung, ch'iăng, force. From this comes 弓, 199) pät, pi, an able helper; perhaps also 弓, but see 47 d.

Compare 151, and 229.

79—

\[\begin{align*}
\text{弓} (\text{弓}) & \text{hom, hän, the bud of a flower. This is phonetic in 248, in 犯 fän, fän, to offend (131), 违 (129), and all that class of words which follow this sound under 弓 (40), for which this is now mistaken. It is also found in 弓 yung, opening flowers, (92, 41) phe; and 弓 yau, yu, the sprouting of fruit or seed (147).}
\end{align*}\]
doubled——

Surname in, kien, flowers hanging down, whence 束 (束, 127) hom, hän, a tree loaded with flowers.

80——

兲 (兲) iu, yu, small. The Shwoh-wan says this is the form of an infant; more likely it is two cocoons of silk. Compare, 28, 142, and 187. From this come 魚 mo, minute, a little, (66, 84 d, 17 d) phc; 築 yān, yin, succession of generations, posterity (203, 17); 面 lün, lwān, to unravel (132, 24, 37); 後 (49, 55); and 幼 yau, yu, slender, young (34). For 全, see 120 i. Compare 238 and 216.

doubled——

絲 yau, yu, minute. From this come 鼚 yau, yu, hidden (85), where it is phonetic; 纖 ki, chi, on the borders of, nearly (戱, 14, 67, 1); and 紡 kwān, to weave silk (117 phc). 茬 tsue, increase (of vegetation, 84 d), is from 鼚 contracted phonetic (187 d).

quadrupled——

織 This occurs in 織 tsūt, chūeh, to cut off, an old form of 絕, which is reversed in 續 kai, chi, to continue (187, 8 d), whence also 斷 tīn, lwān, to cut off (121), originally written 斷。 In all these cases 全 stands for silk fibres or thread, as it does also in 續 (132), an old form of 續 or 續 lün, lwān, to endeavour to put in order, or to unravel confusion.
78—

弓 ( 弓 ) kung, a bow. This is a common radical, easily recognised. It is phonetic in only one character in the Shuok-wan, viz. — 弓
kung, chiung, extreme height (175). 弓 was originally written
(234, 216). The following are derived phonetics: — 弓 yin, yin, to draw a bow (2); 弓 wong, hung, the twang of a bow (29
phc), whence, according to the Shuok-wan, 弓 keung, chiang, a
rice weevil (188). This is otherwise explained as a contraction of
(146 d, 46); 弓 i, bowmen; Eastern tribes; level (59); 弓
( 弓, 14); 弓 in, hsien, a bow-string (142 phc).

placed sideways—

屯, 勿 tsün, chiūan, savoury game (239).

doubled—

弱 keung, chiang, force. From this comes 弱 ( 弱 , 199) päh, pi,
an able helper; perhaps also 弱 , but see 47 d.

Compare 151, and 229.

79—

弓 ( 弓 ) hom, hân, the bud of a flower. This is phonetic in 248, in
反 fâm, fân, to offend (131), 氏 (129), and all that class of
words which follow this sound under 弓 (40), for which this is
now mistaken. It is also found in 弓 yung, opening flowers, (92,
41) phc; and 弓 yau, yu, the sprouting of fruit or seed (147).
doubled——

花, hsien, flowers hanging down, whence 花, 127) hom, hän,
a tree loaded with flowers.

80——

糸 (糸) yuu, small. The Shuo-hwan says this is the form of an
infant; more likely it is two cocoons of silk. Compare, 28, 142,
and 187. From this come 糸, mo, minute, a little, (66, 84 d, 17 d)
phc; 動. yin, yin, succession of generations, posterity (203, 17);
面 lün, twān, to unravel (132, 24, 37); 後 (49, 55); and 糸
yuu, yu, slender, young (34). For 糸, see 120 i. Compare 238
and 216.

doubled——

糸 yuu, yu, minute. From this come 糸 yuu, yu, hidden (85), where
it is phonetic; 糸 ki, chi, on the borders of, nearly (147, 14, 67,
1); and 糸 kwān, to weave silk (117 phc). 糸 tsse, increase
(of vegetation, 84 d), is from 糸 contracted phonetic (187 d).

quadrupled——

糸 This occurs in 花 tsūt, chūeh, to cut off, an old form of 花, which
is reversed in 花 kai, chi, to continue (187, 8 d), whence also 断
tün, twān, to cut off (121), originally written 斷. In all these
cases 糸 stands for silk fibres or thread, as it does also in 糸
(132), an old form of 糸 or 糸 lün, twān, to endeavour to put in
order, or to unravel confusion.
81—

小 (shiao, small. This is said to be made from "1", 2, anything, and \( \frac{1}{2} \), 17, division. It is a radical in a few characters, as 尖 (tsim, chien, pointed, wedge-shaped (59); 雀 (tsouk, chio, a little bird (239), which is phonetic in 截 (tsiu, chieh, to cut asunder (67, 1); 贫 (po, the sound of cowries (231), usually written 買 .

The following are subordinate phonetics deriving their sound from 小: — 少 (shiu, shâu, few (4)); which reversed is 少 (tsiu, chieh, to make few; 沙 (sha, sand (where there is little water, 129, the sand appears); 骨 (tsiu, hsiao, the bones and flesh well matched, alike (203)).

Several important characters under this radical in K'angki have no connection with it, as: — 尔 (16, 17, 2); 未 (190); 尚 (17, 82, 73); 良 (84, 136, 130); 冨 (143, 17, 18). The following also are not connected with this: — 亅 (73); 示 (46); 糓 (187); 章 (263); 尉 (75); 眾 (251).

doubled——

穴 (кур, chu, little (white, 143) interstices, crevices, also written 隙 .

82—

（\( \bigcap \)） min, mien, a covering, a roof. This does not seem to have any phonetic use. As a radical it is easily recognised; and in many cases what comes under it is phonetic. Important derivatives are: — 完 (uin, wân, complete (store, 萬 (phe, 18, 1, 1), whence
寇 k'au, to rob (41, 37) 奥 (227, 63); 简 (227, 44, 1); 向 (73); 官 (194); 宗 (12, 46 p); 宋 (127); 裏 (233, 18, 17, 33);
席, hu, wakeful (speaking, 72, 183, under a roof, in bed, 118.
是 a radical); 守 shau, to guard (37, 1); 它 tong, tang, a
cave (45, 73); 定 ting, settled, fixed, (94, 1) phc; 立 i, ought
56 d, 1); 容 yung, to contain (as a valley, 214); 安 ning, rest
(with the roof above and the dish, 153, below, the heart, 93, is at
rest); 盲 hoi, hai, hurt (114 phc, the mouth, 72, under the roof
cries out); 恆 kin, ksien, administration (114, 155 p, 93); 全
yung, jung, loitering (at home, 18); 家 ka, chia, the family (#, 226, is said in the Shwoh-wan to be a contraction here for 猪 ka,
chia, a boar, phonetic; and, though this seems far-fetched, no better
account has been given of the character for pig, under a roof,
representing a family); 宫 kung, a palace (216). Here again 呎
the back-bone, seems to be inappropriate, but the Shwoh-wan says
it is 限 kung, "the body," contracted phonetic, which is confirmed
by an ancient tablet where it is written 長 ); 宅 ying, to build
(宫, contracted, and 营, 130 tt, contracted phonetic); 實, shdt,
shih, rich, substantial (150, 232); 其 representing two original
forms:—鼠 sak, st, an obstruction (88 q, 63), and 霜 hon, kän,
cold (84 q, 14, 32).

For 宗 see 124.

88—

巾 (巾) kän, chin, a bit of cloth, a napkin, a duster, &c.; also any
implement held in the hand, as a broom, a pencil, &c. This is a com-
mon radical. It forms part of 251; also of 丰 (37); 带 (25); 布 (37 and 2 p. c.); 带 (22 q., 25); 佩 (14, 70); 门, 皮, fū, knee-pads (the — represents a band. This is to be distinguished from the common phonetic, 木, put, p. u., 84, 17; 带, shut or shui, shu or shuai, a girdle, an officer, a general (194 p. c.). For 希 see 39 a, and for 業 see 270. In old writing the bottom part of 木 (127), 竹 (165), 系 (187), and 束 (189), is like 门. See also 84 i, and 86.

chi, chih, a sprout. In combination this denotes either (a) vegetable growth, or (b) the appearance of rising up, being on the alert, elevated.

(a) The primary idea of vegetation belongs to the following, most of which require special notice:

土 (modern form 土) chi, chih, to come up or out, to arrive. The line at the bottom denotes the ground. This is a phonetic both in its old and in its modern shape. It is phonetic in 黄 chi, chih, a worm, foolish (188), 黄 shi, shih, time (136), an old form of 目, 寺 (37, 1) tze, sue, a hall. 志 chi, chih, will, intention (93), 事 (37, 92), 市 (24), whence 鬱 nāu, uproarious (11, 11 r., 113). Other derivatives are 先 (or 先, 14 or 18), sin, hsien, before, which doubled is 先 shān, to advance, whence 贬 tsăn, to come forward with cowries, to assist (232); 住 wong, huang, confused vegetation (this, the old form of the phonetic in 往, is said to be from 土 and 土, 87; but it
would be more natural to derive it from 亅, and 王 phonetic; 封 fung, fang, a hie (from 亅, 土, and 寸, 37, 1). Inverted — 币 tsâp, tsâ, turned round, to revolve. From this come 師 see, a troop of 2500 men; a master (194 phe); and 衛 wai, wei, to guard (49, 49 r, 帥 c, phe, 55, 55 r, 73).

生 (生, 87) shâng, to grow, to produce, to give birth to. This is common as a phonetic, often with radical significance. Subordinate to it is 星 sing, hsing, stars (星, 136 tt representing stars). It is a radical in 産 ch'ân, to produce (106, 45); 隆 lung, abundantly great (240, 54, 54 r c); 果 yui, jui, fruit hanging down (226 phe); 木 ts'ing, ch'ing, green (102) and 木 su, to live again (a modern character, 163, 41, 37). Doubled— 株 shân, many living creatures together. Compare 115 d.

呡, put, pu, abundance of vegetation (17 phe). This and the next have the same elements, but 亅 is phonetic here, and for distinction the lines are bent. It is now usually written in combination the same as 币 fû, fu, knee-pads (83, 1). This has an extensive phonetic use, and subordinate to it is 币 (亅, 91) put or pui, pu or pei, plants springing up wildly. From this also are derived 索 sok, so, twigs for making ropes (187); 南 nâm, nân, southern jungle, the South (89 and 1 phe); 爲 wai, wei, bursting vegetation (207 and 64 phe); 币 (亅, 1) tsâ, to stop.

呡' pân, pin, to divide the fibres of lint (17 radical). This is a radical in 草 sai, hsi, hemp (156 and 72 phe). Doubled— 栗 pâi, a general name for flowering plants, or plants of fine fibre; from which come 麻 ma, hemp (in the house, 66); 草
sǎn, to separate (41, 37), the original form of 散 (203, the radical “flesh” afterwards added to denote “savoury meat”), phonetic in 湾 shān, to weep (129).

盧 2 luk, lu, mushrooms. The Shwoh-wan, says the lower part of this is 六 2 (105) phonetic, but the Phonetic Shwoh-wan prefers 大 2 (59), denoting the rapid and plentiful growth. From this as phonetic come 麦 2 luk, lu, a clod of earth (87), which again is a radical in 麦 ngai, i, agriculture (11, 113), and contracted in 亜 ling, to pass over the ground (55); 國 yuk, yū, two handfuls (63); 亜 tuk, tsu, a toad (176, 221), whence 色 tsu, tsū, a furnace (175); 麦 muk, mu, a pleasant, submissive, or harmonious eye (155 a), the same as 亜, whence 國 yuk, yū, to barter, to sell (232).

屯 chun, the difficulty a sprout has in getting through the hard crust of the ground (1). This is a phonetic, easily recognised, except in 亜 chun, spring (84 a, 136), now written 春 .

毒 (57, 1, 22, 1) tuk, tu, poison. The Phonetic Shwoh-wan regards the top part as 生, then the character is also read yuk, yū, to nourish, and is interchanged with 篤, trustworthy. It comes to mean poison by being applied to a noxious weed which grows freely.

毎 (美) mui, mei, grass growing up in bunches, every one (57 and 17 pce), whence 美 (187).

米 (米) mi, wei, sprouts coming up above the ordinary ones on a tree (127), relish; not yet; the eighth of the twelve cyclical characters.
芬 fān, fragrant herbs, the same as 芬 (17, 33).

(b) This form has the meaning of elevation or watchfulness in the following: 贼 (4, 155); 軟 (25, 1); 秦 (63, 59, 22); 聲 (37, 94, 16 phe); 慕 (37, 57); 良 (45); 自 ngit, yeh, a dangerous height (194), phonetic in 醒 (183, 1); 雞 (182, and 高 contracted, 16, 24, 73) 之, a lofty fort or platform; 一 chu, music on a public place or stage (215), whence 喜 ki, kai, to rejoice (72), 嘉 ka, chia, joy (34 and 72 phe), 鼓 ku, a drum (50, 37), 彭 pūng, the noise of drums (47), and, by contraction, 貳 hoi, kāi, triumphal music (252 c— or ; 贅 contracted is supposed to be phonetic here); 隆 or 隆 shān, careful (130, 136 or 155), old forms of 慎 ; 壟 liu, liou, to make a burnt sacrifice (130 d v, 136), now written 燔 ; 熹 ( 燹 , 224 a, 130 d v) fān, hsin, smoking; 叒 ru, rāu, an ornament held in the hand (37); 守 shēi, a dwelling (51, 73, 木 probably the roof tree); 隻 k-wai, kai, a swallow (239, 18, phe, 24, 16, 72. Here, as in 277 and 280, 木 represents the head).

In 蝦 ch'in, chān, a crawling insect or worm (188), chit is supposed to be phonetic; it may however denote its elevated head.

Compare with this the upper part of 木木, 127) muk, mu, a tree; also 115, 124, 162, 212, 238, 281.

inverted——

臣 See 奉, above.

doubled vertically——

this is found in 蝨 ch't, ch'ü, cut grass (35 d v); and in 蜂, now written 蜂, chit, chē, to break (121).
doubled horizontally——

ʻษษ tsʻu, tsʻau, grass, herbs in general. This is a common radical, now contracted to ᶴ ᶴ. Derived phonetics are ſ� (195); 茜 (220); 茗 (20, 37). See 茼, 茬, and 蔬 above. For cases where other forms are liable to be mistaken for this, see 179 䍀, 270, and 萬 (6, 206, 144).

tripled triangularly——

ʻ'&& (ارتفاع) {to be distinguished from 22 t t} ㄤ, hwei, a general name for vegetables; also the sudden bursting of vegetation, in which sense it is read ſai, hwei (ㄤ, 声) or even sů (hwát), like 䒨, a derivative (59, 22), in the same sense. From the latter comes ㄤ, an old form of ㄤ, to worship (113). The subordinate phonetic, ㄤ, has two sounds, ㄤ, adornment, and ㄤ, energetic effort. The latter is a secondary meaning, and the final ㄤ, as well as the sense, is no doubt derived from a common root with ㄤ ㄤ, to run (133). Whether the sounds sů and ㄤ are related here is doubtful.

quadrupled——

ʻㄓ ㄓ, to be distinguished in the lower part from 63 and 59) mong, māng, grass, jungle. This is phonetic in ſenerative ㄤ mong, māng, a dog that hunts hares in the jungle, now used for the primitive. Perhaps it is also phonetic in ㄓ mu, the evening, the sun (136) down among the grass, now read mok, mo, not or do not; and for “evening” written 莓; and in ㄤ (108, 14, 1) tsong, tsāng, to bury (with decorations of grass, or rather to cover the dead with grass in the jungle, 贖之). It is a radical in ㄓ, kau, chiu, tangled
grass, and in about 50 other forms, in which it is now contracted to 84 d. Special attention is called to 寒 hon, hàn, cold, a man (14) among grass under a roof (82) and over ice (32); different in the middle part from 寒 (88 q, 63).

山 (山) shān, hill, mountain. Great mountain heights were represented by 竜, now written 岳 (14, 14 r, 1) ngok yo, and 戈 (131 d, 183, 72) phc. Shān is an important radical easily recognised except in 禄 (40, 63). Other derivatives are:—
仙 (14); 竹 ch'ān, ch'ān, to enter far into the mountains (16);
冈 kong, kān, a mountain-ridge, (25 and 39 d l) phc; 嶧 sung, lofty (16, 73 d v, 24), also written 松 and 崇. In the three following another form doubled is placed inside of this:—幽 (80 d); 鬆 (115 d, 215); 竹 pān, pin, the name of a place (226 d).

双 (双) shān, two mountains. This is found in 銖, the name of certain hills (51, 84, 17) phc.

丱 (丱) This forms part of the following characters, but is not found alone, and not explained. Perhaps the idea is “an even balance”:—
兩 leung, liāng, both (16 d), whence 雨 leung, liāng, a tael (1);
再 tsai, tsai, once and again (1, 12). The Skwoh-wan derives this and the following from 230 里; 竹 ch'ing, ch'ān, to lift up evenly as in a balance (132, 12); 雨 yui, rain (1, 129—usually referred to 24);
丱 ji, ‘rh, elegant (39 q, 16, 17, 2); 雨 mun, mān, symmetry,
whence 南 mun, mān, even, to cover evenly, and to deceive, to fill, &c., in the derivatives (179 c, 16 d), and 南 kān, chien, cocoon (187, 188).

土 (士)  ti, earth. The Shuoh-wan says "two strata of earth and something growing out of it" (12, 2). This is a common radical. It is also a phonetic, as in 徒 ti, follower (which, according to the rule of other characters, should be in modern writing 迹, 49, 94, as 徒 and 従 should be 迹 and 迹). In 牡 mou, the male of animals (124) its phonetic power or significance is doubtful, as is also that of 匹 (31) in 牡.

A derivative requiring special notice is 丈 (丈, a man, 14, standing on the soil) 亭, to stand up; good. From this as a phonetic are derived:—峙 ch'ing, ch'ang, even (72); 聖 shing, shāng, sage (195); 戟 it, t'ieh, sharp, to cut (67, 1), whence 戟 chāt, chih, large (59), and 鐵 it, t'ieh, iron (242); 廷 ting, the outer court of waiting, the quadrangle of a palace (62); 听 (195, 22, 155 p, 8, 93); 量 (量, 48, 1) and probably 徵 (49, 252 c, 41, 37). From 丈 come also 量 an old form of 丈6, whence 聖2 or 望2 mong, wàng, to look out for, to hope (primarily, official observation of the moon, 138); 重 (重 127, 136, 东 phe) chung, weight, whence 童 (183), and 龍 (296), also 量 (235 c phe); 量 yān, yin, seeking the present, self-indulgent (132).

Other derivatives are 生 (84); 地 (84, 1); 封 (84, 1, 37, 1); 地 (84, 59); 塞 (82, 88 q, 63); 穿 fū, hū, to labour on
the soil (37); 困 fāi, kwāi, a clod (26), phonetic in 居 kāi, chiek, to walk uneasily (75), used in the sense of a limit 界; 坐 lso, to sit ( 坐 , 122, 122 r, 1, or 坐 , 14, 14 r); 垂 shui, hanging down (the same as 271), originally meaning the distant borders; 里 ngit, yeh, phonetic in 陃, dangerous (240, 204. This is derived in the Shwoh-wan from 致 wai, kwai, to spoil, contracted, 20, 37, and this again is from 殿 wai, kwai, a picul of pounded rice, phonetic, 178), and probably also in 市 ngai, i, a method (83); 挖 or 埭 nip or nit, nieh, to choke up (136 phc); 里 li, the country, a mile (146); 陃 yān, yin, to dam up (the western waters, 201); 陃 an abbreviation of 瑀 (1, 136, 187 d), in 涕, shāp, shih, wet (129). The phonetic 陃 has two independent sounds—see 136. The line on the top means a cover which promotes the damp); 墓 or 墓 kān, ch'īn, adhesive clay ( 墓 , from 黃 contracted, 22 d, 130, 146), an important phonetic both entire and contracted, 莫. According to the Shwoh-wan the last is a radical in 莫, and 莫 is phonetic.

Compare 65, and 王 wong, wāng, king (140).

For characters which seem to follow 王 but do not, see 59, 84, 133.

doubled—

圭 kwai, kwai, a sceptre used in conferring fiefs.

tripled—

圭 (ng)iu, yāu, lofty ground; and written 堯 (1, 18), the mythical emperor, Yāu.
工 (工) kung, work. The figure seems to represent square work, joinery, &c., or perhaps it conveys the idea of sustaining. Compare 工 (12, 14, 72, 37), also 134, 157, 196, 241.

This is a phonetic, and subordinate to it are:— 貢 (232); 項 (233, 18); 勝 (73, 40); 永 (129—the same as 項); 空 kung, kung, empty (175); 頓 kung, to embrace (11, 113).

It is also a radical in the following:— 左 tso, to help; the left (37 t), whence 差 (271 c), and 朋 (203); 位 mu, wu, the magician's work (亚 (14, 14 t), whence 開 shai, shih, to divine with stalks (50 d), and 現 hsi, ksi, a wizard (155, 18); 靈 nong, nang, to regulate (72 d h, 76, 39 d v); 靈 (132, 37).

quadrupled—

‘‘ tracked chin, chan, great skill or discernment. This is phonetic in 展 (75, 184 c), and 順” (184); and radical in 薮 (82, 63, 87).

父 (父, said to be from 父, 16, inverted and — , 1) kon, kan, to violate. This is a common phonetic. It is also a radical, but scarcely any of the characters under it in K'anghi are really derived from it. For 父 see 44, 1, 17; for 父, 165, 14, 22; and for 父, 128.

Derivatives are:— 父 (183); 父 (父, 63); 父, ch'ao, ch'a, to hull in a mortar (204); 舌, shih, shi, the tongue (72), which tripled horizontally is an old form of 話 [wa], kwa, to say (see 96): 父, yik, ni, opposing, contrary (26), phonetic in 言 (72 d). 朔 (138),
and 帛 (66, now written ǐ), and from which come 徹 (110), and 幸 häng, hsing, luckily (參, 133); 當 yâm, jän, extreme disobedience (1, 午 is 入一, this is 入二), phonetic in 羅 (130, wrongly written 天 and 羅), and 南 (84, 17), perhaps also in 南 nip, nieh, incorrigible (59).

For the derivatives of 廷 see 63, and for those of 邰 (幸) see 59.

90——

地 (地) ya, yeh, an expletive; originally perhaps the figure of a ladle with a tubular handle, now written 地 (30), where 地 is phonetic. As a phonetic this is interchanged with 176. On account of a difference in the old rhymes the Phonetic Shwoh-wan places all the derivatives under 176, except the following: 之, 地, 他, 壽, 地, 豈.

91——

子 (子, ㄗ) tsse, child. In the second old form ㄗ, 48, represents the hair, as it does also in the old form of 首 (233), and in 矢 (206). Tsse is supposed to be phonetic in 李 li, a plum (127); and also in 為 i, meaning “doubt,” according to common usage and the Shwoh-wan, but the Phonetic Shwoh-wan says it originally meant the opposite, viz., “certainty” (from 矢, an old form of 矢, an arrow, 171, and 止, to stop, 94); and 為 i (171 phc, 141) is the original word for doubt. It is phonetic in several other words, and a common radical. Important derivatives are: 彪 (7); 矢 (166); 雉 fù, to brood (132—also written
17, identical with an old form of 166), whence 頑 (7); 孫
sun, sun, grandchild (系, 187, 5); 孖, kwai, chi, youngest child
(said to be from 雀 the young of birds contracted, 165, 239); 學
hau, hsiau, filial, (老 contracted, 112, 14, 14); 數, sii, and
(39 d v); 泳 ts'au, ksun, to swim (129); 春, put, pu, an abundant
growth of plants (84 and 17 phe); 存 ts'un, ts'un, to preserve (65,
perhaps 春 c phe).

Doubled—

 жиз ma, tsse, twins. This is found in 亙 shan'or, liun, luen, the same as
亙, twins (187 d, 183, 72).

Tripled—

亙 chiu, chwan, careful, tender, from which come 亙 (75), and 春 i,
or yip, yi, numerous, much (136).

Inverted—

宅 (古, 京) t'id, tu, coming out quickly as in an easy child birth;
also an obstinate child. From this come 亙 yu̯, yuu, to bear and
nurse (203); 充 chung, to grow, to fill up (as a child to manhood,
18); 流 lau, liu, to flow (a phonetic in which 129 is often omitted);
疏 sho, shu, open, distant, (173 phe); 選 (84, 57, 17) another form
of 亙, whence 窪 (269) gruel, and by contraction 食, ksun, ksu,
vinegar (220, 153); 蘆 (63, 230).

This is supposed to be phonetic in 徽 ckit, chh, to go through
(49, and the Phonetic Shwoh-wan suggests, 離 c, 84 and 17 d,
41, 37).

Contracted—

亗 kit, chieh, a one handed child, a remnant.
fr. *kùt, chiëh*, a child with the right hand only (obsolescent).

*liu, liàn*, a child with the hands gone or folded; finished. **Inverted**, *liu, tiàn*, to hang (｡)

92——

*chung*, middle. This is not well explained as from “mouth” 72, and 2. It is an original form, meaning to hit the mark. From it come *史* (37); *歴* (57; 1); *歓* (183, 72), *形* (41), whence *周* (72), and *蛮* *pi*, prepared (179c, 35). For similar forms see 180, 188, 257, 268.

**doubled——**

串’ See 72 d v.

93——

*心* (*民心*) *sān, hsin*, the heart. This is a common radical, reduced when on the left side of the character to *心*, and sometimes at the bottom to *心* as in *恭* *kung*, to reverence (22 d, 63). In 必, 67 and 17 have come to be written like this and 4; and in careless writing the next is sometimes confounded with this.

Derivatives are: *思* *see*, thought (息, 206, supposed to be phonetic); *呂* *kūp, chiëh*, urgent (及, *phc*, 14, 37); *息* *sīk, hsi*, to breathe, to rest (193 *phc*); 悉, *sīk*, (old sound *sāi*) *hsi*, exhaustive discrimination (227); 悉, *wai, hwei*, beneficence (238); 意, *i*, intention (183, 72, 1), and *yī*, *yi*, the same as 意 (183, 92, 72); *愛* *oi, ai*, to love, originally written 愛 (110 r, *phc*), and 愛 (55) meaning to walk; 意, *yān, yin*, careful (憂, *phc*, 132, 88, 37); 慶 (277 c, 55); 憂, *yau, yu*, grief, originally written 憂 (233, 18), and
then, with 55, to go on harmoniously and free; 息’hin, kṣien, administration (82, 114, Shkōh-wan “phonetic,” Phonetic Shkōh wan “the documents,” 155 p); 息, or 恁, tāk, tt, virtue, (22, 155 p, 8) phe; 息, ok, o, bad (241 phe); 息 wān, kwān, calamity (92 d); 念’nim, nien, thought (125 phe); 息 ts’ung, flurried (224 phe); 忽, fāt, hu, to forget; suddenly (109 phe); 直 ning, rest (82, 153); 窮’lū, careful thought (191 phe, 206).

tripléd

‘思’so, many minds, doubts—also yui, jui, the stamens or pistils of flowers, written 想 (84 d).

94—

止 (止) chi, chih, the foot resting on the ground, to stop, to hinder.

This is phonetic in 徒 i.e. 达 sāi, kṣi, to remove (49, 94), in 㚈 (294), and in several other characters. It is a radical and two other radicals of K’anghi are derived from it, viz.:— 迟 tsau, to run (133), and 止, chi’en, ch’o, walking and halting (49), in combination written 迟, from which come 进’ (239), 迟’ (136, 55), 连 (231), 斯 (226), and 送, sung, to escort (from 倚 with a similar meaning, 130, 63, 14).

Other derivatives are:— 企 (14); 足 (73); 武 (67, 1); 延 (62); 息 (37, 16), whence 息 (84); 止 (171 a, 91); 止 ts’in, ch’ien, to go ahead (192, 33), now written 前; 止, ts’se to stop, here, this (31 phe); 止 (14 d) an old form of 散; 歸 kwai, kwei, to go home (as a bride 婦, 37, 25, 83; 194 phe); 止 chi, chih, an obstruction ( 場, 238, 24); 窮 (233, 18, 76, 55); and
正’ ch'ing, ch'ang, correct (1), from which come 是 shi, shih, correct (in daylight, 136), 定’ ting, fixed (82, 正’ p'he), 正 (126) the same as 區, and 正 a corruption of 固; and which is reversed—see below.

reversed—

正, t'ai, t'a, to tread on, also found in 正 (正 reversed), now written 之, t'ai (old sound fap), fa, wanting (1), a phonetic in which final m often takes the place of p, as in 放 pim, now read pin.

The two together, combined vertically, make 步 pu, to pace, a pace. From this come 戱 sui, the pace of the year, a year (戍 p'he, 170, 1); 涉 shup, shle, to wade across (129); 頻, now written 頻 p'ien, p'in, a bank (129 p, 233, 18; 陟, chik, chih, to ascend (240).

The same two combined horizontally make 步, put, po, to spread out the legs—one of the K'anghsi's radicals. This is phonetic in 於 put, po, to trample down grass (英 e, 20, 37), and 发 fai, fa, to send out (from a bow, 78); and from it are also derived 箭 kwai, kwei, to send home (the arrow, 171. Compare 262); and 崗 t'ang, to ascend (登 c, p'he, 63, 203, 215).

doubled——

正 k'i, divergent. This placed under itself inverted makes 正 shih, shih, mutual hindrance, obstruction, rough.

正 with the phonetic power nu, nau, the same as 正, and 正, a form of 正, are not in the Shwoh-wan.
95—

眼球 ( 山 ) min, mien, not manifest. Perhaps this is 眼 altered. A connection with 眼, 94 r, i, is suggested in the Phonetic Shwoh-wan. It is a phonetic, and from it come 眼 min, mien, secret union (82), whence 實 pân, pin, a guest (232). It is a radical in 眼 (236). Compare for the sound 蛾 (193, 175, 25 义).

眼球 is an erroneous form of 眼 (35, 16, 8).

96—

氏 ( 氏 ) shî, shih, clan, surname. The Shwoh-wan says this is a falling hill—the right hand stroke \_ , 5 r, being phonetic; but it seems to be established that the old form represents the root of a tree in the ground. Its derivatives are 氏 ( 氏 , the root having reached the subsoil, 1), tai, ti, the root, the bottom; 氏 ( 氏 , 1) kiit, chîeh, the root of a tree; 氏 ( 氏 72), or 氏 (1) kut, kwo, stopped up as the mouth.

The last, as a phonetic, is often written 舌, and confounded with 舌 shît, shê, the tongue. 舌 wa, hwa, to say, is from 舌 phc. 氏 fân, hwân, sundown (136), is also written 舌 , where 160 is phonetic.

97—

丑 ( 丑 ) ch'au, the hand (37) holding something (2), a weapon. This is the second of the twelve cyclical characters, around all of which the Shwoh-wan throws more or less of obscurity. It is a common phonetic. 羔 sau, hsiu, to offer up; viands; shame; is from 羔 “sheep” (179). Compare 豆 (35). 丑 is the same as 丑 (73, 37).
98—

互 (互)  u, hu, an implement for twisting ropes; things inter-locking, mutual. This is a phone '?

99—

云 (云) wan, yün, clouds. Probably both the old forms originally were figures of clouds. This is now used for "say," and is phonetic in "clouds," and other words. It is a radical in yün, shàde (125 phe). And  is a radical in such words as 瞄, 瞄, 瞄, and tám, tân, overcast (136).

doubled—

覮, K'anghi gives  as a form of �榧 (84 d).

tripled—

覰, K'anghi also has 観, and 観 (from the 玉篇), tui, cloudy.

100—

互 (互) mu, wu, an equivalent of 無, lost, void, not; of which no satisfactory account is given. It looks like a modification of 元.

There are no derivatives.

101—

井 (井) tsing, ching, a well. The form indicates a division of square land into nine parts, with the well in the central one. The dot is said to be the pitcher, it ought rather to be the well. This is phonetic in  ying, hsing, punishment (different from  开, 128), and other characters. And it is a radical in 穴 wing, yung, a deep pond, (130 d, 25) phe, and  ch'eng, ch'wâng, to punish by cutting off the estate, (33, 1, 1) phe. Compare next.
102—

丹 (丹) tān, a vermillion coloured mineral from the south and west of China. This is regarded as a modification of the last, the little stroke in the centre denoting a fragment of the cinnabar. It has the metaphorical meaning of “reality.” It is used as a phonetic, and under it is 金 chin, chān, a crooked flagstaff (212).

From this also are derived — 彩 sāng, vermillion ornament (47); 龍 wok, wo, good vermillion, (179 c, 239, 37) phc; and 青 ts’ing, ts’ing, green, the colour of vegetation (生, 84, 87); but the Phonetic Shwo-k-wan suggests that this is fr. the last altered phonetic. 青 is one of K’ang-hsi’s radicals, but it is more frequently a phonetic than a radical. Even in 青 ch’ai, ts’āi, to guess, it is phonetic.

103—

氹 (氹) tān, jān, hair (growing as represented in the figure), shaggy, the whiskers—now often written 未, except in 乃 no, na, the name of a western state (73, 40), a common pronoun, in which, as now written 那, the form of 乃 is difficult to recognise. It is supposed to be phonetic in this as well as in other words. In 衰 (衰 or 鬼, 184) so, a rain-coat made of leaves, it stands for the figure of the thing. 鬼 skui, to diminish or dwindle ‘away (118, 1), is now written 鬼; and for so, 84 ;color is added.

The old form of 益 yik, yi, the throat, is the same as this in the lower part, 益, the upper being 72. Here they say it represents the veins of the neck.
104—

六 (kong, kăng, the neck. This is supposed to be a modification of 59. It is a common phonetic. For the "neck" it is also written 頭 (233, 18).

六 (luk, lu, six. The form is supposed to be from the ancient "four" (158), 企, which is a modification of 丷 or 丷, four square; the upright stroke in the centre of 六 would indicate the zenith and nadir, making 六合, "the six directions"; as 五 “five” makes the 五方, "five directions," by taking in the middle.

This is scarcely found in combination except in 星 ming, obscure, dark (24, 136). The Shwok-wan says "the number of the sun is ten, and after 16 days the moon begins to wane," thus accounting not very intelligibly for the 六 in 星. We should rather suppose that the reference is to the six Chinese hours when the sun is away, or to the six months of winter.

For 六, see 84.

106—

文 (măn, wăn, the blending of lines in writing, ornament, letters. Compare 16, 39, and 185.

This is a radical in several characters, and a common phonetic. When meaning ornament it is also written 文 (47). It is phonetic in 文 lun, lin, niggardly (72), vulgarly written 吾, and perhaps in 文 k'ên, ch'ien, a tiger walking (191), firm, respectful, also written 文. In 文 (45, 47), and 文 (45, 84, 87), it is a radical.
107—

方 ( 方) fong, făng; the bows of two boats turned towards each other, together; boats together; a fleet; also now used for 广, square (30).

This is a common phonetic, whence 方 (273); and 放, fong, făng, to send away (41, 37), from which are formed 故 (143), and 故 (162). It is a radical in one character 航, the same as 航, hông, hăng, a boat (104); but it scarcely deserves the place given to it as a radical in K'ang-hi, almost all the words placed under it being from 212.

For 方, see 175.

108—

瓦 ( 瓦) ngâit, ya, a piece of broken bone (compare 202); also read 壁, and used for 故 or 壮, meaning “bad.” This is supposed to be phonetic in 瓦 (48). Derivatives of it as a radical are:—

死, sue, dead (死, 14); 故, su, spoiled (37), whence 故, koi, 毳, hardened (232), and 故, kok, ho, a waste (214); 家, sun, hsûn, a gulf (214); 督, or 旅 (155); 祭, an old form of 糕, mi, to cover (178), whence 蠡, liu, liâu, to stitch, or fasten with a string (37, 41).

109—

勿 (勿) mûi, wu, a signal-flag used in the country—the figure of the crooked staff and three streamers—also written 斧 (212). This is now used as a prohibitive particle. It is a common phonetic, and subordinate to it is 忽, fâi, hu, to forget (93), not however 惟, for which see 74 r.
In 老 shū, shu, it shews the steps of an old man walking (老, 112, 14, 14i). It is also the figure of the feet of several animals or reptiles, as in 易 (246), which character, having been borrowed or used phonetically for "change," and applied to the Book of Divination, is supposed by some to be formed from the sun and moon. There is also some uncertainty about the composition of 易 yung, yáng, the opening up of the daylight. The top is the sun (136), and under it is "one"; perhaps it is 厝, "dawn," with a flag waving in the light, or figuratively, the light streaming out—one blaze of light.

110—

欠(切) kim, ch'ien, yawning, hiatus. The strokes on the top are imagined to stand for the air rising up from a man's (18) open mouth. Compare 111.

This is a common phonetic. It is also a radical and the following phonetic characters are derived from it: 吹 ch'ui, to blow (72), whence 炎 ch'ui, to blow a fire (130); 炎 sin, hsien, saliva, desire (the mouth watering, 129), whence 荫 (179), in a similar sense; 盜 tu, tâu, to steal (153); 咳 kū, chieh, hiccough (89, 26); 小 ti, the second in order, order (perhaps primarily, the order of discourse, 12 phc); 贪 fun, kwan, desire, in demand, fashion (出, or 出, said to be phonetic, 162, 12, 46 phc), also written 依 (127), 依, and vulgarly 燕 (171); 贪 (242 phc).

reversed——

无(无) ki, chi, choked. This is a common phonetic, and now used x
interchangeably with one of its derivatives, 知 (143, 31), in the sense of "finished." It is phonetic in 知 (93, 55).

111—

气 (气) $k_i$, $ch'i$, air, vapour, breath; and $k'i$, $ch'i$, to beg, now written 岁. This is rarely a radical; but it is a common phonetic in both forms. The older sound is probably $k'i$. The usual character for "air," 气 (178), is a derivative originally meaning to give provisions to guests or servants.

Compare the last reversed.

112—

毛 (毛) $mu$, $mau$, hair. This is both a radical and a phonetic. From it come 表 (表, 184) $piu$, $piu$, outer woollen clothing, and 老 (老, 14, 14 i) $lu$, $luu$, old, whence $ki$, $ch'i$, old (旨, phc, 31, 72, 1).

Inverted—

専 This, in combination with 75, makes 尾 $mi$, $wei$, the tail, the tail end, or hinderpart, to come together, which is now written 尾; but the old form or contractions of it appear in the derivatives. It is supposed to be phonetic in 㔷 (124), 尺 (37), 尺 (155 $f$), and 㔷 (184); and it is a radical in 尺 (291 phc), 求 (37), 尺 (245 c), 屈, or 屈 (162 phc), &c.

Tripled—

氹 $tsui$, downy hair, wool.

113—

手 (手, also 瀤 like 266) $sha$, the hands. Compare 37 and 63, also 132 and 222. This is one of the very common radicals, usually
written on the left side of the character, thus 
It has no phonetic use. Derived phonetics are:— 失 (秃, 6 phc) shih, shih, to lose out of the hand; 看 (155); 承 (呈, 丙 e, phc, 40, 63, 85), shing, ch'ung, to receive from a superior, to serve; 奉 (63, 115); 搵, chi, chih, to grasp, which the Shwoh-wan writes with 無, but not as the phonetic, the old rhyme being different; hence some words under 無, following this, take a final t instead of ough—compare 掼; 折, originally written 斷 (84 dv). 才 (65) has no connection with this. See 11.

doubled—

拜 kung, the same as 63. The modern form of p'ai, to worship (84 t, 59, 22), is formed from this and 丁 (13 t), 拜 “the two hands down.” See 11r.

114—

艸 (艸) k'ai, chieh (according to the Shwoh-wan) vegetation; or (much more likely, Phonetic Shwoh-wan) the notches made on a stick or bamboo in the first efforts at writing, to draw or mark boundary lines, the same as 界. This is a common phonetic, which should be distinguished from the next in writing the following derivatives:— 契, k'ai, ch'ia, to engrave (33), whence 契, k'ai, ch'ü, important writing (59), and 織, kit, chieh, a roll of hemp (187); 掃, hoi, hai, defence (54); 害 hoi, hai, hurt (82, 72).

Other derivatives are 息 hsin, hsien, administrative effort (82, the office, 艸 the documents, 155 p, the eye, and 93, the mind); 朱 (朱, 127) lui, lei, a plough, or harrow, where the slant strokes stand for the teeth or the pointed part of the instrument.
The character 勿 (h)wik or (h)wak, hwa, the noise of tearing the flesh from the bones, (45, 73), is not in the Shwoh-wan. The Phonetic Shwoh-wan makes it the same as 势, and from phonetic considerations derives it from 丑 (87 dv), and not from this.

doubled —

This is found in 競 king, ching, contentions (brothers, 72, 18), which however is probably a corruption of 競 (競, 72 dh), now also written 競 (217 d), fear.

115 —

艶 (半) fung, făng, abundant vegetation. This is a modification of 色 (84, 87)—the root has penetrated the subsoil. It is a common phonetic, subordinate to which are — 釵 fung, făng, to encounter each other (54); 禮 fung, făng, to serve (63, 113); and 邦 pong, păng, a nation (73, 40).

doubled —

艶 (半), the same as the single form. From this comes 符 sui, a brush (37). The two following differ slightly from each other and from this in the top part, but, in the absence of any better account of them, they are placed here: — 豐 fung, făng, a very full dish (艶, 85, 215), whence 符 or 艱, yin, excellent (59, 1, 153, or 14, 40), where the Shwoh-wan has 艬 instead of 豐; and 豐 lai, li, a sacrificial dish (艶 27, 215). In the latter the Shwoh-wan has all the lines straight on the top, which is now written the same as 208.
116—

\(\text{斗} (\text{斗})\) liù, a peck measure. The lines seem to indicate the measuring rather than the shape of the vessel. The vessel is written \(\text{料} (127)\). This is both a radical and a phonetic. Derivatives are: — \(\text{升} (\text{升}, 4)\) shìng, shäng, the tenth part of a peck; \(\text{料} liù, liù\), provisions, materials (178); \(\text{覃} (25, 72 d)\).

117—

\(\text{犷} (\text{犷}, \text{犷})\) kwang, kung; or kwân; or lun, kwân. Authorities are divided about this character. The Shwoh-wan places it under \(\text{犷} kwang, kung\), ore, as an old form, but it is pretty well agreed that this is a mistake. Then Chu Hi explains it as "young and tender," or two horns beginning to grow, read kwân. Finally the Phonetic Shwoh-wan, following good authorities since the Tang dynasty, identifies it with 221, \(\text{畑} lun (liùn), kwân\), oviparous, which again it connects with \(\text{卵}\), and \(\text{鶏}\), the figure being that of an oviparous creature filled with eggs, and not that of an egg. But, being used for an egg or eggs, it came by metaphor to mean also nodules of ore, though not correctly pronounced kwang.

This is phonetic in \(\text{犷} kwân\), to pass the thread through the shuttle in weaving (80 d); and \(\text{畑} liùn, lien\), to unite (195), in modern writing; but in the Shwoh-wan the latter is \(\text{畑} (187 d)\).

118—

\(\text{讑} (\text{讑})\), t'ieung, ch'iang. This character, one of Kanghi's radicals, is not found alone in the Shwoh-wan, and has never been satisfactorily defined. The above pronunciation is probably inferred...
from a derivative 底, tseung, chüäng, a wooden lance, by those who think it is the left half of a tree (see 127). But in the Skwoh-wan it has a slightly different form from the half of a "tree," and the commentators are inclined to regard it as the figure of a bed in 底, chüong, chüäng (127). Both views may be in a measure right, the lance handle and the bed both being made from split wood.

As a phonetic this has an extensive use.

Under it are—威 tsong, tsâng, good, which is 底 with 196, "a minister," inside of it; 強 chüong, chüäng, great and strong (22, 1); 祥 tseung, chiâng, sauce (203, 220), contracted in 槛 tseung, chiâng, the mid-finger, to take, to lead (37, 1); 槛 tseung, chiâng, a wall (243, 73 d), contracted, phonetic in 鳥, 鳥, &c.

From 底 is formed another of Kanghi's radicals, 咪 ( 底 ) read n̄g, ni, but probably more correctly, tsiât, chi, disease, where, says the Phonetic Skwoh-wan, the additional line (1) may denote the "one" position of a sick person—always in bed—from which come 疾, tsiât, chi, quick (as an arrow, 171), now also used for "disease;" 疾 pit, pieh, unable to fly (one of those quaint characters, not in the Skwoh-wan, which cannot be analysed), and 咪 ( or 咪 ; in the Skwoh-wan, mung, mäng, to dream, contracted, 82, 179 e, 155 p, 35, 56), also a radical, whence 宿, fit, hu, wakeful (183, 72), 宿 (39, 72), 宿 (37, 25, 37), &c. On page 42 after 咪 read "obscure," and for 25 read 35.

119—

牙 (牙 ) nga, yà, teeth that pass each other, tusks; not regular.
This has an extensive use as a phonetic. Two derivatives requiring notice are—⿱ ye, yeh, the name of a place (73, 40), now used as an expletive, and erroneously written 阺 (195), also used for the next; 疑 li̍ t’ē, hsieh, awry, slanting, involved, depraved (184).

It has also a few derivatives as a radical, e.g., 穿 ch’i’an, ch’wan, to bore through (with the tusks, 175); 剪 k’i, chi, tigers’ teeth, (59, 44 r, 72) phc.

120——

予 (予, yú) yú, to hand over, to pass from hand to hand, to give, similar to 其.

This is an important phonetic. Among its derivatives are—

野 ye, yeh, desert (146, 87); (Collectors) ch’ü, ch’u, a species of quercus (127), which should be clearly distinguished from 收 (167, 127);

戔 tsü, hsü, the eastern and western walls of a house (66), now used in the sense of 迁, order, arrangement, the preface of a book, like 故 and 徐; 舒 shū, shu, to delay, to stretch out (51, 84, 73). Here the Phonetic Shwoh-wan makes 合 phonetic).

inverted——

幻 (幻, huán) wān, hwān, sleight of hand, delusion. There is a prevailing idea that this is the figure of rings 璇, hwān; but the account given of it from the Shwoh-wan seems satisfactory.

121——

斤 (斤, jin) kăn, chin, an axe. The Shwoh-wan says this represents “cutting wood.” As a phonetic it has two sounds, kăn, and ki.

The following are derived from it as a radical:— 所 sho (shu), so,
the sound of cutting wood (122 $phc$), used for "place" and "that which"; 兵 (63); 匠 (30); 断 (80 q); 折 (折, 84 d$v$); 折, sik, hsik, to split wood (127); 斯 sze, to split (into a sieve, 其, 205, 64, perhaps phonetic); 斬 châm, chân, to cut asunder (by a chariot, 231, with axes on it).

斥 is a contraction of 庇 (66, 89, 26).

doubled—

所, ngân, pin, two axes; a block to execute criminals on, in which sense it ought to be pronounced chhü, chih, the same as 質, a pledge (232), from which comes 櫛, chhü, chih, a block (127). The original phonetic is 所.

122—

戶 (戶) u, hu, a single door, a half door. This is phonetic in—
戶 u, hu, the name of a place (73, 40); 戶 u, hu, a hawfinch (239); 背’ $iu$, jealousy (57); 所 (121); &c.

It is a radical in—戶 lai, li, to stoop down like a dog in a doorway (131); 扁 pin, pien, an inscription over a door (152); 扇 skin, skên, a door-screen (209); 见, ak, o, narrow, hampered (6); 賣 ch’iu, ch’tan, to begin to open (37, 83, 1), whence 賣 or 賣; 容 k’ai, k’i, to open (72), whence 容; 窗 yau, yu, a window in a wall with a wooden frame (127 c, and 風, the student at the window, see 41), also written 賣 (136, and 風, meaning a crevice).

肩’ is the vulgar form of 258.
This is only found in combination with 户, in the three following:

門 mun, măn, a double door (closed). This is both a radical and a phonetic. Subordinate to it as a phonetic are—聞 măn, wăn, to hear (195); 間 măn, wăn, to ask (72); 閣 măn, min, the southern savages about Fuchow (188); 閟 ngăn, yin, to remonstrate gently or respectfully (183, 72).

Other derivatives are—閩 chăn, to ascend (12 i, correctly, 12), which is phonetic in 閱 (140), 闌 (130), 谿 lun, lin, a yellow bird like a thrush (239), 进 tsun, chin, to advance (49, 94), and 閵 măn, min, mosquitoes (188 t t); 闬 (14); 闍 (127); 闍 (138); 闍 chăn, chăn (ch’ong, ch’wāng), a horse rushing through a door (268); 闍 shăn, shwăn, a bolt (1, a modern word).

卯 (卯) mâu, a double door open; the fourth of the twelve cyclical characters. This is a phonetic. It is doubtful whether the two following are derived from this or the next, the Shwoh-wan makes them follow this:—貿 mâu, to trade (232), and 豬 liu, liâu, the ears ringing (195).

閡 yâu, yu, a double door barred (at the top, 1). This is used for the tenth of the twelve cyclical characters, with reference perhaps to the closing of the day or of the year, as 黛 refers to the opening; but 西 (220), the common tenth character, has a different origin from this. This is a common phonetic. Its prevailing sound in combination is lâu, liu, as in 豬, a willow (127), 豬, to detain (146). It, or 豬, contracted, is a radical in 坐, the old form of 坐, tso, to sit (87).
午 (午) 'ng, wu, the seventh of the twelve cyclical characters, the middle of the day. The most probable account of this is "the figure of a pestle," hence 春 et'ung, to pound, is derived from it (63, 204), and 语 ng, wu, to run against, where (39, 72), and not this, is phonetic. This is a phonetic in 午 (午, 94, 40) 佃, hsiieh, to loose and unload, from which comes 御 yü, to drive horses (to go on again, 49).

The root-sound of 123 and 39, in the sense of crossing, is probably the same; we may trace it in 丁, ngik and 亏 ngok (89, 72 d).

124—

牛 (牛) ngau, niu, an ox. The horns are conspicuous, the feet are not seen. This a common radical. It has little phonetic use, unless it be phonetic in 语 (语) ku, kâu, to tell (72), where its use is not apparent. The explanations about oxen butting, and having a piece of wood on the horns as "a warning," are far-fetched. Perhaps the top of 语 is 午, and not 午. It is phonetic, in 造 ts'iu, ts'âu, to go to (49, 94).

Important derivatives of 牛 are— 牛 lu, lâu, an ox's stall (.large, 172 c); 牛 mâu, the low of an ox (the part on the top, 大, represents the breath ascending, 156); 牛 (142 phc, 24); 牧 (238); 牧 sāi, kṣi, rhinoceros (75, 112 i) phc; 牧 muk, mu, a tender of cattle (37, 41); 牧 sān, kṣin, to raise and drop the horns at convenience (223, 179).
The following are interesting as shewing the importance of the ox to the inventors of writing:—件 k’in, ch’ien, an article of any kind of property (14); 物 m’u, wu, things (in general, 109 p’u); 牲 m’ôu, the male of beasts (87 p’u); 牲 p’ân, p’în, the female of beasts (31 p’u). The phonetics are not good in these two; and, but for the different form of the old character, one would be inclined to derive 牲 from the left half of 北, and 牲 from the right half, suggesting the “contrast” of sexes; 半 pun, p’ân, half (of an ox, 17); 解 k’ai, ch’ieh, to divide an ox’s horns, to untie, to explain (223, 33).

今 (今) k’en, chin, the present time. This is formed from 今, together (51), and an old form of 及, up to (14, 37). The old forms of 及 found in the Shuo-h-wan are—under the character itself 今 and 今; under 市 (24, 84, 1), 市 the same as here; and under 凡 (70), 凡 or 凡, which is also the old form of 乃 (36).

This is an important phonetic, and subordinate to it are—含 hom, h’an, to hold in the mouth (72); 含 yâm, yin, shade, darkness (99); 當 shâm, ts’ân, a peak (85); 含 im, yen, bitter spirits (220), whence 飲 yâm, yin, the original form of 飲, to drink (110); 念 nim, ni’en, thought (93); 貪 t’âm, t’ân, to covet (232); 金 (242); 璞 (280); 琴 (琴, 272).

不 (不) f’u, a bird flying upwards and not coming down again;
read pê, pu, not. Compare 182. The line at the top is said to
mean the sky (1); and the rest of the figure is the bird viewed
from below. This like the last is an important phonetic with no
merely radical use. Under it are—否 fâu, negative, bad (72);

痛 pî, great (1); 疼 tâu or pâu, to reject with scorn and spitting
(3, 72)—the dot on the top representing the "air" of indignation.
Compare 44, 99, 110. This character is now written 痛, as if it
were "standing up with the mouth," which is also the idea. The
initial ī, which does not appear in any of its compounds, is perhaps
borrowed from 豆 (215), with which it is confounded, being also
written 歌 (110).

187—

木 (木) muk, mu, a tree. Compare 84, 165, 166, 178, 227, 189,
243, 250, 288, 289. Four of these primary forms have 木 in them,
viz.: 束, 果, 巢, 樂; the rest have only more or less
resemblance to it. This is one of the very common radicals. It is
also phonetic in several characters, as 木 muk, mu, to wash the
hair (129).

Derivatives which are phonetics or sub-phonetics, or have
independent sounds are—本 (比, 1), 末 (木, 1), 朱
(朱, 1), 采 (20 pih), 菜 (22 t, phe), 桑 (37 t, 比), 寒 (79 d),
巢 (72 t), 爻 (121), 立 (118), 疑 (114), 毛 (55, 55 r), 未
(未, 84), whence 歌 (41, 37, 45), and 制 (制, 33). From
the use of 未 in this character, meaning "to make," another
derivation of it is suggested, viz.:—手 "the hand" over 巾
cloth”); 宋 sung, a dwelling (82); 枝 mui, mei, a twig or branch (41, 37); 林 hang, hsing, plums (for the mouth, 72); 某 mui, mei (now read ‘mau, meaning “so and so”), plums (sweet, 72, 1), also written 麦 and 呆, now 梅; 李 li, small red plums (91 phc); 孝 hui, nai, large yellow plums, (12, 46) phc; 栗 lut, li, chestnuts (260); 李 chên, a nut like a small chestnut, (183, 1) phc; 采 t'oi, ts'ai, to gather (132); 地 ku, hau, bright (136); 杏 miu, yau, dark (136); 東 tung, the East (136), phonetic in 重 (87, 14), 童 (183), and 龍 (296), and doubled, see below; 東 probably an old form of 教 ch'ên, to arrange, now written 陳, which is properly the name of a place (申 phc, 222, 2); 雀 tsap, chih, birds collected on a tree (239 t t); 鳥 kiu, chiou, an evil bird half seen half concealed on a tree, fierce, wicked (276 c); 相 seung, kiau, to look at and examine as a woodsman examines a tree, mutual (155); 休 yau, kiu, to stop, to rest against a tree (14); 栾 ngit, yeh, to hit the mark (193); 開 hän, hsien, to hinder (122, i22 r); 梁 leung, liang, a plank across water (129, 刀 phc, 33, 1, 1); 染 im, jän, to dye by nine dippings in madder (129, 21); 柔 yau, jian, flexible (167 phc); 素 ts'at, chi, gum, lacquer (16, 129); 困 kwan, a ruin, distressed, “in the wood” (73), also written 未 (94); 杉 wa, kwa, two swords stuck up (179 c); 查 t'ia, to search (154 phc); 杰 kit, chiek, a man's name; 杖 chuk, shu, to bind up (73, which see for 杖, &c.), whence 杖 sung, fright (59, 1), 杓 chik, ckik, to charge, to order (41, 37); 刺 lat, la, perverse (33); 賴 lâi, reliance (232, 刺 phc), and 杖 kän, chien, to divide, to part, to select (17).
The following seem to follow 木, but do not: — 森 (245, 73, 178 p), 杀 (39, 164), 棺 (21 i, 230, 63), 落 (243), 林 (156, 72, 84, 17), 茶 (84 d, 51 c, 84, 17).

contracted——

不 nō, the stump of a tree.

不 the left half of a tree, perhaps the same as 118.

不 pin, pien, the right half of a tree, a splinter of wood, a fragment.

This is phonetic in a few words, and radical in a few others, as

鼎 (122, 37, 1, 92, 41).

The two halves placed a little apart, 鼎, make the base of

鼎 ting, a tripod, or cauldron (232 c, precious, or 贞 c, phc),

whence 黨, mîk, mi, a bar for lifting a cauldron by the ears (25).

doubled——

林 lâm, lin, a forest. This is phonetic in 禁 kâm, chin, to forbid (12, 46 p), 森 lâm, lân, greedy (57), &c. From it also come: — 森 fān,

a Buddhist character for “Brahma,” i.e. Sanscrit, or Pali (70 phc),

originally the same as 芳; 楚 (173); 李 (39 d v); 欧 fān, to

burn (130); 森 pâm, pin, substance and ornament duly proportioned

(47), the same as 太 and 份; 郑 (222, 149, 25, 63, 130); 森

mu, wu, a forest, phonetic in 舞 or (33, 55, 22 q); 曹 ts’u, ts’āu,

the two judges in a criminal court; all (33 136 d, 72, 7).

tripled——

森 shâm, shān, many trees.

quadrupled——

森, This is found in 雞 (146), an old form of 雞 yu, yu, a park.
开 (开) *kin, chien*, level tops, probably the same as *开 (85)*, the name of some flat-topped hills. This cannot be 89 *开, because 89 (开) is not level on the top. It is a common phonetic, of very variable sound, as in *饮 in, yen*, pretty (57), *开 kāi, chi, joists, or lintels (127); 翅 ngāi, i, feathers ruffled by the wind (209); 開 hōi, kāi, to open (122, 122 r). Otherwise written 開, 閃 a shut door, and two hands, 63, opening it); 开 yēng, hēng capital punishment (33). In the last perhaps 开 (转, 14 d), yēng, to follow one another, is phonetic, which character is formed by association of ideas, as indeed 开 also might be.

contracted——

从 this, it is supposed phonetic, comes 吴 wū, wūen, to drag (132, 37). 稿 (155 p) is another form of 吴.

水 (水) *shui, water*. This is one of the commonest radicals, usually written on the left side of the character, thus . It is phonetic in a few cases. Derivatives requiring notice here are:—

永 (168), 業 (179), 表 (27, 59—see 284), 泉 (263); 泰 (59, 63), 次 (110), 雨 yǔ, rain (1, 86), from which come 雲 (72, 183), 雲 (37), 照 (146 t), 需 (198, or 252 c), 露 (72 t, h) 霧 (239 d), 繳 (257, 138); 稿 (转, 72, 7) tāp, ta, the murmuring of water; 永 hung, quicksilver (88 phc); 衍 in, yen, to spread as a flood (49, 49 r); 渝 mīk, mi, the name of a river (said to be from 永 c, phc, 136); 尿 niu, niān, urine (75, 112 t);
lai, li, to ford on steps (45, 73); ni, to drown (14)
now written 渡; 
汗 ts'au, hsiu, to swim (91); 漱 kun, kwan,
to wash the hands (222, 153); 腮 ts'ie, chi, lacquer, gum from a
tree (127, and probably 16, the same as next); 囚 shu, shu,
glutinous millet (165, and the Shwoh-wan says, 雨 phc, but the
Phonetic Shwoh-wan says 入水 "put into water"), from which
come 黎 lüi, li, shoe-makers' paste (利 phc, 33), and 香
(香, 72, 1), heung, ksiang, fragrant.

For words which seem to follow this, but do not, see 63 (暴)
and 112 i.

placed sideways—

This occurs in 圍 in, yuen, a gulf ( / the banks, 103), whence

(37, 83); 益, yik, yi, accession, gain, advantage (153); and

, an old form of 風 (94, 94 r, 233, 18). It is contracted in

谷 (72), and 酉 (220), to \\ (17).

doubled—

chui, waters. This is found in 槃 lü, liu, to flow, an old form
of 流 (91 i), and in 槃 shi, shi, to wade across, an old form of
涉, (94, 94 r).

tripled—

miu, miu, much water, the same as 海.

130—

火 (火) fo, kuo, fire. This, like the last, is a very common radical,
now often written , at the bottom of the character. The
original form represents flames rising up and converging. The tail
of a fish, and the tail of a swallow (275, 298), are represented in the same way. It is what we should call “a dove tail.” The four dots also represent the feet of animals, as in 268, 276, 284, 285, 287; and in 無 they are a contraction of 林. 黑 is a contraction of 暴, and 雞 is a corruption of 需, and 劫 of 殺. Hwo is rarely phonetic. It seems originally to have rhymed with 水 (139). Important derivatives are: — 灰 ( 灬, 37), 炙 (85, 45), 炎 (48, 1), 庶 (66, 22 d), 焚 (127 d), 獨 (222, 149, 25, 127 d, 63), 威 mit, miek, to extinguish (170, 1); 灰 chih, chiu, warmth, (89, 1) phc; 燥 chik, chih, to roast flesh (203); 灼 ch'ên, fever (118, 1); 燕 yăn, ngên, to broil (184, supposed to be phonetic); 煥 sên, feverish in the head (233, 18); 然 sin, jän, to kindle (203, 131), now used as an affirmative; 焦 or 被 tsiu, chiu, scorched (239 t t, phc); 級 kwing, chuang, manifest (136); 賢 kâng, long ears (a sign of) brightness (195, and 焰 c, phc); 燕或 靈 lun, lin, fire, fiery, (122, 122 r, 12) phc; 燕 tê, ti, northern savages (131). Here 火 may be a contraction of 亦, 赤, or 束, phonetic); 營 kuy, kau, a lamb (195. This is supposed to take its sound from 照, i.e. primarily 刀, contracted); 秋 ts'âu, ch'iu, the time of ripe grain (165), also written 秋 (297, 130) phc; 妸 tsun, ksin, embers ( 灼 phc, 37, 83, 1, 47); 妸 piu, piâu, an elk (277, 煲 contracted phonetic, see below); 煊 p'ang, to cook ( 煊, 16, 73, 137).

In the modern way of writing the following, the form of 火 has disappeared — 光 kwing, kwing, light ( 光, 14), also written 芒 (22 d); 赤 chik, chih, the colour of fire ( 赤, 59);
尞 (75, 12, 37, 1); 粟 pin, piou, fire flying up (粟 c pin, 222; 206, 二 or — ancient 上, and 火, making the old form 寿), contracted phonetic in 昨; 烹 or 煲 shen, shu, deep (烹, 175, 37). Perhaps the radical meaning is "to seek," with a light in the hand in a cave, the same as 撮 tām, tān. The Phonetic Shkwoh-wan says it is the original form of 埋 tī, tu, a fine, or vent; 里 sīu, an old man (里, 82, 37. This ought also to mean "seek," the same as 沛 sīu); 关 (嬗, 63); 丙 (163, identified with 疑 in the Phonetic Shkwoh-wan); 疑 see below.

doubled vertically——

炎 im, yen, flames. This is both a phonetic and a radical. In the following it is a radical: — 焱, fēi, hu or ch'wa, to blow up a fire (110); 黒, hāk, hāl, black (黒 224), whence 黒 tōng, tāng, old and black (82, 73, 17), now used for 撮, and 黒 fēn, hsüen, smoking (84); 范 (範, 55, 55 r), and 范 (範, 30); 畔 yui, jü, pointed (45), from 刻 im, yen, with the same meaning (33); 疑 (疑, 136, 84).

The Shkwoh-wan makes this contracted phonetic in 熊 hong, a bear (156, 203, 31 d v), but the Phonetic Shkwoh-wan makes 疑 contracted phonetic.

doubled horizontally——

烎 This occurs in 烎, sip, hsieh, great ripeness (183, 1, 37), phonetic in 烎, sip, hsieh, harmony (72); 赫, hak, ho, a red blaze (烎 59 d); and 劳 lu, lāu, labour (exerting strength, 34, under a cover, 25, and a blazing heat), which however is referred to the following.
triple

im, yen, glorious fire, flames. From this comes 蔭 shên, fulness, abundance (127); and it is considered the same as 蔭 shên (hwang) wing, yung, light in a dwelling (25). The Luh-shu-kh makes this follow 74, which might be phonetic), contracted phonetic in 蔭, 蔭, &c.

犬 (犬) khun, chu̍n, a dog. Confucius is said to have remarked on the striking likeness of this character to a dog. It may have been more like the animal in his day than it is now. This is a common radical, and phonetic in a few words, as 割, 割, and perhaps 雌 or 雌 ng̃i, i, a sort of bird (239), which is very doubtful. It is often contracted to 割 on the left side of the character.

The following are derivatives: — 犬 fui, fui, to bark (72); 哭, huk, ku, to howl, to weep (72 d); 狄 put, po, to run like a dog (13, 4); 狄 lit, tu, to rush out (175); 虎 fur, fu, to crouch (14); 臭 chiu, the scent of a dog’s nose (193); 狗 kweik, chiu̍n, the look of a dog (155); 犬 ng̃in, yin, snarling dogs (243); 龙 mong, măng, a long-haired dog (47); 狆 mong, măng, a hunting dog (84 g); 犼 in, jän, dog’s flesh (203), phonetic in 然 (130); 犼 im, yen, satisfied (with dog’s flesh, 甘 phonetic and significant, 72, 1), whence 犼 im, yen, hampered (45); 犼 kin, khsen, to cook and offer up (a dog, or dog-soup in sacrifice, in a cauldron 殻, 269, adorned with figures of tigers, 191. It is curious, however, that the soup is made from lamb, 羔, 179);
尉 (75, 12, 37, 1); 焱 pin, pi16u, fire flying up (要 c phc, 222; 206, 二 or — ancient 上, and 火, making the old form 火), contracted phonetic in 穿; 穿 shun, shun, deep (生, 175, 37). Perhaps the radical meaning is “to seek,” with a light in the hand in a cave, the same as 捕 tâm, tâm. The Phonetic Shuoh-wan says it is the original form of 窥 tât, ku, a flue, or vent);壁 situ, an old man (突, 82, 37. This ought also to mean “seek,” the same as 搜 situ); 关 (務, 63); 丙 (163, identified with 火 in the Phonetic Shuoh-wan); 穿 see below.

doubled vertically—

熯 im, yen, flames. This is both a phonetic and a radical. In the following it is a radical:—欙, sât, ku or châoa, to blow up a fire (110); 黑, hâk, hâ, black (黑 224), whence 煅 tong, tâng, old and black (82, 73, 17), now used for 摧, and 黑. fân, hsin, smoking (84); 舞 (舞, 55, 55 v) and 舞 (舞, 30); 廣 yui, jui, pointed (45), from 刻 im, yen, with the same meaning (33); 摧 (催, 136, 84).

The Shuoh-wan makes this contracted phonetic in 熊, hung, a bear (156, 203, 31 d v), but the Phonetic Shuoh-wan makes 熊 contracted phonetic.

doubled horizontally—

烄 This occurs in 愼, sip, hsieh, great ripeness (183, 1, 37), phonetic in 愼, sip, hsieh, harmony (72); 赫, hak, ho, a red blaze (烽 59 d); and 劳 lu, lâu, labour (exerting strength, 34, under a cover, 25, and a blazing heat), which however is referred to the following.
tripléd—

灿 *im, yen*, glorious fire, flames. From this comes 烘 shên, fulness, abundance (127); and it is considered the same as 烫 , in 烫 (kwing) wing, yung, light in a dwelling (25). The Luh-shu-ku makes this follow 24, which might be phonetic, contracted phonetic in 蕻, 蕡, &c.

犬 (犬) *kūn, chiān*, a dog. Confucius is said to have remarked on the striking likeness of this character to a dog. It may have been more like the animal in his day than it is now. This is a common radical, and phonetic in a few words, as 犬 (犬), and perhaps 雄 or 犬 ngāi, i, a sort of bird (239), which is very doubtful. It is often contracted to 犬 on the left side of the character.

The following are derivatives:— 犬 *fēi, fei*, to bark (72); 哭, hūk, kū, to howl, to weep (72 d); 友 *put, po*, to run like a dog ( 犬 , 4); 犦 *tū, tu*, to rush out (175); 伏, fū, fū, to crouch. (14); 臭 *chū, chu*, the scent of a dog’s nose (193); 臭, kwik, chū, the look of a dog (155); 起 ngān, yin, snarling dogs (243); 龙 mong, māng, a long-haired dog (47); 犬 mong, māng, a hunting dog (84 9); 犬 in, jān, dog’s flesh (203), phonetic in 竽 (130); 犬 *im, yen*, satisfied (with dog’s flesh, 甘 phonetic and significant, 72, 1), whence 厩 *im, yen*, hampered (45); 献 [kūn, kshen], to cook and offer up (a dog, or dog-soup in sacrifice, in a cauldron 蒸 , 269, adorned with figures of tigers, 191. It is curious, however, that the soup is made from lamb, 蒸 , 179);
狄 (130); 飠 (fā, 178, 233, 18); 獸 (295); 尤 yān, yu, excess, strange, surprising (라). The Phonetic Shwoh-wan regards this as a modification of 犬, and equivalent to 獭, which originally meant a creature like a dog, of a very suspicious or doubting nature. See 37 and 6.

**doubled—**

犭 or 犊 ngān, yin, dogs fighting, whence 獭, yūk, yū, a criminal court (72, 183), and 獭 see, a criminal judge (218 pēn).

**tripled—**

猋 pīn, pīn, dogs running.

爪 (た) kān, the hand in the act of seizing, to clutch; claws.

Compare 37, 63, 222, and 犭 (1 6). This is supposed to be phonetic in 矢 in, yān, to clean out or empty a mortar (204). It is a radical in the following: 矢 in, pīn, pulling down with the hands (37), whence 受 shān, to receive, giving and receiving (25). The Shwoh-wan says 舟 contracted phonetic 192, 矢 (6 pēn), 矢 (128 c pēn), 矢 (80, 24), 矢 (5), 矢 (88), 矢 lū, līch, to hold with the fingers (1), the same as 矢, and 矢 (22, 72) old form of 鼓, see 72 d; 矢 fū, to brood (91).

Compare 166; 矢 (14, 87); 矢 (57); 矢 (127); 矢 (165); 矢 (86, 12); 矢 hāi, hāi, to bind, to tie on to (187 d), old form of 矢, phonetic in 矢 (59); 矢 (80 d), old form of 矢 or 矢: līn, kūn, confused, to endeavour to put in order—a word like the English "unloose," which might be taken as the opposite of "loose"; 矢 (287).
爵 (300) is not connected with this, nor is 興 (55, 55 r), or 愛 (110 r, 93). 見 (155, 18) is a vulgar form of 頤 or 見 (168 r).

reversed—

爪 cheung, châng, to take hold; the palm of the hand. This is supposed to be the correct way of writing the surname of Mencius’ mother—♀ Cheung, Châng.

placed sideways—

ን This is found in the modern form of 亅, i.e. 亅 yün, yin, to seal (40), which reversed is 亅, or 抑, see 40; 處 yuék, nièh, to outrage (處, 191, 14); 表 pu, pâu, to praise (果 phc, 166 a); and 鼠, old form of 265.

Number 222 is a combination of this and its reverse, 亅亅.

183—

矢 (矢) iu, yâu, crushed down, the head bowed down. This is a modification of 59, similar to 60. It is a phonetic, and some of its derivatives have a final k, as 沃 yuék, wu, to irrigate (渓, 129, 84 d). It is a radical in the following:— 亅 k'ai, ch'î, tall and bent (where this, or 亅 c, 16, 73 d v, 24, may be phonetic): 奔 pâm, to run away, also written 奔 (84 t t phc); 幸 häng, hsing, by good luck, contrary to one's fears or deserts (幸, 89, 26); 走 tâu, to run (with the head bent forward, 奔, 94), one of K'ang-hê's radicals. The character 笑 siu, hski, to smile, to laugh, is one of those which puzzle the student. Bamboos (50 d) bent down with the wind are often very graceful and beautiful, but the idea of their
laughing is rather too poetical. Other forms of it, 笑 (131), and 笑 (59), given by the Editors of the Shuoh-wan are not much easier to explain.

134—

 Stroke (正) ydm, jm, to sustain, to bear; the ninth of the ten cyclical characters. This character is probably a derivative of 工 (88), "work," like 凡, 無, 位, and 王; and the middle line denotes the person doing the work intended, whence 任, to bear or impose responsibility, 妊, pregnant. It is phonetic in these and several other characters; but not in 王 (132, 14, 87).

135—

凶 (凶) hung, khsing; disastrous, unlucky. This is apparently × (39, i.e. 交) (26), "crossing a pit." It is phonetic in 狂, or 邪 hung, khsing, the chest (35, 203); 児 hung, khsing, a man of terror, a murderer (18), where it is also significant; 燊 tsung, to gather up the feet as a bird in flying (55). It is a radical in 醉, i, kssú, intoxication (220).

In 离 (280) and 禽, this form is only a contraction of 凶 (206) "head."

136—

 日 (日) ydt, jé, the sun, day. This is phonetic in a few words besides 涅 (87, 129). It is a common radical. Derivatives to be noticed are: — 冥 (24, 105); 陳 (129); 是 (94, 1), whence 顒 sin, khsien, to be few (81, 4); 兇 (130); 睿 (84, 130); 睿
(84, 130 d.v); 莫 (84 q); 杲, 杈, and 朙 (127); 普 (59, 1 d); 昔 (38, 286); 曾 (99, 1, 86, 129); 暴 (63, 162, 178); 春 (84, 1, 84 d); 易 (1, 109); 旦 tān, dawn (1), phonetic in � קר (16, 73 d), and radical in 朝 kon, kän, dawn (212 c phc), whence 朝 (朝 , 192 phc), chiu, chāu, morning (also written 頭, which originally meant a reptile, and 頭, 210 phc); 孫 ki, chi, the sun just appearing (110 r phc, 143, 31); 早 tāu, tsāu, early (早, the morning sun appearing above the helmet, 148, or as high as to be seen over the head of a man), a radical in 卓, (31), and phonetic in 草 tšu, tsāu, grass, originally an acorn used as a black dye (86 d), now contracted in this sense to 卓 or 早; 旬 tšun, hsün, ten days (旬 or 旬, from 旬 “a few,” 35, 12. Note, 卓 and 旬 read kwing, ch'iu; are both the same as 草 in the sense of loneliness, a sense which belongs strictly to 卓 sun, hsün, 17, 44, where 卓 is phonetic. The sound kwing belongs primarily to 卓 only); 旦 in, yāu, looking out for a companion under the sun (31); 旦 kwān, together, those of one class collected together under the sun (31 d); 旦, originally written 處 (處 phc, 59, 17) hu, hāu, the sun shining forth; grand, glorious, the same as 顕, 嘉, 陽, where there is a reference to white light and to white hair, which is a “crown of glory”; 昌 cheung, ch'ang, excellent words (昌, 72, 7); 明 ming, bright (138). The Shwok-wan gives this as primarily 明, the moon shining through a window, 219; but usage is in favour of 明); 昏 fān, kwān, sundown (96, also written with 160, which would be phonetic); 曬 chāu, day, the time of daylight
(37, 83, 12. The idea here is the same as in 書, "limits"); 明, yuē, yā, to-morrow (59, 1); 明, ngāp or hin, ya or hsien, manifest, minute ( 頭, silk, 187 d, in the light of the sun); 晝, tsun, chin, to come forward, or out again, as all things do with the returning day ( 頭, 182 d); 晡, cheung, ch'āng, a long day, everlasting day (168); 退, to retire (49, 94, 55—whether like the sun, or from the light of the sun, is not apparent); 間, correctly written 間 (122, 122 r, 138).

For characters which seem to follow this but do not, see 72, 73, 74, 137, 143, 246.

**TPILED**—

晶, tsing, ching, pure light. From this are formed— 昭, sing, hsing, stars (84, 87); 艃, shān, shān, Orion (14, 47); and 艇, shān, ch'ān, Scorpio; also 艇, tip, tieh, to pile up ( 槗). The Shuoh-wan observes that 艇 is also made from 很 many. Compare 56 d), now written 很 (146 t t).

187—

白 ( 白 ). This is to be distinguished from the last, from 日 ( 日, 72, 7) 一, yīeh, to say, and from 日, mu, mān, a cap or cover (25, 12). It is not found alone, but it occurs in 高, hāng or cheung, hsiang, to offer up acceptable sacrifices for spiritual beings to enjoy, the upper part of which is a contraction of 高 "high." See 73 d v. The Shuoh-wan says this figure represents the prepared offerings brought forward—進, 熱, 物, 形. We might derive it from 73, 白, with something inside. Then a
superabundance of the good things is indicated by an additional line (2) in 馀, fuk, fu, fulness, phonetic in 福, fuk, fu, happiness, &c. From 馀 contracted comes 余, tāp, ta, a full answer (not in words but in gifts, 合, phc, 51, 72), and from 余, 夏 (235). In the 禪ch-mon has a third pronunciation, 晚g, which is now represented by 晚, 晚, to cook (130).

188—

月, lit, yileh, the moon, month. This and 肉, (203), are perplexingly like each other in old writing, and also in modern when in combination. When the two are distinguished in old writing this is made 月, nearer the shape of the half moon. Number 56 is said to be the half of this appearing in the “evening.” This is a radical, but not nearly so common as 203. It is phonetic in 明, 月, 明, 明, in the 禪ch-mon. The root-meaning of the word (ngut) seems to be “cutting of” or “defect.” Important derivatives are: 明 (136); 明 (196, 14, 87); 有 (37); 霜, tāk, ta, the first appearance of the new moon (1, 86, 129, 257) phc; 關, kān, chien, chinks in a door letting in moonlight (122, 122 r); 朝, shok, sho, the new moon (89, 26) phc; 明, long, lān, bright (235 phc); 期, kī, chi, occasion, stated time (205, 64) phc.

朝 is not from this (212 c, 136, 192 phc).

doubled——

朋, pāng, friends. This is the modern form of 299, in this sense.

The phœnix is the symbol of friendship. For 貝, see 228.
(37, 83, 12). The idea here is the same as in 书，"limits"); 星, yueh, yu, to-morrow (59, 1); 黑 ngāp or hin, ya or hsien, manifest, minute (黒, silk, 187 d, in the light of the sun); 晉 tsun, chin; to come forward, or out again, as all things do with the returning day (晉, 182 d); 遠 cheung, chang, a long day, everlasting day (168); 退 to retire (49, 94, 55—whether like the sun, or from the light of the sun, is not apparent); 閒, correctly written 閑 (122, 122 r, 138).

For characters which seem to follow this but do not, see 72, 73, 74, 137, 143, 246.

tripled—

晶 tsing, ching, pure light. From this are formed— 星 sing, hsing, stars (84, 87); 亮 shān, shān, Orion (14, 47); and 黒 shān, che, Scorpio; also 低 tī, tīeh, to pile up (低). The Shwoh-wan observes that 低 is also made from 多 many. Compare 56 d), now written 低 (146 tī).

187—

日 (日). This is to be distinguished from the last, from 日, (日, 72, 7) 似, yīeh, to say, and from 目 mu, māu, a cap or cover (25, 12). It is not found alone, but it occurs in 高ăng or keung, hsiang, to offer up acceptable sacrifices for spiritual beings to enjoy, the upper part of which is a contraction of 高 "high." See 73 d v. The Shwoh-wan says this figure represents the prepared offerings brought forward—進 熟物 形. We might derive it from 73, 日, with something inside. Then a
superabundance of the good things is indicated by an additional line (2) in 福, fuk, fu, fulness, phonetic in 福, fuk, fu, happiness, &c. From 福, contracted comes 福, tāp, ta, a full answer (not in words but in gifts, 合, phe, 51, 72), and from 福, 覧 (235). In the Shwoh-wan 福 has a third pronunciation, stdbool, which is now represented by 福, stdbool, to cook (130).

188——

月, lit, yīech, the moon, month. This and 肉 (203), are perplexingly like each other in old writing, and also in modern when in combination. When the two are distinguished in old writing this is made 月, nearer the shape of the half moon. Number 56 is said to be the half of this appearing in the "evening." This is a radical, but not nearly so common as 203. It is phonetic in 月, 肉, 肉, 肉, in the Shwoh-wan. The root-meaning of the word (ngūit) seems to be "cutting of" or "defect." Important derivatives are:—明 (136); 望 (196, 14, 87); 有 (37); 霸, pāk, pā, the first appearance of the new moon (1, 86, 129, 257) phe;

開, kān, chien, chinks in a door letting in moonlight (122, 122 r); 朔, shok, sho, the new moon (89, 26) phe; 月 long, làng, bright (235 phe); 期 kī, cī, occasion, stated time (205, 64) phe.

朝 is not from this (212 c, 136, 192 phe).

doubled——

朋 stdbool, friends. This is the modern form of 299, in this sense.

The phoènix is the symbol of friendship. For 福 see 228.
巴 ( 巴 ) Pa, a reptile, a fabulous snake that eats the elephant, probably supposed to exist in the wild regions of Sze-ch'wan, hence the name, Pa. This is a common phonetic. 巴 is from 272 contracted.

140—

玉 ( 玉 ) yu, yu, jade—three jade-stones united by a string or bar (46, 2). The dot in the lower corner is a later addition intended to distinguish this from 王 wong, wāng, king.

Here one form seems to have three distinct uses. Probably that for "jade" (a) is the oldest, then came (b) its use for intercalary moon in 閏 yun, jun, and finally (c) wong, wāng, king.

(a) 玉 yu is a common radical, and it is phonetic in several characters, as 璽, 钺, 璧, (208). From this come 寶 pu, pāu, precious (82, 232, 181 phe); and 王 lung, to play with (63), whence 王 (50 d).

(b) In 閏 ( 閏 c phe, 122, 122 r, 12), the three cross strokes (46) seem to represent three years after which it was supposed there must be one (2) intercalary moon. This is phonetic in 閏 and several other characters.

(c) 王 wong, wāng, is to be distinguished from 王 wong, hwāng, vegetation (84, 1, 87), the common phonetic. The form 王 appears only in three cases in the Skwoh-wan as a phonetic, viz. — 王 wong, hwāng, angust (193 c), 王 wong, hwāng, feathers used in decorating the heads of dancers (209), and 王 wong,
to wander (49, 94). They say the character is made from 三 (46) representing the three powers or departments of nature, "heaven, earth, and man," and 了 (2) uniting them. I should say that it is more likely from 土 "the soil," and 一, "one," q.d. lord of the soil; and that it is phonetic in 土 (84).

doubled—

توجه, chia, a double gem, or ornament of jade. From this come 遠, division of gems or symbols of office (遠, 33, or 引 c.phc), and 引, fuh, fu, a gemmed bow-case in a carriage (231).

141—

主 (主) chü, chu, a lamp with the flame rising up. Compare 3.

This character, in the sense of "lord," is now inseparably connected with 王, "king." Its history, like that of the latter, is obscure. It is a common phonetic. The radical idea of chu, a lord, is said to be in 獨 chu (84, 215), raised above all other people.

142—

玄 (玄, 玄) tin, hsien, a dark hue. This is made from 入, 16, "to put into" (the dye pot), and 玄, 80, two cocoons of silk. It is a common phonetic. The second old form without the dots is sometimes used, as in 革, for 玄, hsien, a bow-string, but the phonetic power is the same. As a matter of fact 玄 or 玄 is an old form of 187, "silk." The two dots refer to the colour. This character is phonetic in 動 hin, ch'ien, to lead an ox (24, 124); but it is a radical only in 無 (279), and in 瞭, ch'ien, chu,
to rear, to collect in the field (146), where it may refer primarily to the cultivation of silk-worms.

doubled—

black. This is now confounded with (84 d, 187 d c), and read tsee.

149—

pak, pai, white. On the derivation of this character, see 16. It seems to me to be a modification of "a cocoon" (28), like the last. The importance of silk to the inventors of Chinese writing is very apparent. This is a phonetic. The Shwoh-wan derives 百, pak, pai, a hundred (1) from 白 (193) contracted, but the Phonetic Shwoh-wan decides against this, and in favour of the more natural view, that 白 is phonetic. If our derivation of the primitive is correct, then it is doubly significant as well as phonetic in 白, pak, pai, plain white silk (83). Compare 素 (271, 187). Other derivatives are: — 息 (31); 毛 (81 d); 臭 (59); 臭 (59, 22); 貓, appearance (18), usually written 貓 (225), or 臭, where 臭 contracted is phonetic; whence 兇 (17) and 兒 (211); 彩, yeuk, yo, a bright, open landscape (from 放, 107, 37, 41); 花, yeh, white flowers (84 d, 271, 1, 44); 丝, muk, mu, fine fibre (81, 47); 绥, min, mien, the continuity of fibres or thread (83, 5, 187). 楽 (289) is not from this.

doubled—

This occurs in 百, pik, pi, two hundred (1), whence (59), and 母, hik, hsi, wounded feelings (37, 83, 1, 153, 1).
triplèd—

*hiu, hâu, manifest.

144—

肉 (肉) yau, jiu, a beast’s foot treading (跼, jiu) on the ground.

The outer part is 爪 (21) phonetic, and the inner part is the paw, which may be compared with 29, and also with 227.

This is used as the lower part of many characters for animals, as in 280. The original form of 295 probably followed this. Other derivatives are — 亜 yii, a female monkey (207—compare 287); 烏 yii, a reptile (亜, 188 c); 嬰, sit, hsiêh, an insect, a weevil (206, modified for the head), from which comes 竜, sit, hsiêh, to steal (grain, 178, 175, 22 d); 萬 mân, wân, a sort of scorpion (亜 c, 63, 206 c, 188), used for “ten thousand,” “many,” and as a phonetic with a vowel-ending (e.g. 屬 lai, li, 蘭 mài. The final n does not seem to belong to the class, but there are traces of a final l); 烏 fei, a quadrumanous animal (222 d, 206), also called 烏, fei-fei; and 亜 (206 a) a modification of the last or of 竜, contracted phonetic in 烏 亜 (55, 55 r).

145—

瓦 (瓦) nga, wa, baked earthenware, tiles, &c.

This is a radical; and also phonetic in a few words. In 瓦, lip, leih, the sound of walking on tiles, 瓦 (252 c, 59) is supposed to be phonetic. The character 瓦 is evidently a misprint in the Shwoh-wan, copied into subsequent dictionaries, for 瓦 (14, 14 r, 175, 75, 37).
田 (田) * f'fin, tien, field. This is a radical; also phonetic in a few words. Derivatives are: — 男 nâm, nân, a male child (useful for field-work, 34); 里 lâi, the country, a mile (87); 黄 wông, huâng, yellow (英 i.e. 光 e phc, 22 d, 130); 田 ch'ên, ch'ên, a division (17) of rural land (87) for one family (66); 苗 miu, miâu, young grain (84 d); 當 tông, tâng, the valuation of fields, (82, 17, 73) phc; 奮 fân, the effort of a bird to rise from a field and fly (59, 239); 苗 (122, 122 r, 1); 留 (18, 55); 畜 (142); 贏 wâk, hwa, to draw boundary lines (37, 83, 12, 12 r); 畜 (230); 畆 (227). For characters having this form, see 137, 206, 207, 250.

doubled—

田 ch'ên (Shwoh-wan, keung, chiang), comparison of fields; whence

疋 keung, chiang, boundaries (46), a phonetic.

tripled—

田 lui, lei, thunder among the fields. It is doubtful whether these are fields at all. This is one of the ways of representing thunder, — see 74 d. It is an important phonetic, and subordinate to it is

累 or 累 lui, lei, to involve (187). It is now also written instead of 136 t t, in 穴.

 quadrupled—

田 The same as 穴. The largest word in the language is 穴 ping, the sound of thunder. It has 52 strokes.

147—

由 (由) yû, yu, the source or origin, through. This is found in the Shwoh-wan only in the compounds, where it is mostly phonetic.
But most likely the primary intention of the symbol was to represent the sprouting of fruit or seed, also written 禾 (79). Compare 250. In 禾 ping, an expression of urgency (44), its use is metaphorical.

甲 (甲) kāp, chia, a protecting cover; helmet; finger nails; the first of the ten cyclical characters. This is a common phonetic. It is a radical in the following: — 戅, now written 戅 yung, jung, armour (67, 1); 早, now written 早 tsu, tsau, the sun appearing higher than the head, early, whence 早 (31); 卯 pi, pei, sinister, mean (37 r).

149

屯 (屯) This stands for the pot or boiler in 爰 ts'ūn, ts'wān, a furnace (222, 25, 127 d, 63, 130). It is said that 爰 (18) was once used here. From ts'ūn contracted come 爸 kung, ch'iung, the handles of a vase (269 c); and 爸 yán, ksin, a sacrifice of blood; to smear the cracks in a sacrificial vase with blood (220, and 分 phc, 17, 33), also written 爸 (153, 1, 124, 17). The forms 爰, 爲, and 爲 or 爲 mi, wei, are supposed to be later modifications of 爰, as they are not found in the Shwoh-wan. Wei-wei, "unwearied," is a classic expression, but the correct way of writing it is doubtful.

150

糸 (-糸) kún, kwān, to connect things by running a string or a bar through them; to penetrate; through. The common form 糸
with cowries (232) under it, has the same sound and meaning; whence 實, shët, shih, rich (82), to be distinguished from 寧, shih, shih, to stop, where 是 is phonetic. Another derivative is 亝, lu, to seize (34, 191 phe).

Similar forms are 希 (92 d), and the modern character "拂, ch’än, ch’wan, a skewer.

151——

拂, ( 書 ), fù, fu, to dash, twitch, or sweep; not. The vertical strokes are 4, and 4 r phe, and the crooked one is either 36, denoting difficulty, or 229 e, a thong or cord. This is a common phonetic. When meaning to dash or brush it is written 拂, (113).

152——

冊, ( 冊 ), ch’âk, ch’âi, a bundle of documents, commissions, records, &c., also written 簿, (50 d) and interchanged with 簿, (189). This is a phonetic; and it is a radical in the following:— 畢, isse, inheritance (72, "mouth," the title to the inheritance was proclaimed, 司, phe, 14 p, 72); 冊, shàn, to erase (33); 旨, (64); 管, (51); 管, (72 t h); 拂, (122).

153——

皿, ( 皿 ), ming, a dish. This is phonetic in 盂, mang, eldest son (91), an antique form of which is , the same as 166. It is a common radical, from which the following are derived:— 盂, (129 p); 盂, (36, 54); 盂 or 盲, (59, 27, or 59, 1); 盈, (110, 129); 盛, (129, 222); 盅, (50 d, 143, 31); 拂, (188 t e); 盎, yau,
yu, a small basin, (37, 72) phc; whence 赫 hoi, hāi, gravy (220); 炎 lu, a dish for food (炎 lu, a jar, 191 phc, 249); 慈 wǎn, benevolent, genial (feeding a prisoner, 73, 14); 隅 tsun, chin, empty, exhausted (隅 “ashes,” 37, 83, 1, 130. The phonetic is 隅, 47); and 血 (血, 1) hūi, hsiēh, blood, which is another important radical. As a phonetic 血, has a final 了; 血, 血, &c., read hūi, are irregular. Important derivatives are:— 鐳 (錳, 196, 14) kān, chien, to look down upon, inspect (from 臨, an official person enjoying “otium cum dignitate”—looking down on the earthly vessels and their contents; but they say 血, here is a contraction of 血 phe, 204, 14. Compare 臨, 72 t t), phonetic in 鹽 in, yen, salt (201 c, 178 po); 鹽 tsun, chin, secretion, saliva (see above); whence 鹽 hīk, hsi, wounded feelings, (143, 1) d, phc; 鹽 nung, pus (222, 224 phc). See 206), now written 鹽; 鹽 chāu, to strike and draw blood (59, 89, 1, 37, 41), whence 雷 lai, li, bent, perverse ( 雷, 80, here said to be a contraction of 雷 ).

154—

且 (且) tsū, chūi, an altar, to offer on an altar; the same as 祭, cho, tsu (32). This is formed from 19. It is used as an expletive or conjunction, and read tse, chūi. It is a common phonetic, and subordinate to it are— 炎, tse, tigerish (191), and 惟 chā, a barrier, a raft (127); used for “investigate,” and often wrongly written 惟.

155—

目 (目, 目, 目) muk, mu, the eye. The “nose,” 193, the
“head,” 233, and the “face,” 256, have an absurd resemblance to this, but they are not derived from it, nor is 232. This seems however to be part of 259. It is a common radical, not phonetic in any character in the Shuok-wan. Derivatives are—

眉 or 霉 (15 d'v, 4); 省 or 眉 (84, 4); 峯 (84, 130); 相 (127); 昭 or 昭 (31); 显 (131); 昕, hsin, to beckon with the eyes (37, 41), whence 眼 hsin, hsien, staring (59), and 眼 hwing, hsiung; to institute a search for (14, 175), originally read hsin, hsien, and contracted phonetic in 眼 (63); 看 hon, k'an, to look (shading the eyes with the hand, 113), also written 看 (212 c, 136) phe; 看 or 看 yu, jui or wei, deeply intelligent (奴 to bore through, 108, 37, a valley, 214, or 容 a gulf, deep); 昏 au, yau, deep-sunken eyes (175). Compare 161 r); 眠 mu, mao, covering the eyes, blindfold (25, 12, phonetic in 眠, see below); 直 (22, 8,—see below); 真 (14 i, 8, 64 c); 目 or 眸 (35, whence 眸, see below); 見 kin, chien, to see (18), whence 觀 (171), 觀 mik, mi, to seek (観, 168 r, phe), and 看 tâk, te, to get (37, 1), now written 看, and 得; 首 mit, miek, sheeps' eyes, slanting eyes (179 c), whence 見 fun, hwân, a wild goat (244 c—phonetic in 見), and 見, &c., see below.

placed sideways—

III This seems to be the natural position of the character, , as in the third old form; whence 眠 muk, mu, an old form of 眠 (84, 59); 首 mit, miek, wearied eyes (67, 1, 14. The Phonetic Shuok-wan says 伐 phe); 見 mung, māng, dim eyed ( 見, from 目,
see above), phonetic in 瞼 mung, mäng, obscure (𪓫 56), 
blind mung, mäng, to dream (麀 82, 118, 1) &c; 真 tap, ta, 
eyes meeting, or following one with the eyes (IBOutlet 112 i); 
眼 yik, yi, to scrutinise as an officer does a criminal (59, 89, 1); 
眼 kwing, chung, a look of awe (originally read with 
a final n—真 or 真 c phc, 238. Compare 真, 136, and 真 
above); 真 chung, many (people, 14 t, under the eye); 真 män, to 
prolong (from 真, said to be phonetic, and 37; but the final n is 
certainly not from 真, the, or the, which might have a final k 
as in 勳, or ng, as in 真 —see 25); 惠 (93); 惠 (82, 114, 93).

For characters which have this form, see 39 d k, 291, and 300.

doubled——

䀠 kiu, chiu, to look right and left. This is an important phonetic 
which takes its radical meaning into many of its compounds—the 
look of a bird, 239, the look of fear, &c. It also occurs in 视 
iu, yau, to look together, whence 视 hi, hsi, to stop on seeing 
rain (1, 86, 129).

placed sideways, doubled——

䀠 This is found in 视 (4), phonetic in 视 (59).

placed sideways, tripled——

䀠 This is found in 视, or 视 (59 tt).

䀠 is an erroneous form of 视 (260 tt), and of 卓 (31, 
136, 148).

156——

䀠 (䀠) i, to go on, to use, by or through. The figure seems to
represent the air or breath having free course upwards, the reverse of 作. This character is often written 已 (a sort of compromise between 作 and 作), or contracted in combination to 归, resembling 作, 作, and 作; and the latter has 人 (14) added on the right in modern writing when used for “by,” giving it quite a different appearance. Thus there are four forms:—(a) 目, (b) 已, (c) 归, and (d) 以, all of which are used phonetically. 

(a). 目 or 虚 tsse, sse, to put in the plough (127, or 114, 127). (b). 改 koi, kái, to change (37, 41); 异 i, to lift up (63). (c). 归 (72), whence 归 (84, 17); 归 i, done; a final expletive, as it were preterit of 归 (171); 能 nāng, old pronunciation noi, nāi, an animal like a bear (31 d v, 203), whence 性 tāi, expression (93), &c. (d). 似 ts'se, sse, like (194, 14). The modern form has 14 repeated, which would be 乃; and it seems as if 以, i.e. 归, was originally the same as 归); 以 i, pearl barley made from coix lachryma (84 d), &c.

This is a radical in 归 wdn, yün, to consent (18), phonetic in 露 ts'un, gait (55); and 助 mtsu, the low of an ox (124). Such seems to be the best account of these two characters, and, if correct, it confirms the idea here given of the figure as representing breath, as does also 归 i, joy.

For 官 and 画, see 194.

167—

巨 (巨, 巨) kii, chii, a carpenter’s square. This is 88, with something like a hand taking hold of it. It is also written 碇 or 短.
It is an important phonetic, and has the metaphoric meaning of "large."

158—

四(四, 哥) see, four. This is no doubt a modification of four vertical strokes. "Six," 105, is made from the second old form. "Four" is also written 四'. It is phonetic in a few words.

159—

只(只) chi, chih, a final expletive, affirmative; now used for yin "only." The two lines below "mouth" (72), are said to represent the breath coming up. This is phonetic in a few characters; and it is a radical in 驗 kung, kung, sound, (147, 44) phc.

160—

民(民, 民) män, min, the people, the many. The Shwoh-wan derives this from 女 "mother" (57, 17), with some additional strokes for the children. It is a phonetic; and it is used as a radical in 民 mang, vagrant people, immigrants, (8, 16) phc.

161—

巻 tät, tu, coming up; tít, tief, protuberant, in relief, a projection.

reversed—

戸 náu, ya, hollow, åu, a hollow, a pit.

These two characters ought to be old; but they are not found in the Shwoh-wan. They were in use in the T'ang dynasty. The first, read tät, may be identified with 建; the sounds of the two as verbs may be compared with 出, 闰, ch'ut, yip; and, as nouns, åu, tit, may be identified with 懿, 應, 以, 畢, &c.
163—

出, (li) *chut*, *chu*, to come up, or out. This is a modification of 下, 84. It figures the advance of vegetation, one sprout following another upwards.

It is a common phonetic, subordinate to which are 炎 sui, demoniacal influence (12, 46), and 炙, or 炎, wāi, ch'üi, tailless, shortened, cramped, bent (75, 112). It is a radical in 炎 tiu, tiāu, to sell out grain (178, and 炎 phe, 209, 239); 炎 ngi, yeh, unsettled, disposed to go (193, 127); and in the following, where its shape is now lost:— 暴 (暴, 136, 63, 178); 賣 māi, to sell (賣, 25, 39 d, 232); 買 ngu, ngāu, to go abroad (賣, 107, 37, 41).

163—

丙 (丙) ping, the third of the ten cyclical characters. The Phonetic Shwok-wan makes this the original of 炎, fiery, bright, conflagration, and 火 (82, 130), an old form of the same. The top line is the same as 上 “to ascend,” and the rest is 火 fire under a roof (130, 82), contracted. 更 (更, 37, 41) kāng, to change, in which this is phonetic, is found written 变. From it come 便 pin, pien, convenient (14), and 变 (84, 87).

164—

尤 (尤, 尤) shut, shū, glutinous millet, requiring the use of the hand (37) to separate (17) the grains, also written 穀 (165). This is a phonetic, and subordinate to it is 杀 (杀, 39) shā, sha, to kill, also written 殺 (20, 37).
165—

禾 (米) wo, kwo, growing grain, with the ears hanging down; seasonable, harmonious. Compare 127. The idea of harmony appears in the characters in which it is phonetic, e.g. 和 (72), 盂 (153), 酢 (50, 72 h k, 152). Subordinate to it is 科 fo, k'o, order, measure, department. The following are derived from it as a radical:— 禾 sui, the full ears of grain ready to be gathered (132); 秀 sdu, hsin, richly beautiful (21 phc), whence perhaps 禾, 5uk, t'u, bald, bare (a mutilation of 秀, or else from 18—when a man has passed over a field with his sickle it is bare); 年 (季, 14, 22); 秋 (130); 秦 (16, 129), whence 香 (72, 1); 委 (57); 乘 (37); 季 (91); 稠 (239); 秦 (123, 63); 稠 (73 d, 16); 困 k'wàn, ch'ün, a round granary (73), contracted phonetic in 稠 k'wàn, chün, musk deer (277); 酢 su, to gather and store grain (275 phc).

reversed—

禾 (禾) kái, chi, a tree bent down at the top and its growth stopped. Strictly, this is a modification of 127. It is phonetic in 稀 kái, chi, to continue, succession, investigation (37, 6, 31, 72, 1).

doubled—

禾, lik, li, straggling, coming in slow succession. From this come 稀, lik, li, to grind (45), 履 lik, li, the progress of the seasons, years, cycles (94), &c.; also 兼 (兼, 37), phonetic in 廖 lim, lien, side apartments (66), &c.
166—

呆 ( 呆, 呆 ) 睡, pāu, to protect, also written 保. This is made up of 91 and 17, and is primarily the same as 产 产, to brood (132), the second old form being common to both. It is a phonetic, sometimes written 呆 and sometimes 产; but the latter has no connection with 呆 ngui, ãi, foolish, a modern character; or with 凼 (127).

167—

矛 ( 矛, 矛 ) 矛, an axe with a very long handle attached to a chariot. The Phonetic Shwoh-wan regards 170 as a contraction of the second old form of this, so that 170 and this are really the same word. The waving line indicates the revolution of the axe. Compare the first old form with 斤 , 121. This is a phonetic, subordinate to which are 枚 木, wu, strong (41, 37), and 肘 yâu, jâu, flexible (127). It is also one of K'anghi's radicals, from which comes 伐 伐, wî, ñi, to bore through with an awl, (24, 16 72) phe, a sub-phonetic, the sound of which is irregular in 朕 yung, jung, down of birds (112), written 歲 in the Shwoh-wan.

168—

禾 ( 禾, 禾 ) wing, yung, long, continuous. The figure represents the water channels in the earth, the water (129) being partly hid and partly visible, but going on for ever. This is a phonetic; and it is a radical in 禾 yeung, yâng, the continuity of waters (179 phe).

reversed—

辰 ( 辰, 辰 ) p'âi, the parting of waters; a phonetic, whence 辰 (1,531)
or 脈 (203) māk, mē, the circulation of the blood, the pulse; (155, 18), &c.

169—

瓜 (瓜) kwa, a melon, the radical for Cucurbitaceae. It is a common phonetic, its sound varying from kwa to ku, hu, wu, &c.

瓜 u, hu, a calabash, (59, 44, 1) phc, is one of the Shuoh-wan's radicals with only one character under it; and it seems it is the wrong one. It is 瓜 and it ought to be 瓜.

doubled—

瓜 rù, fruit spreading on the ground like melons; what the root cannot support, weakly. 瓜 lo, is another name for melons.

170—

戍 (戍) māu, now read mū, wū, the fifth of the ten cyclical characters—supposed to be another form of 167, an axe or halberd.

For 戍 and its derivatives, see 67. This is phonetic in 茂 māu, luxuriant (84 d). It is a radical in 戍 sut, ksu, hurt, pitiable (1), which is phonetic in 歳 (94, 94 r), and 威 (130), whence also 威 (57), and 威 kūn, kshen, to bite (72), now written 威 in this sense (294), and itself used for "all"; 戍 shing, ch'ung, complete (43 phc, 茂 c, for the meaning); 歳 ch'īn, ch'ēn, to bestow (232).

171—

矢 (矢, 矢) chi shih, an arrow—one of K'ang-hsi's radicals. The second old form occurs in 矢 i, the original character for "doubt"
This is phonetic in 醞；医 ㄉī, ㄕī, a bow and arrow case (1, 8), whence 醞 ㄉī, ㄕī, the sound of hitting (20, 37), a diseased look, 醞 ㄕī, to heal (220); &c. Other derivatives are — 猋 tsūt, chi, sudden, (118, 1) phe; 乏 (156 phe); ㄘ (215); 邇 shī, to shoot an arrow (234), the same as 射(37, 1); 医 kāu, a target (45), phonetic in 射 kāu, feudal chiefs (14); 族 tsuk, tsu, a flag on the head of a dart, a clan (212); 知 chi, chī, to know (i.e. to be able to speak to the point, 72), whence 智 (193, 44, 1); 识 chi, chī, knowledge, wisdom; 謝 chān, shān, moreover (引 c phe); 规 kwāi, kwēi, a pair of compasses (155, 18). A contraction of this appears in 損 from 祛, “to wound.”

冬 (冬) tung, winter. The lower part is 32, “ice”; and the upper part is an old form of 綿 chung, the end (187), 霜, which is phonetic. It figures the end of a piece of silk with a fastening across it. In 織 lu, lāu, it means an enclosure for cattle (124).

正 (正) sho, shū, the foot in motion (94, 74 c). 足 tsūk, tsu, is the foot at rest (73). This is a phonetic, and subordinate to it are 脾 sū, hsū, crab-sauce (203); 疏 sho, shū, open, wide apart (91 i); 楚 chū, cēwū, thicket (127 d). It is a radical in 旋 sün, hsüen, to turn round (212 phe). It is also read ˊáit, ˊī, being used for 匹, and nga, ya, used for 雅。 蛋 is a vulgar form of 蠟 — 延 phonetic.
174—

皮 (皮) pî, skin. This represents the hand (37) pulling off the skin of a beast (said to be contracted phonetic, 287, which is doubtful). It is one of K'anghi's radicals; but it is more common as a phonetic than as a radical. 篓 (篚, 12) ka, chia, borrowed, false, is evidently from this; and 友 nin, mien, elastic skin, or leather, is this contracted, whence 被 năn, to blush (59, 130);

176—

穴 (穴, see 17) sit, hsiêh, a cave, a den. This is a phonetic, and a common radical. Derivatives to be noticed are:—突 (131); 突 (突, 37, 130); 突 (119); 突 (84, 59, 221, 176) pîc; 突, wâi, wa, wide and empty (7 pîc); 訣 or 訣 min, mien, to conceal (193, 25 d); 突, sit, hsiêh, to steal (scores, 22 d, of weevils, 144, 206, stealing grain, 178, in a vault); 突 kwing, hsiung, or 訣 hïn, hsiuen, to search (置 a man, 14, over a den, looking 置, 155, 37, 41), contracted phonetic in 置 (63), and 置 or 置 tsûn, or 置 or 置 juân, soft elastic leather (75, 37, or 174—that may be pulled in opposite directions, 北, 14, 14 r); 置 tsûn, tsûwân, to abscond (290).

176—

它 (它) tê, a cobra, a serpent, now written 蛇 and pronounced shê. This character is a modification of 蛇 (188) shewing the creature enragéd. The head and central parts are the same as those of 297, and of 蛇 (221). It is much used as a phonetic,
but now interchanged with 90. The Phonetic Shwok-wan places 施 under this.

177—

五金 (〇) chü, ch'ü, to separate and arrange things in a store. This is a phonetic with its radical meaning in many of the compounds. It has no connection with 82 or 43. Compare 253.

178—

米 (十) mài, mi, grain, cleaned rice. This is a common radical and phonetic. It is phonetic in 米 mi, to cover (25, 39 d k), also written 米 (108), whence 米 liu, liü, to stitch or fasten with a string (37, 41); and perhaps this or 㚨, in 頤 lui, lei, like each other, hard to distinguish (233, 8), and 頤 lui, lei, kinds (of dogs, 131). Other derivatives are:— 粟 (35); 康 (63, 89); 糙 (116); 厝 (136, 63, 162); 糅 (162), and 糅 (16), in both of which 糅 (209, 239) is phonetic; 气 (111); 稀 (175, 22 d, 144, 206); 稀 (58, 187, 63); 肆 suk, su, millet (260); 稀 wēi, kuei, a picul of rice pounded (204, 20, 37—see 87, 里); 粥 or 稀, chu, chu, rice gruel (10 d, 269).

placed obliquely—

※ This is found in 麦 (27, 31—see 181 and 300), in 麦 (73 phc), and in 米 (201), denoting grains.

179—

羊 (羊) yeung, yáng, sheep, goat. This is a phonetic, under which are:— 羊 keung, chiàng, shepherd (18); 羊 keung, chiàng,
shepherdess (57); 義 yeung, yâng, nourish (51, 143, 31); 義, yeung, yâng, lasting (168). The following are derived from it as a radical: 半 mi, bleating (2); 義 ku kâu, a lamb (130), and 義 mi, wêi, beautiful (59), which two combined make 義 kâng, soup; 義 i, righteousness, right meaning (我 phc, 67, 1, 271 a c), whence 義 ki, kâi, vapour, steam (17, 44); 幸 (59); 義 (97); 義 (129, 110); 義 (16, 73, 137); 義 (223, 124); 義 (72, 183).

tripled——

義 shin, shân, the smell of sheep, contracted phonetic in 義 sin, hsien, the name of a fish (275).

contracted——

龑 kwâi, the horns of a sheep or goat. This is phonetic in 義 kwâi, perverse (17 d), now written 龑, with 北 (14, 14 r). From this also come 龑 (155) and its derivatives, 糧 (86) and its derivatives, 糧 (239) and its derivatives, 糧 (35, 72) and its derivatives, and 糧 (233, 18, 94, 55, 76—more correctly, 77).

forked.

180——

簋 (簋) kwâi, kwei, a basket or hood made of grass for carrying earth, now written 簋 (84 d, 232). This is a phonetic in 簋 (簋, 232), kwâi, kwei, valuable, noble; and a radical in 簋 (簋, 194, or 簋 240) kin, chïen, a small piece, a basketful from a bank, whence 簋 kin, chïen, to send (49, 94), &c.

181——

缶 (缶) fâu, an earthen jar. This is phonetic in 篋 pu, pâu,
precious (82, 140, 232), 璀, p'iu, p'au, a large open bag (127, 73 du), &c. It is a radical in 眷 (35 phe); 眾, in, yau, an earthen jar (203 phe); 眼, mat, yu, a fragrant herb anciently mixed with spirits (222, 25, 27, 178 po, 31, 47).

屈, is an erroneous form of 屈, or 屈.

182—

致 (ㄓ) chi, chih, to come, to arrive. This is the figure of a bird flying downwards to the earth (1), the opposite of 至 (126). It is a common phonetic, and the derivatives often have a final t. Observe that 致 chi, chih, to bring to pass, is from 5 5, not from 至. This is a radical in 屋 (75); 到 tu, tâu, to arrive (33 phe); and 至 (84, 1, 73, 24).

doubled——

至, yû, jeh, to arrive. From this comes 晉 (136).

183—

辛 (ㄘ) hin, chien, to offend superiors (ㄘ on, 89, 13). This is phonetic in 言 (72), from which come 音 (1), 設 (20, 37), &c., see 72. From this also come 妻 (57); 藝 (226); 童 t'ung, a slave boy (童, from 重 phe, 14, 87, 127, 136), phonetic in 龍 (296); 商 sheung, shang, to regulate inside from outside (from 内, i.e. 内言, and 章 c phe; or simply 言 with 内 combined, 言, 24, 16, 72); 人 ngat, o, quarrelling (72) now written 恶, 恶, 壕, 恶, 嘛; 辛 sâm, hsin, an offence, a crime (greater than ㄘ — compare ㄘ 89, 1), bitter; the eighth of the
ten cyclical characters; and an important phonetic, and a radical, from which come 彪, or 羚, *sit, hsieh, crime, (84, 194) phc, 豔 tsui, sin (193 phc), now written 彰 by order of Ch'in Shih Hwangti； 影 ts'e, a statement or charge, 彼 ts'e, to decline, refuse (132, &c.); 彼 (40, 72); and 官 tsoi, ts'ai, to rule (offenders——82, compare 官 and 憲), a phonetic, contracted in 录 ts'e, a handsome tree (137), Rottlera Japonica (Williams).

doubled——

彪 pin, pien, the wrangling of criminals. For 諸 and 獭, see 72.

衣 (衣) i, clothes. The top is 16. This is an important radical.

It is phonetic in 衣 oi, ai, to bewail (72), and, they say, in 衣 (130). It is often divided in the compounds. The following are derived from it:—— 衣 (103); 衣 piu, piāu, outer clothing (衣, 112); 衣 un, yen, flowing robes (238 c phc), whence 衣 (155 p); 叧 kuan, the “dragon clothes” of the emperor (17, 29); 只 chin, chăn, the purple robes of the imperial ladies (88 q phc); 只 wai, kwai, to embosom, (155 p, 112 i) phc; 只 niu, niū, to girth a horse (268); 只 tsēp, hsi, a robe fastening on the left (296 d phc); 只 (39 d v, 72 d h, 76, 88); 只 (1, or 只, 4); 只 (33).

交 (交) kau, chiau, crossing the legs, to cross, exchange, communicate—a modification of 59. This is a common phonetic. It is a radical in one unusual character 只 wai, wei, deflected, (55, 55 r, 73) phc; and, in a modified form, in 彩 (222).
186—

亥(見，見) koi, kâi, the last of the twelve cyclical characters.

The Phonetic Shuoh-wan says this is just another form of 絜 ch'i, shih, a pig (226). Compare 𡡐 ka, ksea, under 58. This is a common phonetic. Some of its derivatives have a final k.

187—

糸(見，見) mik, mi, silk, a packet of cocoons, some say five.

The lower part is the wrapping (83). Compare 28, 80, 142, 143, 172, 238, 279. This is a common radical. It is not phonetic as read mik, but it is sometimes read see like the double form.

Derivatives are:—徳 (179 e, 86, 188); 素 (271); 結 (33, 40); 結 (8 d, 80 g); 綉 (172); 紹 (58, 178, 63); 累 (5), whence 累, lién, to hang up the heads of criminals (233 t), and 孙 (91), contracted phonetic in 累 (275); 素 (84, 17); 細 sêi, kse, small (細', 206 phe); 罩 la, a bird-net (25, 39 d k, 239); 紙 sui, the traces of a carriage (57, 132); 紹 fân, a horse's mane braided in tufts (84, 57, 17), the correct way of writing 紹 fân, numerous.

doubled—

絲 see, silk. This as a phonetic is contracted in 茬 tsea, increase of vegetation (84 d). It occurs also in 齊 or 齊 (136); 紘 (132); 細 lûn, kwan, to unravel (72, 183); 紡 pêi, bridle-reins (231, 73).

188—

虫 (見) fai, hwei, a viper; the same as 蝎 (1, 18). This is a common radical, from which come 蝎, (37, 1, 1) phe; 蝎 (84);
doubled—

虫 kwán, all the reptile and insect tribes, the same as 昆 in 昆. This is a radical, but is often contracted in its derivatives to the single form. From it comes 蠱 (‘^{2} \text{ji} \ phe, 58, 226).

tripled—

蠱 chung, reptiles and insects—the same as 虫 and 虫 as a generic word and a radical. From this comes 蠱 ku, internal worms (153). It is phonetic in 融 or 融 yung, steaming up (269), and in some other characters.

束 (朿) ts'ese, prickles on a tree (127). This is phonetic in 刺 ts'ese, to prick with a knife, and other words, in which its radical meaning or at least its common form is retained, but it has a much more extensive use as a phonetic in disguise, in 财 châk, chai, to seek (財, 232), and all its derivatives; and in 帝 tâi, ti, God (帝, 13 supreme, and this phonetic, according to the Chinese authorities, although it should then be written 帝 ), and all its derivatives, whence again 商 or 代 chî, shih, limited words, so much and no more (代, 72), and all its derivatives. Final k belongs to the whole class.

doubled vertically—

棗 tsu, tsâu, jujubes; dates.
doubled horizontally—

棘, bī, chi, thorn bushes.

190—

未 (木) shūk, shu, a legume, pulse. This is a radical only in 枝 shī, shih, soy, (50, 37) phk, now written 萄 (215). It is important as a phonetic. Subordinate to it are 汝 shūk, shu, to collect (37), junior uncle; and 咸 (9 r, 67, 1).

191—

勅 (勅) fu, hu, a tiger's striped body. From this 虎 fu, hu, a tiger, is formed by adding 爪, 14, for the feet, because "a tiger's feet are like a man's." This is regarded as phonetic in a large class of words of divergent sounds:—廄 fu, hu, a bird (239), whence 前 fa, k'wei, exhausted (44, 1); 虔 hi, hsi, an ancient earthen vase (215); 虔 or 虭 k'ū, ch'ū, the stand of a bell with wild beasts carved on it (207, 64, 63); 虦 (150, 34); 虔 hui, hsi, a large hill (14, 14 r, 1), unoccupied and used as a market-place, empty; 虔 k'ū, ch'ū, (a tiger and a boar, 226), holding on to each other; 虒 lu, a jar (249), whence 虒 (153); 虒 (93, 206); 虒 (19, 54). It is a radical in:—彪 piu, piāu, the stripes of a tiger (47); 虒 (132 p); 虒 (5 phk); 虒 (106); 虒 (269); 虒 (154); 虒 kwik, kwo, the marks of a tiger's claws (132, 37, 1).

doubled—

戉 ngān, yen, two tigers fighting.

192—

舟 (舟) chāu, a boat. This is sometimes written in combination
like 138 and 203. It is phonetic in 朝 (212 e, 136, 1), and in several other characters. In the following it is a radical: — 廢 (51, 10 d); 前 (33, 94); 躉 (75, 49, 55); 艸 châm, chân, boats travelling in company (47 phc); 般 pun, pân, to turn about (20, 37); 阔 kàng, right through from side to side ( 止 , 12), whence 恆 kàng, constant (93); 服 fuk, fu, to employ, (40, 37) phc; 聯 châm, chân, I ( 刣 130, 63), originally meaning the seams of a boat, whence 膝 (34), &c.; 科 ngâi, wu, a boat going uneasily ( 刮 e phc, 138, 33), different from 削 tu, tâu, a boat (33 phc).

193 —

自 (自 , contracted 自 ) tsse, the nose; self; from. The lower part must be the mouth, 72. The usual word for nose is 鼻 pi, (207, 64 phc). This is phonetic in 鼻 bi, chi, conversing together (14 d); 話 fui, hwei, belching (72, 183); 眉 (75); 鼻 (183, 1); 替 (59 and 1 d); &c. It is a radical in 鼻 (131); 謝 (127); 吳 (175, 25 d); 息 (93); 聰 (171, 72); 者 (264); 貢 (140); 艹 kai, chiek, all (31 d); 肥 lu, blunt, stupid (275 phc); 職 tsâp, kâi, birds trying to fly, to practice (209); 鱼 yung, to use food (16, 73, 137). For 百 and 鼻 or 鼻, see 143.

194 —

自 (自) tui, a small bank—a contraction of 240. This is phonetic in 追 chui, to pursue (49, 94); 臣 (83); 師 (84 i, 1); and 归 (94, 37, 25, 83). And it is a radical in 崙 (84), 貫 (180); and
官 kun, kwān, a government officer (82), where it must denote the collection of people governed.

196—

耳 (耳) (ji, 'rk, the ear. This is a phonetic, and under it are chi, chihk, shame (93); 星 mi, an unmounted bow, rest (78); and perhaps 茸 yung, jung, luxuriant grass; deer's horns (84 d). It is a radical in 聴 (14, 87, 72); 聵 (14, 87, 22, 155 p, 8, 93); 聽 (122, 122 r); 聼 chik, chiek, long hanging ears—a modification of 耳, different from 取 ngui, yi, inattentive (7 phc); 売 tsáp, chi, whispering (72); 取 tsu, chul, to take (37—by the ear, or to take the left ear); 取 (130); 耶 (see 119 非); 大 táp, ta, large ears (59).

doubled—

聹, tiq, tieh, quietness (the ears are quiet).

tripled—

聸 nip, nieh, whispering in the ears.

196—

臣 (臣) shān, a servant of a prince. The figure represents bending in subjection or service. Compare 88. This is phonetic in hān, chien, firm (37), and all its derivatives except 祿 (215), in 艫 (72 q), and in some other words, among which the authorities include 艫 chi, chikh, to charge with a fault or crime. It is a radical in 亼 (118 phc, 67, 1); 燕 (138, and 臣 probably an old form of 臣, 14, 87); 艫 ngo, wo, to lie down (14), whence 臣 (72 t t phc), 監 (153, 1), 艫 nak, ni, lazy (51, 143, 31); 臣 wān, kwān, an officer of education (82).
reversed—

亞, in 雅 kwong, kwang, perverse, opposed.

197—

麗 (麗, 雛) lai, li, couples, well matched, graceful. This is found only in 麗, with the same sound and meaning, with reference to the movements of deer (277)—a common phonetic.

198—

箆 (箆) *rh, whiskers. This is slightly different from the lower part of 252. It is a radical, perhaps also phonetic, in 耐 or 耐 noi, nai, to endure, to bear with, to let off without cutting off the hair (37, 1, or 47). 琋 (59), and 需 (1, 86, 129), are thought to be better derived from 琋 (252) contracted. 琋 sha, to play (57), is not in the Shuoh-wan. 理 is a common conjunction.

199—

舌 (舌, 亖) tim, tien, the tongue. The second form is read in different ways, and explained to mean also the skin or sheath of a bamboo. This is important chiefly as forming part of 舌 (舌, 78 d), and of 亖, an old form of 亖 (56), whence 督, suk, su, to lodge (82).

200—

叢 (叢) ha, hsia, to cover top and bottom (25, 25 i, 1), to turn upside down. This is a radical of rare occurrence, as in 覆, 瞭, 瞭. It is phonetic in 貿 ku, to sell, to buy, to
trade; *ka, chia*, price (238). For characters like this on the top, see next, also 206, 222, 260.

201—

西 (*西*, 那, 西) *sāi hsi*, a bird on its nest (otherwise written 接), the West. The contraction of the bird in the second and third forms to 上 (41), suggests a comparison with cases where the heads of creatures, 土 (144, 206), 包 (296), and the peduncles of fruit, 木 (190), 餃 (260), are so represented. Compare also 108, 191, 228. This character was once read *sin, khsien*, and is phonetic in 土 (87), and, according to the *Phonetic Shuok-wan*, in 土 (222, 63, 40—see 206). In other cases its derivatives have no final *n*. It is a radical in 那, now read ‘nāi, the same as 36, but originally written 那 and 那, and variously pronounced and explained. From the third form, 那, is made 那 *lu*, salt; land in the west (178 *po*), a radical in 那 (137, 73, 16 i), 那 (196, 14, 1, 153), &c.

202—

骨 (*骨*), *kwa*, bones cleared of the flesh but not broken, erroneously written 骨 (read ling; odd). Compare 108. This is phonetic in 骨 *kwa*, a wry mouth (72), and its derivatives. It is a radical in 骨, now written 骨, *pit, pieh*, to separate (33), and in 骨, *kwt, ku*, bones (203)—a radical and a phonetic.

203—

肉 (*肉*) *yuk, ju*, flesh. This forms part of 258 and 296. Compare
138 and 192. This is phonetic in 冽 (63), 肖 (91 i), 畦 (181), 赤 (183, 72), the same as 脖. It is a common radical. The following are derived from it:— 咄 (73); 肖 (39 dι); 肥 (73, 178 30); 肖 (37 r, 88); 肥 (173); 廢 (80, 17); 肥 (131); 肥 (131, 72, 1); 肥 (84 and 17 d, 41, 37); 登 (63, 215); 肥 (8, 16, 73, 11, 113); 肥 (31 dι, 156); 肥 (33, 40); 肥, yat, kai, to dance in eights (17 and 背 c), also to wink the eyes, phonetic in 肥 (75); 肥 heng, keng, the flesh between the bones (correctly written 肥, 肥, or 靴, 108), may, willing; 靴 tsik, chi, the back-bone (266); 口 hua, hu, the dew-lap of an ox, (22, 72) phe; 肥 fe, fat (a fair measure of flesh, 40); 肥 tsai, chi, to sacrifice (12, 46 p, 37); 肥 cuin, cun, a small pig ( 猪 , 245, 37); 肥 chau, the elbow (37, 1); 骨 (202).

204—

臼 (臼) hau, chiu, a mortar. This is phonetic in a few characters. It is also a radical, from which come— 春 (123, 63); 革 (89); 良 (14); 瀚 (132) 藯 (178, 20, 37). For animals' heads, see 290 c.

205—

氵 (氵) ki, chi, a seive. This is found only as a phonetic in connection with 64, under which see 水, &c.

206—

氵 (氵) sun, hsin, the skull. This is phonetic in 細 or 轉 (187), 思 or 思 (93), and a few other characters without
the final $n$. It appears in the form abyrin (222), about which there is some obscurity. In ẞ iu, yâu, the waist (222, 57), it can scarcely represent the head, any more than in ẞ (144), or in ẞ $i$, the navel (31 $a$, phe). In ẞ and ẞ, the Phonetic Shewoh-wan makes it ẞ (224) c phe; and in ẞ or ẞ it is ẞ (201) c phe. The second old form is the original of ẞ (48, the figure of the hair), in ẞ nu, nâu, the brain (31), ẞ lip, lieh, bristles, like a rat's beard (290 $c$); and ẞ (144). It is modified or contracted in ẞ, (144), ẞ (63, 188), and ẞ (280).

207—

ẞ (ẞ , ẞ ) fâ, fu, a ghost's head—a modification of the last.

This is phonetic in ẞ (64), ẞ (193), and, some say, in ẞ (230). It is a radical in ẞ (28, 18 or 14), kwâi, kwâi, a ghost; ẞ (265); and ẞ (144).

208—

ẞ (ẞ , ẞ ) huk, ch'ü, crooked; a tray of wicker-work for silk worms. This might be regarded as 30 $p$. In ẞ, huk, ch'ü, oppression, wrong, ẞ (2), 140, is an after addition said to be phonetic. This itself is phonetic. It is a radical in ẞ (ẞ , 132, 204), fu, fâu, an ancient vase.

For ẞ, see 236, and for ẞ , 115.

209—

ẞ (ẞ ) yü, the long feathers of birds. Compare 47 $d$. This is a phonetic, and a radical. It is a radical in ẞ (207, 64, 63) phe;
扇 (122); 翼 (193 c); 翼 yik, yi, flying (59, 1), also written 翼, and used for 昰 (136); 翼 yung, ång; hair on the neck, elder (17, 28) phe; 舵 hon, kān, quills, (212 c, 136, 1) phe; 翼 ngāi, i, feathers ruffled by the wind (correctly written 翼, 128 phe); 翼, tāp, t’a, flying in flocks or one after another (25, 12); 翼 yāp, kāi, to mount on the wing, (51, 72) phe; 翼 lâu, liu, to fly high (20, 47); 翼 p’in, p’ien, a fine head (233, 18, 翼 c phe); 翼 tik, ti, the Tartar pheasant (239).

兆 (州) chiu, châu, the marks exhibited on the back of a tortoise when scorched, prognostications. The outer lines are 16 d, and the central one 41 c. It is also written 翼 (41). This is a common phonetic.

 perché, the bulging out of a person’s clothes (18), to deceive; to blow one’s self out and look big like a frog. Compare 117, 221. The Phonetic Shwoh-wan derives 倜 min, mien, effort, escape, from this and 14— 倜 , as it were a man stooping down and trying to conceal himself in his clothes. 倜 has a similar meaning (14, a superfluous addition), and is also read fù, in the Shwoh-wan, the same as 倌. 倜 is not found alone in the Shwoh-wan. Another derivative is 倜 tâu, a helmet (143, or 儿 c).
212—

払 (払) in, yen, a flag waving in the wind. The flag had a crooked staff with a forked head represented by the left side. The right side is 16—the flag going out and in. This is the radical of most of the characters under 方 (107) in K'anghi, as 旅 lü, five hundred men (14 d), 族 (171); 拳 shi, shik, to signal (90 or 176 phe); 旗 k'i, chi, a flag (121 phe); 旗 yu, yu, to wave (揚 c phe, 91); 哲, yü, a crow (which however is but another form of 鳥, 276 c). This is phonetic in 扌 chin, ch'än, a flagstaff.

213—

扱 (扱) lü, lei, to build a dyke with mud or turf. This is phonetic in 参 (187), and 仝 (87). It is not identical with the top of 参 (136 1t), or 項 (292).

214—

谷 (谷) kuk, ku, a valley—the mouth (72) of hills through which water (129 c or 17 d) flows. This is a radical. It is also a phonetic; but must not be confounded with 谷 (32, 72). From this come 宥 tin, yuen, a swamp (108 c), the same as 谷; 宥 sun, hsün, a gulf; 敘 k'o, ho; and 宥 (82).

215—

豆 (豆) tâu, a vessel for food, now used for 豆 (84 d), beans or peas (木). This is phonetic in a few words, among which is included 暨 shiu, shu, to stand firm (196, 37); but it must also
have the meaning of stand in some of its derivatives. It is a radical in the following: — 鼓⁴, the same as 棱 (190); 短 tūn, twān, short (an arrow, 171, or a trencher's length); 目 (203, 63); 目 (191); 目 (84), whence ‘喜’ (72), 搉 (50, 37), 彭 (47), and ‘豼’ (252 d); 彭 (115 d, 85); 彭 (115 d, 27), whence 彭 (229). 壹, is not from this—see 72.

216——

呂 (呂) lū, the backbone; also written 劉. The meaning is the same as 266, but that shews the ribs. This is used in metaphoric senses like the English equivalent. It is a phonetic. And it is a radical in 貌, kung, the person, one's self (234), from which as phonetic come 俊 (175), and, by contraction, 宮 (82). Compare 78.

217——

克 (克, 侃) hāk, ho, to bear up on the shoulder. The upper part is a contraction of 高 (16, 73), and the lower part is a figure of the shoulder (258). This is phonetic in 勉 (34).

doubled——

競 king, ching, contentious. This in the Shuoh-wan is 竟 (114, 72, 18) d.

218——

臣 (臣) i, the jaws—also written 頭 and 騎. It is a phonetic. It is a radical in 負, chak, tst, dark, hidden, (189, 232) phc, and phonetic in 穴 (131 d).
219—

（ allegedly ）kwing, chiung, window-light. This is phonetic in 门 mång, a medicinal root (84 d), *Uvularia* (Williams); and 门 mång, an old form of 部, to make a treaty with blood (153, 1); and significant also in 门 ming, an old form of 明, bright (138). In 部 the lower part is probably 155 a.

220—

（ contracted 酉）yau, yu, a jar or bottle for spirits; and, in combination, spirits. This is the tenth of the twelve cyclical characters, but is of different origin from 卯 (122, 122 r, 1), also used for it. It is phonetic in 酉 ts'au, chiu, spirits (129), 酉 ts'au, ch'iu, liquor, in process of fermentation, allowed to stand and settle (17 or 129 c), whence 酉 (63), and 酉 (64). It is also a radical in 酉 shu, shu, to strain spirits through reeds in libations (84 d); 酉 (222, 149, 25, 17, 33); 酉 i, healing (8, 1, 171, 20, 37), where 酉 is supposed to be significant, not phonetic. The contracted form is also used as a phonetic and confounded with 260.

221—

（ allegedly ）luan, lwān, an oviparous reptile or insect; an egg. It shews the appearance of the creature filled with eggs. Compare 117, 176, 297; also 211. This forms part of 龟 mång, a toad or frog ( 龟, 龟, 176, or 297 c), which is phonetic in a few characters, and a radical in 龟 ying, a house fly (188); 龟, (84, 59); and 龟 chiu, chāu, the name of a reptile, also used for “morning” (136, 1).
228—

The hands brought together, to clasp the hands. The sound and the form are both modifications of $63$. This is the phonetic part of $学 (39\ d\ v, 25, 91)$, and it is phonetic in several other characters. It is a radical in $習 (181, 25, 27, 178\ p\ a, 31, 47)$; $ discretionary (129, 153); \ e (236), whence $農 (224\ p\ e)$; $要 (224\ p\ a)$;  the waist (185, or 206, 57), phonetic in $粟 (130, 1)$; $敏 (149, 25, 127\ d, 63, 130)$, and its derivatives; $宴 (233, 18, 55)$; $shān$, to stretch one's self (2), whence $曳 (5)$, $曳 (5, 7)$, $奄 (59)$, $陳 (127, 240)$, and $電\ tin, tien$, lightning (1, 86, 129); $點 (288\ c, 37, 1)$; $ (63)$, whence $與 (from 与 $yù$, to give, 52, 1—與 means primarily to "take part with"), 擔 (the same as 捷), 興 (25, 1, 72), and $興 (40, 201\ c\ he)$. This also forms part of 234, 257, and perhaps of 274 and 288.

This is found in $點 (206, 144)$, and $點$, an old form of 要.

229—

角 (角) kok, chiao, a horn. The top is like a knife (33), and the general shape is like a fish (275) without the tail. This is phonetic in $角 (33, 124)$; $衡\ hang$, a large bar across an ox's horns (49 and 49\ r\ p\ e, 59); $鮮 (179, 124)$; and $衡 (124)$, 祥 (118), or $衡 (49, 49\ r)$, all the same as 粗 $ts'\ u$, coarse.
窗 (窗, 窗) ch'ung, ch'wang, a window, sky-light, or vent. Both the old forms are preserved in combination. The first is an important phonetic. It is also written 窗, 窗, &c. It is supposed to be phonetic in "農 (222, 236). In "窗 sho, shu, an opening for light in a door (173 phe), it is a radical. From the second old form come 黑 (130 a); 熏 (84); and 會 (17, 72, 7), in which it is phonetic, whence 會^2 (51). 夷 is a vulgar contraction of 窗.

豸 (豸) ch'i, chih, crawling creatures, feline animals that have a crawling walk; also insects without feet. This is a radical. It is said in the Shuoh-wan to be contracted in 狼^2 (277 c), ch'ai, a fabulous animal, for which see 284 c. This is also read ch'ai, and used for 狼^2. In 貓 mao, appearance (143, 18), 貓 pan, a leopard (52 phe), is said to be contracted phonetic.

豕 (豕, 豬) ch'i, shih, a pig. See 186 and 245. This is also written with the head 豬 (58), different from 麂 (58 c). The elephant (283) differs from this only in the head. This is phonetic in 豬^2 or 麂^2 sui, accordingly (17, denoting the scattering of the air of opposition); 麂 (58, 188 a); and 猫 (84, 87). It is a radical in 豬 ch'uk, ch'u, the gait of a pig (2), which is probably phonetic in 豬 ch'uk, chu, to drive out (49, 94), and 麂 (35); 獵^1 wān, hwan, a sty, a privy (73), whence 麂^2 (127, 73 a)
豪  

hù, hāu, a porcupine (高  c phe, 16, 73, 24); 家 or 家  

ngai, i, an enraged pig (18); 家 (25, 1); 家 (203); 家 (191); 家 (174, 12), c phe in 家 (82).

doubled——

豚 pän, pin, two pigs, phonetic in  

豚 (85), 燕 (130), &c.

227——

采 采  
pin, pién, or pän, the parted claws of a beast; to discriminate  

(辧). This is phonetic in  

番 fän, the foot of a wild beast  

(146, the figure), also written  

和 and  

頸; in  

展 (63); and  

either phonetic or used for dung (‘尿’) in  

鼎 (63, 230). Other  

derivatives are:—采采 or  

審 shâm, shâm, to judge (82), whence  

奧 (63), and  

捐 (44, 1); 悉 (93);  

釋 shih, shih, to explain,  

(155 p, 59, 89, 1) phe.

228——

南  

This form is not explained. 萌 fāi, k’wāi, grass  

(84 d, 37), is said in Shuoh-wan to follow the sound of  

which is not found there. It appears however that  

萌 is the  

right way of writing 剃 k’wāi, a kind of rush used in making  

mats, ropes, &c. Of course then  

萌 is the hand making a mat.  

Compare 180 and 萌.

229——

弟  

tài, ti, the successive rounds of a leather thong  

binding things; younger brothers. This is from  

an old form  

(55, 55 r, 73) contracted, and 5 phe. Compare 151. This
is phonetic in combination except in 萬 kwan, all (the younger brothers) together (155 p, 112 i), contracted phonetic in 萬 (275); and 督 chhæ, chih, the order of official cups or officials, 督 (115 d, 27, 215).

230—

華 (華) pun, pàn, a muck rake or scoop of wickerwork. This contracted is probably phonetic in 華 tān, important, great (words, 72 d h). It is also a radical in 華, pāt, pi, a field net, a scoop net (146, some say 207 phe), 棟 (91 i, 63), and 華 (227, 63).

Inverted—

The Shwoh-wan derives 華 and 再 from this—see 86.

The two (230, 230 i), contracted and combined vertically make 華 or 華, kâu, joinery work—an important phonetic having two sounds, kâu, and kung, chiang.

231—

車 ch'ê, or kù, chu, a wheel-carriage. This is a radical from which come 車 (73), whence 晝, hik, chi, collision (20, 37), and 車 (187 d); 軍 (35); 軍 (59 and 1) d; 連 lin, lien, joined on to each other, continuous (49, 94); 軌 kwâi, kwei, ruts (21 phe); 車 (6 phe); 車 yung, jung, to prop up a cart (14, 37, i). 車 is a modification of 車 (222). 車 is a vulgar form of 車.

Tripled—

轟 wâng (read kwâng), hung, the rumbling of carriages.
pui, pui, a cowry (used for money), precious. This is phonetic in several words besides 貳 pāi, to destroy, or rout (37, 41), and 貳 hāi, hsieh, deep and firm purpose (108, 37). It is a very common radical in old phonetic characters, as—貳 (41), contracted in 鼎 (127 e and r); 貳 fāu (read fu), to hold (cowries), to rely on; to owe; to sustain (14); 貳 (73); 貳 (150); 貳 (189); 貳 (180); 貳 yūk, yū, to barter (59, 84, 155 p); 貳 māi, to buy (貳, 25, 39 d k), whence 貳 māi, to sell (162); 貳 (200 phe); 貳 (122, 122 r) phe; 鍾 tsak, tss, to make distinctive marks, rules (33), phonetic in 賊 tsak, tss, to spoil; a thief (67, 1); 賊 (82, 95) phe; 賊 (84, 1, 18) d phe; 賊 lāi, reliance (刺, phe, 127, 73, 33); 賊 (84 t t); 賊 tān, tān, greedy (125 phe); 賊 chui, to pawn (162, 107, 37, 40); 賊 (121 d phe); 賊 (81); 賊 (82, 140, 181 phe); 賊 kung, tribute (88 phe); 賊 sheung, shāng, to reward, (82, 17, 73) phe; 賊 tsāi, chi, to present, a common form of 賊 (292 phe). It is contracted in 賊 (63), and 賊 (50 d).

doubled——

賊 or 嬰 ying, neck-ornaments (57).

tripled——

賊 pī, a mistaken form of 賊 (155 p, 59) t t, whence also 賊 (75).

233——

百 (百, 智) shāu, the head. Compare 193. The second form written 首 is in common use; and is phonetic in 道 tū, tāu, a
way; and a radical in 遇, kutai, kutei, nine ways meeting (21 phe), also written 遇 (84, 59, 87, 49, 94). The first form with 18 added to it, 遇, read it, hsieh, is a common radical. 遇 is said in the Phonetic Shkoh-wan to be phonetic in 夏, yu (邇, 93, 55), the sound it (hit) or iy being modern. From it come— 夏 (222, 55); 火 (94, 77, 55); 煩 (130); 頻 (94, 94 q); 頻 (31); 頻 (47); 司 (178, 131);‘良 kwa, few (82 and pān, to distribute, 17, 33); 頻 hong, hsiang, the neck (88 phe); 頻 shun, reasonable, compliant, favourable (48 phe); 頻 min, mien, to hold down the head, the same as 侖 or 侖 (see 211), usually read fu. From 百 comes 夏, kät, chia, a long spear (67, 1).

inverted—

具, chiu, chiau, an inverted head, whence 縣 (187, 5).

doubled—

頤, chüan, chwan, the same as 古 (40 d) in 郎.

身 (身) shēn, the body. There is an old form of 身, 明 (222, 4), which is regarded as contracted phonetic here. The top of the character is 女 (14). This is a phonetic in a few words, and a radical in a few others; as 至 (216) or 職 (78 phe), 射 (171) or 射 (37, 1), 擊 häng, käng, to hammer, the same as 擊 (113).

reversed—

身 (貳) i; to return. From this comes 貳 yän, yin, a full band of musicians and dancers with weapons turning about (20, 37).
良 (良) leung, liäng, good. The upper part is said to be 良 (16, 73, 137) contracted, and the lower part is 亣 (8, 16) phonetic. It is itself a common phonetic, and it is contracted in 量 leung, liäng, to measure or weigh (重 or 量, from 重 4, 127 and 136, 14 and 87).

辰 (辰) shän, the body (14 3) with something concealed (95), pregnant (Phonetic Shwoh-wan); the fifth of the twelve cyclical characters. This is phonetic in 嬌 (ि, 136 3); ॐ shän, the morning (229), whence ॐ or 农 nung, agriculture (22 phe); and in several other words. It is a radical in 旅 puk, ju, loss, disgrace, shame (37, 1), which is phonetic in its compounds except in 旅 hu, hau, to weed (好 c phe, 57, 91).

長 (長, 充, 長) ch'æung, ch'ëng, long. The Shwoh-wan says from 亣 (16, 8) inverted, 亐 (1, 18), and 亣 (14 3)—the inversion of “loss” suggesting endurance, but the Phonetic Shwoh-wan accepts only the 亣, for “change,” and makes the rest “the long hair of the head” bound by a cross line (1). This is a common phonetic. It is also a radical in a few words, the most important of which is 彫 piu, piâu, long flowing hair (47), also a radical; but phonetic in 紬. Another is 紬 sse, to set forth with energy (37, 112 3).

東 (東, 昭, 穏) chhiin, chwän, close undivided aim. The Shwoh-
wan says it follows 셮, i.e. 亾 (80) contracted, and 㛟 (84); but the Phonetic Shwoh-wan finds _categoria_ (124) in it instead of 㛟, q.d. an ox in harness. ☷, originally meaning a small memorandum tablet (37, 1), is now used for this. 媺 and 領 are also equivalents, but not properly ฅ (252) alone. From this come ㈠ chi, chik, impeded (24, 94), a sense which confirms the idea that ㈠ means an animal in harness; 恵 wai, hwei, beneficence (93); and by contraction, 亙 im, yien (亱, 184), where it is phonetic. From the third old form comes 故 kau, chiu, bent (20, 37).

---

隹 (亝) chui, a short-tailed bird. This is a common phonetic and radical. Subordinate phonetics are—亝 (59), whence 簡 (146), and 卜 dit, to, to let off as a bird from the hand (37); 唯 wai, wei, an expression of assent (72), whence 魚 sui, originally a sort of lizard (188), although; 隼 sun or shun, the Shwoh-wan says, the same as 鳥 chui, a dove; but, more correctly, the same as 鳴 rin, rwan, a hawk (1—denoting either the binding of the foot of a tamed hawk, or its straight darting movement); 崇 or 雁 or 亝 tui, lofty (85, 45). It is a radical in the following—亝, hok, ho, flying high (24); 簡 (81); 簡 (122 phc); 鳥 (78 p); 簡 (84, 冂 phc, 24, 16, 72); 鰽 or 簡 (48, 73, 40 phc); 隼 (209); 簡 chiu, to cover birds with a net (25, 39 d h), whence 環 (187), and 環 li, to incur, grief (93); 稚 chi, chik, young birds (165), the same as 稚; 鳥, chek, chik, a bird in the hand (37), "one" bird or any similar
creature or thing; 鳥 kiu, chiu, a bird looking right and left, scared (155 phe), whence 鳥 kwok, chio, a bird in the hand, scared (37, 155 still phe); 鳥 fun, hwun, a horned owl (179 c), whence 鳥 kun, hwun, a heron (72 phe); 鳥 wok or keuk, wo or chio, an owl in the hand, to measure (? to catch, fang), and 鳥 kiu, chiu, old, continuing long (204 phe); 鳥 ngan, yen, a wild goose (45 phe, and 人, 14, referring to the intelligence of the birds that fly in rows and migrate); 鳥 ying, an eagle (118, 1. The Shwoh-wan says 疾 phe, but would it not be better to say 疾 c, referring to its rapidity of flight, and 人 as in the last?).

doubled—

雛 shdu or chdu, a pair of birds. This is phonetic in 鳥 chdu, “two at a bargain-making,” rivals, enemies, which, contracted, 出, means to buy or sell (72, 183). From this also come 鳥, hwok, hwo, the sound of birds flying fast in the rain (1, 86, 129);

雛 sheung, shuang, a pair, a brace (37), a phonetic, contracted in 鷹 the same as 险 sung, fright (93).

tripled—

雥 tsap or tsuk, tsa or tsu, a flock of birds. The Phonetic Shwoh-wan reads this tsuk to make it phonetic in 雫 (130). It is then a radical only in 雫 (127), which is phonetic in 雫 or 雫 tsap, tsa, to mix colours of clothes (184).

240—

阜 (阜, 鼎) fdu, a large mound or bank (compare 194); abundant;

a mart, written 鼎 (87); the name of an insect that breeds
abundantly, written 竄, 竅, &c. (188), a grasshopper. This is a radical contracted in combination, always on the left side, to 旦. Its occurrence in 隱 and 阳 shows that the original meaning of these words, yin and yang, was the shady and bright banks. The Shwoh-wan derives 青 (180) from this. For 陳 see 127.

reversed——

The two combined make 隱 tsui, sui, two opposite banks—a radical in the Shwoh-wan, now obsolete.

241——

亞 (亜) a, ya, ugly, humpbacked, second. This is a modification of 丁 (88)—bent under work. It is a phonetic, subordinate to which is 惡, é, evil, wu, to hate (93). For 壽, see 73 d. v.

242——

金 (金) kám, chin, metal, gold. Here 125 is phonetic, 87 is the earth whence the metal comes, and the two short vertical strokes represent the metal. This is important both as a radical and as a phonetic.

243——

來 (來) loi, lāi, originally a kind of grain, with awns, as barley, &c., represented by the figure. It is borrowed to mean "come," and ought to be written 麥, which, however, is read māk, mo, and denotes the barley, &c., the use of the radical 足 (55), "to walk," being unexplained. 麥 is the radical for cereals, and 来 is a
phonetic. It is a radical in 鬖 (16, 73 d), and in 鬲 ngän, yin, snarling dogs (131), where there is probably a reference to the rough awn like dogs' teeth.

244——

兎 (兎) fù, a hare or rabbit. Its head and body are the same as those of 鹿, chëuk, ch'ëo, a dark-coloured small deer (31 d, for the feet). These two combined make 鬶, ch'äm, ch'än, a large and crafty hare. 兔 is a radical in—遁 yù, yi, to run away and get lost (49, 94); 兔 (25); 娳 sän, or fu, young hares (57). There is a great deal of confusion and obscurity about this word. Its feet appear in 兔 fun, huän, a wild goat (179 c, 155). For 兔, see 211.

tripléd——

兎, fù, quick, sudden.

245——

兲 (兪, 营) i, an animal like a pig, prized for its bristles. The head and feet are like a pig's (58, 226), and the bristles are shewn between. From this come 彩 wai (read lui), hwei, an animal like a hedgehog (彲, 图 phc, 73, 178 p o), used for 雹 (see 58); and 彩, the same as 彩 in the Shuoh-wan.

doubled——

兲 ssa, also an animal like a pig—used for 兎.

246——

易 (易) yik, yi, a lizard. The other meanings of this character are
given by phonetic usage. "Easy" is 敷 (37, 41), and "exchange" is 侮 (14). It is a common phonetic.

247——

褌 (褌) mâm, wân, a covering and defence for the head of a horse; also written 縱. The middle part 人 represents the shoulders, and 55 below, the idea of walking or running. This, being an unusual character, is mistaken for 炎, 竜, &c., and written wrongly. The final ㄇ would be changed to ㄈ in Canton, as always after the initials ㄩ, ㄆ, and ㄇ.

248——

卤 (卤) hâm, hân, the tongue. The portion on the top is 亻 phc. The root idea of hâm seems to be enveloping. This is a phonetic.

249——

甂 (甂, 甂) tsëe (old sound chee), a jar—sometimes erroneously written 瓶. In the south country (楚), this had the same meaning as 瓶 (181). The modern form makes it liable to be confounded with 瓶 (48, 1, 146). This is phonetic in 瓶 (63), and 瓶, only the latter of which appears in K'anghi. From this as a radical come 瓶 (191 phc) and its derivatives; also 瓶, 瓶, and 瓶.

250——

果 (果) kwo, fruit. The form at the top is fruit (see 147), the rest is tree (127). This is a common phonetic. For 彰, see 245.
251—

仏 (仏) pāi, pi, tattered clothes. This may consist of 83 and 17 d.

It is a common phonetic, and subordinate to it and used for it is 敷 (敷, 41). With 270 c it makes 蕃 chi, chih, variegated embroidery—one of Kanghi's radicals. Compare 朢 (39 d v).

252—

雲 (雲) tūn, twān, a young plant a little farther advanced than 84.

Compare 162. The top is like 84, the horizontal line is the earth (1) as in 山, and the lower part is the roots. It is a common phonetic in its complete form. It is a radical in 朧 ch'ui, ch'wāi, to measure (113).

contracted—

欠 This is phonetic in 段 (段), tūn twān, to hammer (37, 20); and a radical in 散 mi, wei, minute, like the fibres of a growing plant (from 散 c, 14, 10, 41, 37), phonetic in 散 mi, wei, to travel incognito (49), and 單 hi or hoi, chi or kāi, triumphal music (from 千 c, 84, 215), used as an interrogative particle; and a radical in 朧 ching, chăng, to verify (by going into the minutiae, 千, 14, 87, "to make manifest," not phonetic, according to the Phonetic Shwoh-wan, owing to a difference in the old rhyme).

而 This, and not 198, is regarded as phonetic in 畫 (59), and radical in 需 sū, hsū, moist (1, 86, 129), sometimes erroneously written 需 and 需, and confounded with 畫 in the compounds.

253—

辻 (辻) chūt, cho, to connect. Compare 177. This is not made up
of four hands (37 gi), but of six indefinite things connected, or of 人 (16) and other four. It is a common phonetic.

254——

非 (fēi) is opposite; not. The figure seems to represent flying in opposite directions. Compare 126 and 182; and for the sound 267. This is a common phonetic. It is rarely a radical, as in 靠 kāu, to lean against each other, (124, 72) phc; "靡; "靡; 靝. It is phonetic in 罹 tsui, which originally meant a fish-net (25, 39 d h), but was adopted for 靝——see 183.

255——

韭 (jiǔ) kōu, chiu, leeks. This is a radical in a few characters relating to allia, the most important of which is 鋃 t'sim (sim), kσen, wild garlic, a common sub-phonetic, (14 d, 67, 1) phc. 鋃 is a contraction of 豩 hāi, kσeh, shallots, (108, 37, 232) phc. 靼 tsūp, tsa, or sāp, sa, ugly, is a modern character. Williams says "from heaven and chives."

256——

面 (miàn) min, mien, the face. This is just 233 with the border doubled. It is a radical in a few characters, and phonetic in a few others.

257——

革 (gě, gě) kak, ko, a hide flayed off and stretched out; to put off or change, as the skin or hair. The Shwoh-ewan gives a derivation from 年 (22 t t), "thirty years," a generation, and
222 phc. Its use as a radical favours the first meaning. 睛, yok, yo, leather soaked with rain (1, 86, 129), is an independent phonetic, whence 瞳 (138), &c. 鬲, ki, chi, the bridle of a horse (韂, 25, 39 d, 268, 73), is now written 鬲, 鬲, 鬲, &c.

258——
肩 (肩) kin, chien, the shoulder, to shoulder. The upper part is the figure, and the lower part is 203 as radical. This is a phonetic.

259——
盾 (盾) shun (now read tun), a shield. The lower part is said to be the eye (155), a part put for the whole body. The upper part is the figure. This is a common phonetic. It is a radical in 盾, and 盾.

260——
卤 (卤) tiu, tiāu, the figure of fruit hanging down. Tripled, 午, it is the same. This is phonetic in卤 yu, yu, breathing (36), whence 卤, 鱆, 鱳, 鱷, &c. In these combinations it is also written 卤 (see 220). It is a radical in 粟 (粟 127), and 粟 (粟 178).

261——
象 (象) luk, lu, chipping wood. The four short strokes might be the chips, 坡 might be the knife (33), or the man (14), and so also 坡 might be the man (75 r), or the axe (121 r). This is a phonetic; but distinct from 象 (58 or 245 e, 112 e). It forms
part of the character 靈, in the Shuoh-wan, in, yüen, a broad plain, now written 原 (263).

癸 (癸) kwāi, kwai, arms—tridents, arrows, &c.; the same as 續. The common form 續 (94, 94 r, 171), which is also old, is a phonetic. Only in one case, 續 kwāi, mallows, is the antique form, 續, used in the Shuoh-wan. This is the last of the ten cyclical characters.

泉 (泉) ts'ün, ch'üan, a fountain. There is only an accidental resemblance here to 148, 172, or 82. This is phonetic in a few words; and it is a radical in 續 fàn, spring water (84, 57, 17, 187).

三 (三) ts'ün, ch'üan, or ts'ün, sun, fountains. From this comes 原 (原, 45), in, yüen, the source.

者 (故) chē, a sort of pronoun, or terminal expletive, resembling -or in “actor.” The lower part is 193, the “nose,” and the rest is phonetic. The Shuoh-wan says the upper part is an old form of 續 lù (212, 14 d), but under that character it gives only 續 (94, 14 d), not at all like this, which remains therefore unexplained. It is a common phonetic in its complete form; and, contracted, it is phonetic in 書 shī, shu, to write, a writing, a book (書 37, 83, 1).
畏 (巍) wēi, wei, to dread. The top is 207, "a ghost's head," and
the rest is said to be a contraction of 虎 (191, 14), tiger, but the
likeness, as in the last case, is not apparent. Probably it should
be written 翁 with "claws" (132) p, and "man" (14), or 鬼 as
it is sometimes found. It is a phonetic.

乖 (乖) kuāi, the backbone (shewing the ribs). Compare 216;
and, for the form, 15 g, and 271. From this comes 乖 (乖 203).
For another 乖, see 17 d.

飞 (飛) fēi, to fly. The repetition on the right side seems to denote
two successive positions of the wing. Compare 49, and for flying
68, 126, 182, 254, 296. This is phonetic in a few characters and
a radical in a few others.

馬 (馬) mǎ, a horse. This is a common radical and phonetic. The
following are peculiar:— 马 (馬, 1); 马 (馬, 12); and
馬 (馬 73), chāp, chih, a bound horse. From this last comes 马 (25, 39 d/h)—see 257. Other derivatives are—declare (32 phe); 繫
tuk, tu, a steady going, trustworthy horse (50 d phe); 關 (122,
122 r); 马 (184); 马 tui, to drive a horse (37).

triple—

騾 (騾) pāu or chāp, piu or chih, horses, or horses running, from which
comes 稼, a great multitude, or chāp, chih, well wooded (127).
269—

amientos (10 d), representing a boiling cauldron with steam rising up on either side. It is also written 衿 (145), and 衿 (165 d, 45) phc. This is phonetic in 隔 hao, ko, a partition (240) and other words. And from this as a radical come— 隔 (54 r phc); 隔 in or kiu, yen or chuen, a cauldron adorned with tigers (191), whence 隔 (131); 母, the old form of 母 (179, 130). The radical is contracted in 隔 (149, 222).

270—

事業 (業) chok, cho, a bush, a jungle of grass. Compare 84, &c. This is phonetic in 職 tsok, tso, fine, thoroughly cleaned rice (from 穀, 204, 178, 37, 20), whence 職 tsok, tso, a chisel (242). It is a radical in 職 tsuung, crowded as a jungle (probably from 穀, 195, 37, 143); 職 (63), whence 職 pah, to distribute (分 c phc, 17, 33); 職 ip, yek, the beam or frame that supports a bell, used metaphorically for beams, and for occupation or estate (83, or rather 127 c. The whole figure here, 職, is borrowed); 對 tui, echoing in any direction, answering, fronting (37, 1). The idea of vagueness is conveyed by 職. It is said the Emperor Wan of Han ordered this character, 對, written with "mouth," to be changed, because the mouth told so many falsehoods, to 對, with 士 "officer," 22, 1). This form is contracted in 對 (251).

271—

賴 (示意) shui, the flowers and leaves of grass or trees hanging
down (159). Compare for the figure 266. From the second old form contracted 我 (67, 1) is probably formed. The left side of it is 11, and the right is 109. 垂 or 風 shui (87), is a derivative, now used for this, but originally meaning "the distant borders." It is a common phonetic; and subordinate to it is 差 or 垂 ch'a, difference (37 r, 38). It is also a radical in 翻 fu, ku, or 介 wa, kwu, flowers (44, 1) phc, whence 華 wa, hwa, flowers (華, 84d); and 素 su, white embroidery (素, 187), whence 素 kuk, chiü, a sort of embroidery (素 63).

272—

琴 (琴) k'äm, ch'in, a harp. This is now written 琴 (125 phc).

From it as a radical come 琴, shät, sl, a lute, (67, 17) phc; 琴 t'î (31 d phc), and 琴 t'a (139 phc), words originally denoting a musical instrument, t'i-t'a, now used in various other senses.

273—

旁 (旁) p'ong, p'ang, great, extended. The lower part is 107 phc, the two upper lines are 12, in the sense of 上 "high," and the middle denoting extension is the only part which is peculiar. This is a phonetic subordinate to 方.

274—

寅 (寅) yün, yin, habitual reverence and circumspectness. The central part, 行, denotes the person, 82 is the house, and 222 the hands, as in 申, bracing up. This is the third of the twelve cyclical characters; and a derivative 良 (careful in the night, 56) is generally used in the first sense.
275—

魚 (鱼) yī, fish. This is a common radical. From it come 

(33); 鱗 (179 t t phe); 鱗 kwaan, a big fish; a widower (翼 c phe, 155 p, 112 i, 229); 鱗 kwaan, a big fish (小 c phe, 91, 5, 187).

It is phonetic in 鱗 (193 c), and 鱗 (165).

doubled—

鯉, two fishes; following each other like fishes. Either the single or the double form is phonetic in 鱗 or 鱗 yī, to fish (129).

tripled—

鱻, sin, hsien, fresh (fish). 鱻 is usually written for this.

276—

鳥 (鸟) niu (old sound tiu), niāu, a bird—primarily a bird with a long tail. Compare 239. This is a common radical often interchanged with 239. From it come 鳥 (20 phe), 鳥 (7 phe), 鳥 (70 phe), and 鳥 ming, singing of birds (72). It is phonetic in a few words.

contracted—

烏 (乌) wu, a crow. 於 (于) yī or wu, is only a modification of this (contracted from 鸦, another quaint old form). Both these characters are in common use as expletives. 鸦 also means “black” (as a crow).

鳥, in 鳥 (127), and in 鳥, usually 鳥 tu, tau, an island (85).

鴉, in ts'euk, chio, a magpie (鸦, the head is like that of a rat, 290 c). This is usually written 鴉 (286 phe). It is phonetic in 鴉 se, hsieh, to put down anything (in the house, 82), to put
down in writing or drawing. Number 285 also contains this con-
traction of 鸟.

277—

鹿 (鹿) luk, lu, a deer. This is a common radical and phonetic.

The head is the same as that of 马 (284 e), and the feet are 31 d.

From it comes 鹿 du, yu, a female deer (牝 c, 31, 124); 鹿
(197); 鹿 (130).

tripled—

龘 tru, wide, far apart. From this comes 鼠 ch‘an, dust (87, which
deer raise when running), now written 鼠.

278—

罙 (罙) t‘u, a vessel for spirits, also written 鼘 (242). This is
phonetic in 糨 teuk, cho, to hack or hew (121), and in several
other characters. In 鼘 t‘u, dove-tailing, (11, 11 t, 113 d) phc,
it is a radical.

279—

率 (率) shut, so, a bird-net. The top and central parts are 142,
the rest is peculiar to this figure. It is read in different ways and
in different senses. It is a phonetic.

280—

駆 (駆) li, a mythical wild beast, for which 驱 (207, 18, 28), is
now written, and read ch‘i, ch‘ik. The top of this resembles that
of 277, the bottom is 144, and the head is 206 e. It is a common
phonetic. It appears without the top part in 驱 k‘an, ch‘in
(125 p. c), a word which, in the Shwoh-wan, is said to mean "running beasts," i.e. probably wild beasts as opposed to 貳', tame ones; but which is now used for "birds." 貳 means to seize or catch, which is the root idea.

281—

ulação, a musical stone. The right side (37, 20) denotes the beating of the stone, and the left side is the figure of it hung up on a frame. It is also written 蝙 (45, 73). This is a common phonetic.

282—

a, hu, a pot. The top is 59, representing the lid. This is a radical in two characters—壹(壹, 72, 22, 1), yì, yi, luck in the pot, concentration, unity; and 參(參, 135), wán, yün, bad luck in the pot—it cannot get out—blended (like 氣).

283—

süng, hsiang, an elephant. The feet are exactly the same as a horse's or a pig's. The head only is peculiar. This is a phonetic. It is a radical in 動, yü, the largest sort of elephant, now used for "anticipate" (120 p. c). It is also a phonetic.

284—

sü, sze, a pachydermatous animal like a buffalo, the rhinoceros (?), but it seems to have horns. From this contracted we derive 麋 (麞, with the head and body of a deer, 277 c), chái, a rhinoceros or unicorn—a fabulous animal. The Shwoh-wan
says it follows 亘 (225) in the lower part; but it is more like this. 麻 is a radical in 麻 tsin, chien, the grass on which the fabulous animal feeds; also used for “grass mats”; to lay out offerings; to bring forward, for which the proper character is 法, water (129) coming to a place. 法, fâ (old sound fâp), fa, laws for punishment (27, 59), was anciently written 漏, the water equalises, and the fabulous beast drives away (‘去’) the unjust.

285—

鷺 (鬻) in, yen, a yellow bird found in central China. Williams asks if it is the golden pheasant. Only the three strokes on the top of the character are peculiar, the lower part is the same as 276. This is a phonetic. It is also in common use as an expletive.

286—

昔 (昔) sik, hsi, meat dried in the sun (136). The upper part represents the fragments of meat, but it does not resemble 203, except in the modern form, 肉, which seems to indicate that it is also old. Its shape is 32 d; and 32 has a similar use in 俎. This is a common phonetic. It is also used for “former days.”

287—

爲 (爲) wai, wei, a female monkey. Compare (144, 207). “Claws” (132) are on the top, the rest of the character is peculiar. This is in common use for “do” and “be.” It is a common phonetic in its proper form, and, they say, also, contracted, in 皮 (174), which is open to doubt.
288—
巢 (巢) ch'ēu, a nest on a tree (127). This is a phonetic. It is supposed to be a radical contracted in "pim, pien, to upset (nests, 37, 1). Whether the part 王 be 222, "the hands" taking the nest, or the bird's claws, or the nest, is uncertain. The top (48) must represent the heads or feathers of the birds.

289—
樂 (樂) ngok, yo, music; lok, lo, joy. The parts on the top represent a large drum (figure, 143) and small drums (figure, 80 d); and wood (127) is the stand. This is a common phonetic.

290—
鼠 (鼠) shu, shu, a rat. The head of the "magpie," 鳥 (276 c), resembles the rat's; and the head of "a child," 兒 (兒, 18) (j)i, 'rh, is the same before its fontanel has closed up. This is a radical in 窮 (175), and a number of other words relating to rodents.

contracted——
鼠. This is the lower part of 鼠 (206 a). 自, see above.

291—
蜀 (蜀) shuk, shu, a moth—the figure of its head and wriggling body, with 虫 (188) as radical. This is the name of a place; and an important phonetic. Under it is 蜀 (75, 112 e). It is a radical in 蜀 kiun, chüen, a caterpillar, (129 p, 153) phe (†).
齊 (齊) ts'ī, ch'i, the heads of grain evenly standing together; together, in order. This is now sometimes written 亭, and sometimes contracted and altered in combination, as in 貽 (232). It is a common phonetic.

壽 (壽) ch'ēu, ploughing). The old form is the original phonetic now written 亭 (146). The first derivative is 翁, 亭, or ch'ēu, an expletive, who? (193, 72, 37), now also written 翁; and the next is 翁 or 翁 shāu, longevity (老 c, 112, 14, 14 i), which is the modern phonetic, 翁. It is written in a score or two of fancy ways, being perhaps the most honoured character in the language.

齶 (齶) ch'i, ch'ēh, the teeth. The top part is 亭 phe, the border and cross line are 亭 (72), and the rest is teeth, resembling 亭 g. This is a radical. From it comes 翁 ch'ēn, ts'ēn, to change the teeth (written in various ways, but correctly with 亭 i).

獸 (獸, 獸) hâu, hsiu, a domestic animal. The head is like that of the second form of 284. The foot is no doubt a modification of 亭. The rest is the body. This only occurs in 獸 shāu, wild beasts (perhaps beasts that are hunted by the dog, 131). It has no connection with 獸. —see 230.
296—

龍 (龍) lung, a dragon. The portion on the upper left side is 童 contracted phonetic (183), that below is 203 radical, and the right side is the figure of the creature flying. This is a radical and a phonetic.

doubled—

龍 (龍) tap, ta, flying dragons. This occurs as phonetic in the original forms of 龍 (184), and 龍 (72, 183).

297—

龜 (龜) kwái, kweï, a tortoise. The head and central parts are the same as 176, found also in 龜 (221), on the left are the feet (37 d), and on the right is the shell. This is a radical in 龜 (130), tsiu, chiâu, to scorch a tortoise, and in some other characters. It is phonetic in 龜 kâu, chiêu, to draw lots (11, 11 r, 113).

298—

燕 (燕) in, yen, a swallow. It seems to have a twig in its mouth.

This is a phonetic.

299—

鶼 (鶼) fung, fâng, the phoenix—the king of birds. The female is called 皇 or 凰 wong, kwâng, and this is also written 凰 (70 phe, 276). The old form is the only original of 朋 pâng, friends; which must be regarded as a modification of this character and sound, and not either 138 d or 203 d. 朋 is a common phonetic. For 鶼, see 228.
300——

爵 ( uncert.) *tsen*<sub>h</sub>, *chio*, a cup for libations. The top part or cover is peculiar; the part immediately below it resembles closely the head of a deer (277), the lower left corner is 爰 *cheung*, *ch'äng*, sacrificial wine (27, 31, 178 po), and on the right is the hand taking hold (37). The *Phonetic Shuok-wan* says the top is an old form of 雀, a bird, for which this is sometimes used. It is also used for "nobility." Compare 鈀 "bottle" (63), also meaning "noble."

![Diagram of a cup with a handle and a design]
INDEX

OF

PHONETICS, SUB-PHONETICS, AND CHARACTERS WITH INDEPENDENT
SOUND, IN THE ORDER IN WHICH THEY OCCUR IN THE
CONCISE DICTIONARY ON THE BASIS OF K’ANGHI.

* * * Characters which are not primary in their sound, or which
are modern in shape, have the forms from which they are derived
placed on the right side of them; and when more than one phonetic
are under one head in the Concise Dictionary they are connected
by a bracket. Subordinate forms are given on the right under the
Phonetics. The numbers refer to the Divisions of this volume
under which the characters are explained as to their Sound,
Structure, and Primary meaning.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1st Radical</th>
<th>2nd Radical</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>丁</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>坐</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>亭</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>万</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>七九</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>丈三</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>上下不才</td>
<td>198</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 棘          | 126         |
| 否          | 95          |
| 亿          | 8           |
| 鹿          | 58          |
| 畜          | 129         |
| 鱼          | 63          |
| 队          | 163         |
| 口          | 8           |
| 子          | 56          |
| 畜          | 179         |
| 个          | 43          |
| 中          | 42          |
| 个          | 50          |
| 个          | 92          |
| 个          | 11          |
| 个          | 114         |
| 宫          | 114         |
| 宗          | 114         |
| 奉          | 115         |
| 邦          | 115         |
| 聚          | 115         |
| 聚          | 117         |
| 邮          | 72          |
| 邮          | 270         |
| 邮          | 63          |
| 邮          | 270         |

* 2
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>公斤</th>
<th>17th Radical</th>
<th>18th Radical</th>
<th>19th Radical</th>
<th>20th Radical</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>八公</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>17th Radical</th>
<th>18th Radical</th>
<th>19th Radical</th>
<th>20th Radical</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>17th Radical</th>
<th>18th Radical</th>
<th>19th Radical</th>
<th>20th Radical</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21st Radical</td>
<td>22nd Radical</td>
<td>23rd Radical</td>
<td>24th Radical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>彪</td>
<td>北</td>
<td>匹</td>
<td>十</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>北</td>
<td>化</td>
<td>匹</td>
<td>医</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>14 r, 31</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 r</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>半</td>
<td>半</td>
<td>由</td>
<td>生</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37 r</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>半</td>
<td>半</td>
<td>由</td>
<td>生</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37 r</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29th Radical</td>
<td>30th Radical</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>又</td>
<td>又</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>37 d</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>受</td>
<td>受</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>37 d</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>受</td>
<td>受</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>37 d</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27th Radical</td>
<td>28th Radical</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>又</td>
<td>又</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>45</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>受</td>
<td>受</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>45</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>比</td>
<td>比</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>45</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>263 d</td>
<td>91 i</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>29</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>263</td>
<td>91 i</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>29</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>263</td>
<td>91 i</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>29</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 31 | 31 | 31 | 31 | 31 | 31 | 31 | 31 | 31 | 31 |
| 40 | 40 | 40 | 40 | 40 | 40 | 40 | 40 | 40 | 40 |
| 14 | 14 | 14 | 14 | 14 | 14 | 14 | 14 | 14 | 14 |
| 72 | 72 | 72 | 72 | 72 | 72 | 72 | 72 | 72 | 72 |
| 124 | 124 | 124 | 124 | 124 | 124 | 124 | 124 | 124 | 124 |

| 居 | 筠 | 另 | 另 | 另 | 另 | 另 | 另 | 另 | 另 |
| 筠 | 筠 | 另 | 另 | 另 | 另 | 另 | 另 | 另 | 另 |
| 75 | 50 | 202 | 159 | 72 | 37 | 1 | 14 a | 44 r | 59 b |
| 75 | 50 | 202 | 159 | 72 | 37 | 1 | 14 a | 44 r | 59 b |
| 156 | 37 | 153 | 44 | 14 p | 152 | 72 | 51 | 137 | 209 |
| 124 | 72 | 60 | 73 | 14 p | 124 | 72 | 60 | 73 | 14 p |

Digitized by Google
<p>| 好景 | 57 | 57 a |
| 女妻妾女妻女妻 | 57 | 57 b |
| 40th Radical | 82 | 82 a |
| 寧心它安宋宕宗定宜宮寒寒寒家寒寒室寒寒室寒寒室寒 | 82 | 82 b |
| 正多船 | 183 | 183 a |
| 审 | 82 | 82 b |
| 沙雀尖賀少少 | 82 | 82 c |
| 42nd Radical | 81 | 81 a |
| 少 | 81 | 81 b |
| 41st Radical | 1 a | 1 a a |
| 41st Radical | 63 | 63 a |
| 少 | 63 | 63 b |
| 40th Radical | 82 | 82 a |
| 43rd Radical | 84 | 84 a |
| 44th Radical | 75 | 75 a |
| 45th Radical | 84 | 84 a |
| 46th Radical | 86 | 86 a |
| 47th Radical | 48 | 48 a |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Radical</th>
<th>Stroke</th>
<th>Han Characters</th>
<th>Simplified Characters</th>
<th>Stroke</th>
<th>Stroke Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>63rd Radical</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>戶</td>
<td>家</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67th Radical</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>文</td>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68th Radical</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>斗</td>
<td>斗</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69th Radical</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>斤</td>
<td>斤</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70th Radical</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>方</td>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71st Radical</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>无</td>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72nd Radical</td>
<td>130</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73rd Radical</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>73d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74th Radical</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>月</td>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75th Radical</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>75d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78th Radical</td>
<td>79th Radical</td>
<td>80th Radical</td>
<td>81st Radical</td>
<td>82nd Radical</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>190</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>151</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>191</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>152</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>192</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>153</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>193</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>154</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>194</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>155</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>195</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>156</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>196</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>157</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>197</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>158</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>198</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>159</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>199</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>符号</td>
<td>合计</td>
<td>分类</td>
<td>例句</td>
<td>年份</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69th Radical</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>数</td>
<td>散文</td>
<td>91</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70th Radical</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>支</td>
<td>65</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71st Radical</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>各</td>
<td>66</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72nd Radical</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>件</td>
<td>67</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73rd Radical</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>各</td>
<td>68</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74th Radical</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>言</td>
<td>69</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75th Radical</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>各</td>
<td>70</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76th Radical</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>各</td>
<td>71</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77th Radical</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>各</td>
<td>72</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78th Radical</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>各</td>
<td>73</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79th Radical</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>各</td>
<td>74</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

注：每行中的符号、合计、分类、例句和年份均为示例，实际内容可能不同。
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>76th Radical</th>
<th>79th Radical</th>
<th>84th Radical</th>
<th>85th Radical</th>
<th>86th Radical</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>欠</td>
<td>吹</td>
<td>次</td>
<td>糊</td>
<td>次款</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>127</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>81st Radical</th>
<th>82nd Radical</th>
<th>83rd Radical</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>步</td>
<td>步</td>
<td>步</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>步</td>
<td>步</td>
<td>步</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>步</td>
<td>步</td>
<td>步</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>87th Radical</th>
<th>爪</th>
<th>爪</th>
<th>爪</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>求</td>
<td>求</td>
<td>求</td>
<td>求</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>132</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88th Radical</td>
<td>件</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>件</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89th Radical</td>
<td>牟</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>牟</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>窄</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>窄</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>菱</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>菱</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90th Radical</td>
<td>复</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>复</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>预</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>预</td>
<td>131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>鹅</td>
<td>96th Radical</td>
<td>131d</td>
<td>96th Radical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91st Radical</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>91st Radical</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>片</td>
<td>127c</td>
<td>片</td>
<td>127c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92nd Radical</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>92nd Radical</td>
<td>131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>齿</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>齿</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93rd Radical</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>93rd Radical</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>牛</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>牛</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100th Radical</td>
<td>生</td>
<td>131d</td>
<td>100th Radical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101st Radical</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>101st Radical</td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102nd Radical</td>
<td>田</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>102nd Radical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>103rd Radical</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>103rd Radical</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>104th Radical</td>
<td>广</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>104th Radical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105th Radical</td>
<td>白</td>
<td>94r</td>
<td>105th Radical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>106th Radical</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>106th Radical</td>
<td>143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>107th Radical</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>107th Radical</td>
<td>174</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Digitized by Google
| 106th Radical | 153 | 署 | 155 | 4 | 158 | 84 a |
| 110th Radical | 167 | 矛 | 167 | 110th Radical | 167 | 171 | 165 |
| 111th Radical | 171 | 111th Radical | 171 | 112th Radical | 45 | 120th Radical | 175 |
| 113th Radical | 46 p | 116th Radical | 175 | 120th Radical | 187 | 穿 | 179 |
| 117th Radical | 193 | 121st Radical | 181 | 122nd Radical | 39 d a | 133rd Radical | 179 |
| 118th Radical | 183 | 121st Radical | 181 | 122nd Radical | 39 d a | 133rd Radical | 179 |
| 119th Radical | 178 | 122nd Radical | 39 d a | 133rd Radical | 179 | 133rd Radical | 179 |

Digitized by Google
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>124th Radical</th>
<th>125th Radical</th>
<th>126th Radical</th>
<th>127th Radical</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>羽</td>
<td>宁</td>
<td>亡</td>
<td>聚</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128th Radical</td>
<td>129th Radical</td>
<td>130th Radical</td>
<td>131st Radical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>耳</td>
<td>耳</td>
<td>耳</td>
<td>里</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>132nd Radical</td>
<td>133rd Radical</td>
<td>134th Radical</td>
<td>135th Radical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>肉</td>
<td>肉</td>
<td>肉</td>
<td>肉</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>136th Radical</td>
<td>137th Radical</td>
<td>138th Radical</td>
<td>139th Radical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140th Radical</td>
<td>环</td>
<td>环</td>
<td>环</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>141st Radical</th>
<th>142nd Radical</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>肉</td>
<td>肉</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>143rd Radical</th>
<th>144th Radical</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>肉</td>
<td>肉</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:**
- The table contains various radicals and their corresponding numbers.
- The page number is 184.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>141st Radical</th>
<th>143rd Radical</th>
<th>144th Radical</th>
<th>148th Radical</th>
<th>152nd Radical</th>
<th>153rd Radical</th>
<th>154th Radical</th>
<th>155th Radical</th>
<th>156th Radical</th>
<th>157th Radical</th>
<th>158th Radical</th>
<th>159th Radical</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>虎 虎 虎 虎</td>
<td>血 血 血 血 血</td>
<td>衍 衍 衍 衍 衍</td>
<td>纳 纳 纳 纳 纳</td>
<td>家 家 家 家 家</td>
<td>赤 赤 赤 赤 赤</td>
<td>走 走 走 走 走</td>
<td>衣 衣 衣 衣 衣</td>
<td>信 信 信 信 信</td>
<td>贝 贝 贝 贝 贝</td>
<td>身 身 身 身 身</td>
<td>車 車 車 車 車</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>虎 虎 虎 虎</td>
<td>虎 虎 虎 虎 虎</td>
<td>虎 虎 虎 虎 虎</td>
<td>衣 袋 衣 袋 衣</td>
<td>更 更 更 更 更</td>
<td>信 信 信 信 信</td>
<td>信 信 信 信 信</td>
<td>衣 袋 衣 袋 衣</td>
<td>信 信 信 信 信</td>
<td>信 信 信 信 信</td>
<td>信 信 信 信 信</td>
<td>信 信 信 信 信</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>虎 虎 虎 虎</td>
<td>衣 袋 衣 袋 衣</td>
<td>衣 袋 衣 袋 衣</td>
<td>袋 袋 袋 袋 袋</td>
<td>信 信 信 信 信</td>
<td>貝 貝 貝 貝 貝</td>
<td>貝 貝 貝 貝 貝</td>
<td>袋 袋 袋 袋 袋</td>
<td>信 信 信 信 信</td>
<td>信 信 信 信 信</td>
<td>信 信 信 信 信</td>
<td>信 信 信 信 信</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160th Radical</td>
<td>164th Radical</td>
<td>170th Radical</td>
<td>173rd Radical</td>
<td>179th Radical</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>辛</td>
<td>西</td>
<td>阜</td>
<td>雨</td>
<td>非</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>軒</td>
<td>酉</td>
<td>館</td>
<td>雲</td>
<td>蜣</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>聶</td>
<td>首</td>
<td>韜</td>
<td>雷</td>
<td>頭</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>辛</td>
<td>繇</td>
<td>信</td>
<td>電</td>
<td>鼠</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>宰</td>
<td>鼎</td>
<td>茆</td>
<td>雲</td>
<td>嗾</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>辛</td>
<td>節</td>
<td>釨</td>
<td>雖</td>
<td>墳</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>幵</td>
<td>釘</td>
<td>釗</td>
<td>雷</td>
<td>塵</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>采</td>
<td>釦</td>
<td>釡</td>
<td>譚</td>
<td>雷</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>釘</td>
<td>釼</td>
<td>釽</td>
<td>紣</td>
<td>雷</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>錢</td>
<td>釺</td>
<td>釻</td>
<td>誘</td>
<td>塴</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>艮</td>
<td>釺</td>
<td>釻</td>
<td>誘</td>
<td>塴</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>傷</td>
<td>門</td>
<td>釺</td>
<td>釻</td>
<td>誘</td>
<td>塴</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>興</td>
<td>門</td>
<td>釺</td>
<td>釻</td>
<td>誘</td>
<td>塴</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>興</td>
<td>門</td>
<td>釺</td>
<td>釻</td>
<td>誘</td>
<td>塴</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>興</td>
<td>門</td>
<td>釺</td>
<td>釻</td>
<td>誘</td>
<td>塴</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>興</td>
<td>門</td>
<td>釺</td>
<td>釻</td>
<td>誘</td>
<td>塴</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>興</td>
<td>門</td>
<td>釺</td>
<td>釻</td>
<td>誘</td>
<td>塴</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>185th Radical</td>
<td>190th Radical</td>
<td>192nd Radical</td>
<td>196th Radical</td>
<td>199th Radical</td>
<td>198th Radical</td>
<td>195th Radical</td>
<td>194th Radical</td>
<td>193rd Radical</td>
<td>192nd Radical</td>
<td>191st Radical</td>
<td>186th Radical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>首</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>影</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>鼠</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>蝦</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>晚</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>道</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>273</td>
<td>蝶</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>271</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>186th Radical</td>
<td>香</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>208th Radical</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>203rd Radical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>187th Radical</td>
<td>马</td>
<td>268</td>
<td>268</td>
<td>268</td>
<td>268</td>
<td>268</td>
<td>268</td>
<td>268</td>
<td>268</td>
<td>268</td>
<td>268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>189th Radical</td>
<td>高</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160th Radical</td>
<td>161st Radical</td>
<td>162nd Radical</td>
<td>163rd Radical</td>
<td>164th Radical</td>
<td>165th Radical</td>
<td>166th Radical</td>
<td>167th Radical</td>
<td>168th Radical</td>
<td>169th Radical</td>
<td>170th Radical</td>
<td>171st Radical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>軍</td>
<td>鑫</td>
<td>阜</td>
<td>雨</td>
<td>電</td>
<td>霜</td>
<td>霸</td>
<td>云</td>
<td>青</td>
<td>五</td>
<td>里</td>
<td>喬</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>軍</td>
<td>鑫</td>
<td>阜</td>
<td>雨</td>
<td>電</td>
<td>霜</td>
<td>霸</td>
<td>云</td>
<td>青</td>
<td>五</td>
<td>里</td>
<td>喬</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>252</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>252</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>185th Radical</td>
<td>190th Radical</td>
<td>200th Radical</td>
<td>207th Radical</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>首 233</td>
<td>影 47</td>
<td>麻 84a</td>
<td>鼓 84b</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>191st Radical</td>
<td>鵝 11r</td>
<td>黃光 146</td>
<td>鼠 290</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>186th Radical</td>
<td>菓 278</td>
<td>黑 130</td>
<td>鼻 193c</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192nd Radical</td>
<td>鬆 31</td>
<td>197th Radical</td>
<td>208th Radical</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>187th Radical</td>
<td>鬼 181</td>
<td>黑 277</td>
<td>黑 292</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>193rd Radical</td>
<td>爨 269</td>
<td>198th Radical</td>
<td>209th Radical</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>188th Radical</td>
<td>鬼 32</td>
<td>鳥 276</td>
<td>鼻 193c</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>194th Radical</td>
<td>鬼 207</td>
<td>201st Radical</td>
<td>209th Radical</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>189th Radical</td>
<td>魚 207</td>
<td>黑 277</td>
<td>210th Radical</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>195th Radical</td>
<td>魚 275</td>
<td>204th Radical</td>
<td>210th Radical</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>196th Radical</td>
<td>魚 275</td>
<td>205th Radical</td>
<td>211th Radical</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>197th Radical</td>
<td>魚 275</td>
<td>206th Radical</td>
<td>212th Radical</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>198th Radical</td>
<td>魚 275</td>
<td>207th Radical</td>
<td>213th Radical</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>199th Radical</td>
<td>魚 275</td>
<td>魚 221</td>
<td>魚 297</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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## A

- Abandon, a house, 66.
- Ability, 1 g, 31 d v.
- Above, 12, 13.
- Abroad, to go, 162.
- Ascend, 175.
- Abundance, 73 d v, 84 a, 91, 115, 130 f r, 240.
- Accession, 129 f.
- Accordingly, 226.
- Add, 34.
- Administer, 40 d.
- Administration, 40 r, 82, 93, 114.
- Adornment, 84 t f.
- Advance, 84 a, 122 r.
- Advantage, 129 f.
- Affair, 37 b.
- Affirmative, 39 g.
- After, 55.
- Again, 1 a, 86.
- Age, the, 22 f.
- Agriculture, 84 a, 236.
- Ahead, to go, 94.
- Aim, undivided, 238.
- Air, 111.
- Alert, 84 b.
- Alike, 81.
- All, 14 d, 14 f, 51, 66, 70, 193, 229.
- Aloft, 31.
- Already, 31 f, 72, 73.
- Also, 37.
- Altar, 154.
- Although, 239.
- Anarchy, 67.
- Ancient, 22.
- — vase, 191, 208.
- And so, 36.
- Anger, 33.
- Animal, an unknown, 73.
- Animals, domestic, 295.
- Answer, 137, 270.
- Anticipate, 283.
- Apart, far, 277 f.
- Apartments, side, 165 d.
- Apparition, 58.
- Appearance, 143, 225.
- Appoint, 20.
- Arm, upper, 29.
- Arms, things under the, 59.
- Arm pits, 17, 59.
- Around, 1 b.
- Arrange, 33, 127.
- Arrangement, 120, 177.
- Arrive, 182.
- Arrow, 67, 171.
- Article, 124.

## B

- Artificer, 30.
- Ascend, 121 f, 63, 94 r, 122 r.
- Ashes, 37 c.
- Ask, 123 f.
- Assemble, 14 f.
- Assembly, 51.
- Assent, 239.
- Assist, 63, 84 a.
- Astir, 56.
- Attack, 67.
- August, 140.
- Autumn, 150.
- Away, to take, 14 d.
- — to cast, 22 f, to go, 27.
- Awe, 37 e, 57.
- — look of, 155 f.
- Avens, grain with, 243.
- Aways, 119.
- Axe, 9 r, 30, 121.
- — long-handled, 167.
- Axle, end of an, 73.

## Back

- Back, 14 r.
- Back-bone, 203, 216, 266.
- Back-hook, 9.
- Bad, 93, 108, 126.
- Bag, 72 d A, 73 d v, 181.
- Balance, 86.
- Bald, 165.
- Bamboo, 50.
- Band of musicians, 234 f.
- Bank, 94 r.
- — high, 45.
- — small, 194.
- — large, 240.
- Bar, across horns, 223.
- — for lifting a cauldron, 127 c.
- Bare, 165.
- Bark, to, 131.
- Barley, 243.
- Barrier, 154.
- Barter, 84 a, 232.
- Basin, 153.
- Bawl, 72 d A.
- Be, 287.
- Beam, for a bell, 270.
- Bean, 190, 215.
- Bear, sustain, 134.
- — on the shoulders, 217.
- — endure, 198.
- — and nurse, 91 f.
- Bear, a, 130 d v, 156.
- Beard, 47.
- Beast, like a tiger, 5.
- Beasts, 280.
- — wild, 295.
- — feet of, 31 d, 144.

## Beat

- Beat, a drum, 47.
- Beautiful, 59, 179.
- Beckon, 153.
- Bed, 118.
- — turning in, 56.
- Before, 84 a.
- Beg, 37 f, 111.
- Beginning, 33.
- Behold, come up from, 54.
- Belch, 193.
- Bell, stand of, 73.
- Belly, big, 59.
- Below, 12 f, 13 f.
- Bend, a, 42.
- Beneficence, 93, 238.
- Benevolence, 14, 75, 153.
- Bent, 153, 162, 236.
- Bertow, 170.
- Bewail, 184.
- Big, 59.
- — talk, 63.
- Blind up, 73, 127.
- — and pull, 5 r.
- Bird, short-tailed, 239.
- — long-tailed, 276.
- — young, 239.
- — small, 81.
- — an evil, 127.
- Birds, 280.
- — on a tree, 127.
- — feet of, 31.
- — feathers of, 209.
- — down of, 20.
- Bite, 170.
- Bitter, 183.
- — spirits, 125.
- Black, 130 d v, 142 d, 276 c.
- — dye, 136.
- Blade of grass, 71.
- Blaze, 1 a, 109.
- Bleat, 17.
- Blended, 39 d v, 282.
- Bliess, 46 f.
- Blindfold, 155.
- Blinking the eyes, 155.
- Block, a, 181 d.
- Blood, 1 f, 153.
- — circulation of, 168 r.
- — a sacrifice of, 149.
- Bloom, 55 r.
- Blow, to, 110, 130 d v.
- — one's self out, 211.
- Blunt, 195.
- Blush, 174.
- Boar, 58.
- Boats, 192.
- — the bows of, 107.
- Body, 234.
- — with something concealed, 236.
Boiler, 54 r.
Bolt, of a door, 122 r.
Bones, cleared of flesh, 202.
— broken, 108.
Book, 204.
Border, on the, 80 d.
— distant, 87, 271.
Bore, 119, 167.
Borrowed, 12, 174.
Both, 16 d, 80.
Bottle, 63, 220.
Bottom, 1 b, 56.
Bound horse, 268.
Boundary, 17, 46, 72, 146 d.
— lines, 12 b, 146.
Bow, 78.
— unmounted, 195.
— men, 59.
— string, 78, 142.
— twang of a, 39.
Bowl, rice, 27.
Boxes, 30.
Brace, a, 239 d.
Brains, 31, 206.
Branch, 1 g, 50.
Break, 84 d.
— up, 45.
Breasts, 17.
Breath, 36, 44, 111.
Breathe, 93, 260.
Bridle, 257.
— reins, 187 d.
Bright, 39 g, 73 d, 127, 136, 219.
Bring forward, 284.
— to pass, 182.
Bristles, 206, 245.
Broad waters, 48.
Broil, 130.
Bristle, 33.
Brood, 10, 35, 91, 132.
Brother, elder, 44 d, 72.
— younger, 229.
Brush, 25, 37 e, 115 d.
— to, 33.
Bud, 79.
Buffalo, 284.
Bulging out of clothes, 211.
Bunches, grass in, 84.
Bundle, 35.
— of documents, 152.
Burn, 127 d.
Burnt sacrifice, 84 b.
Bursting vegetation, 6.
— 84 a, 84 f.
Bury, 84 d.
Bush, 270.
Business, 37 b.
Busy about trifles, 75.
But, 36.
Butt, 75.
Buy, 203, 232, 237 d.
By, 158.

O
Calabash, 169.
Calamity, I e, 48, 72, 73 d, 93.
Call, 33.
Cancer, 10 d, 51.
Canon, 64.
Cap, 16, 25, 63.
Capital city, 73 d.
— punishment, 128.
Careful, 76, 84 b, 91 f f, 93.
— thought, 93.
Carriage, 231.
— drawing a, 59 d.
Carry, about the person, 70.
Case for bow and arrows, 8, 171.
Cast away, 1 a.
Catch, 239.
Caterpillar, 291.
Cauldron, 127 c, 269.
Cause, a, 59.
Cave, 82, 175.
Cereals, 243.
Ceremonial vessel, 63.
Ceremony, 46 d.
Ceremony, 28, 91.
Change, 156, 163, 257.
— teeth, 294.
Charge, to give, 127, 183.
— with a fault, 196.
Chess, 63.
Chest, the, 135.
Child, 91, 290.
Child-birth, easy, 91 f.
Chinese people, 55.
Chink, 138.
Chip, to, 261.
Chisel, 270.
Choke, 110 r.
Choked up, 87.
Cinnabar, 102.
Circle, 73.
Circumspect, 35.
Circumspection, 274.
City, 73.
Chamber, 63 r.
Clan, 96, 171.
Clasp hands, 222.
Class, 72 f f.
Claws, 132.
— parted, 227.
Clay, 87.
Cliff, 45, 72 f f.
Climb, 93 r.
Clip, 33.
Cloth, 25, 84 a, 87.
Close to, 122 r.
Close to, to keep, 31.
Cloth, 83.
— a piece of, 25.
Clothes, 184, 211.
Cloud, 174 r, 99.
Cloudy, 99 f f.
Clutch, 132
Coal, 45.

Coarse, 223.
Cobra, 176.
Cocoon, 164, 28, 80, 86, 142, 157.
Coffer, 1 d.
Cold, 82, 84 e.
Collect, 37 b, 142, 190.
Collision, 331.
Colour, 14.
— of fire, 130.
— a dark, 142.
Colt, 1 e.
Come, 182, 243.
— down, 51 r.
— forward, 33, 136.
— to a meal, 31.
— up, 162.
— up to, 1 b, 84 a.
— from behind, 54.
Comfort, 75.
Commissions, 152.
Communicate, 185.
Companion, looking for, 136.
Compare, 14 r, 31, 31 d.
— fields, 146 d.
Compasses, 171.
Complete, 16, 43, 73 d.
82, 170.
Compliant, 233.
Conceal, 175.
Concealment, 8.
Concentration, 72.
Concubine, 37.
Concurrent sounds, 44 d.
Confabulation, 1 c, 163.
Confused, 6, 80, 132.
— vegetation, 84 a.
Congratulate, 55.
Connect, 159, 253.
Consent, 156.
Consideration, 51.
Conspicuous, 45.
Constant, 192.
Contain, 82.
Contentious, 217 d.
— brothers, 114 d.
— words, 72.
Continue, 80 a, 165 r.
Continuity, 143, 231.
Continuous, 168.
Contrary, 89.
Contrast, 14 r.
Convenient, 163.
Conversing together, 193.
Cook, 130, 137.
— and offer up, 130.
Cooked, 73 d.
Corpse, 75.
Correct, 1 a, 94.
Corridor, 17 f, 73 d.
Country, the, 87, 146.
Couples, 197.
Cost, 1 d, 16, 25, 27.
37 e, 59, 63, 66, 108, 179.
— evenly, 86.
Cover, top and bottom, 200.
Cowry, 73, 232.
Crab-sauce, 173.
Crafty hare, 244.
Cramped, 162.
Crawling creatures, 225.
— worms, 84 b.
Creeping on the ground, a plant, 55 r.
Crevices, 81 d.
Crime, 39 d a, 183.
Criminal court, and judge, 131 d.
Crooked, 8, 208.
Crossbow, holding e, 63.
Cross-legged, 61.
Crossing, 39, 123.
— the legs, 185.
Crouching, 55, 131.
Crow, e, 212, 270 c.
Crowded, 270.
Crown, 63.
Crushed down, 133.
Cry, 44.
Cubit, 6.
Cup, a wedding, 40.
— for libations, 300.
— a sacrificial, 58.
Curtain, 25.
Cut, 23, 81, 87.
— off, 33, 67, 80 q, 121.
— grass, 35 d, — to, 38.
Cutting, sound of, 121.
Cyclical characters, I a, 6, 37 c, 43, 63, 76, 77, 84 q, 97, 122 r, 123, 163, 170, 183, 186, 262, 274.

D

dam, to, 87.
Dance, 54 r, 55 r.
— in eights, 203.
Danger, 45, 87.
Dangerous height, 84 b.
Darck, 41, 73 d a.
Dark, 127.
— hidden, 218.
— hue, 142.
Darkness, 125.
Dash, 4, 151.
Dates (jujubes), 89 d v.
Dawn, 1 b, 136.
Day, 136.
Daylight, 136.
Days, ten, 35.
Dead, 14, 108.
Deceased father, 44.
Deceive, 86, 211.
Decline, refuse, 183.
Decrease, 51.
Deep, 131.
— the, 10 d.
— sunken eyes, 155.
Deeply Intelligent, 155.
Deer, 277.
— female, 31.
— a small, 244.
— musk, 165.
Deer's horns, 195.
Defect, 136.
Defence, 114.
Deflected, 85.
Delay, 53, 120.
Demand, in, 110.
Demonical possession, 162.
Den, 175.
Department, 165.
Depraved, 119.
Descend, 72 f t.
Desert, 120.
Desire, 46, 110.
Destroy, 232.
Destoyed, half, 32.
Detaill, 122 r.
Dewlap, 203.
Difference, 37 r, 271.
Dim-eyed, 155 a.
Disagree, 236.
Disappear, 74.
Disastrous, 135, 26, 39.
Disguised look, 118, 171.
Dish, 5 r, 97, 153.
— a sacrificial, 115 d.
— a very full, 115 d.
Disobedient, 26.
Disobedience, extreme, 89.
Distant, 91 f.
— borders, 87.
Distinguish, hard to, 178.
Distress, 127.
Distribute, 233, 270.
Ditch, 48.
Dive, 74.
Dive, 94 d.
Divide, 33.
Divination, 41, 88.
Divine manifestation, 12.
Division, 17, 17 d, 63, 72.
— of gems, 140 d.
— of land, 66.
Do, 287.
Don't, 37, 84 q.
Documents, 152.
Dog, 131.
— hunting, 84 q.
— with the ears thrown back, 37 c.
Done, 156.
Doom, 50 d.
Door, 122.
— double, 122 r.
— screen, 122.
Double, 91, 93 f t, 171.
Dove, 230.
Dove-tailed, 130, 278.
Down, feathers, 20, 167.
Down, wool, 112 f t.
Down, below, 12 r.
— in the mouth, 60.
Drag, 5, 57 c, 63 r, 128 c.

E

Each, 73.
Eagerly, 12.
Eagle, 239.
Ear, 196.
— of corn, 165.
Ears, long, 130.
— ringing, 122 r.
Early, 136.
Earth, 87.
— a clod of, 26.
Earthenware, 35, 54 r, 145, 183.
— vase, 191.
East, 127.
Eastern tribes, 59, 78.
Easy, 246.
Eat, 31, 51.
Echidna, 270.
Effort, 44, 84 f t, 146, 211.
Egg, 117, 221.
Eight, 17.
— feet, 37 c.
Elastic skin, 75.
Elbow, 203.
Elder, 209.
Elegant, 39 q, 86.
Elephant, 223.
Elevated, 84 b.
Elk, 31 d a, 130.
Embers, 65, 130.
Embassadors, 184.
Embrace, 88.
Embroidery, 39 d v.
— variegated, 251.
Embryo, 35, 77.
Empty, 57, 88, 153, 175, 191.
Boiler, 54 r.
Bolt, of a door, 122 r.
Bones, cleared of flesh, 202.
— broken, 108.
Book, 264.
Border, on the, 80 d.
— distant, 87, 271.
Bore, 119, 167.
Borrowed, 12, 174.
Both, 16 d, 86.
Bottle, 63, 320.
Bottom, 1 b, 96.
Bound horse, 268.
Boundary, 17, 46, 72, 146 d.
— lines, 12 d, 146.
Bow, 78.
— unmounted, 195.
— men, 59.
— string, 78, 142.
— twang of a, 29.
Bowl, rice, 27.
Boxes, 30.
Brace, a, 239 d.
Brains, 31, 206.
Branch, a, 50.
Break, 84 d.
— up, 47.
Breasts, 17.
Breath, 36, 44, 111.
Breathe, 93, 260.
Bridle, 257.
— reins, 187 d.
Bring forward, 284.
— to pass, 182.
Bristles, 206, 245.
Broad waters, 48.
Broll, 130.
Brittle, 33.
Brood, to, 35, 91, 132.
Brother, elder, 44 d, 72.
— younger, 229.
Brush, 25, 37 e, 115 d.
— to, 33.
Bud, 79.
Buffalo, 284.
Bulging out of clothes, 211.
Bunches, grass in, 84.
Bundle, 35.
— of documents, 152.
Burn, 127 d.
Burnt sacrifice, 84 b.
Bursting vegetation, 6, 84 a, 84 f.
Burn, 84 q.
Bush, 270.
Business, 37 b.
Busy about trifles, 75.
But, 36.
Buttock, 75.
Buy, 200, 232, 237 d.
By, 156.

0
Calabash, 169.
Calamity, 1 e, 48, 72, 73 d, 93.
Call, 33.
Canoe, 10 d, 51.
Capital city, 73 d.
— punishment, 128.
Careful, 76, 84 b, 91 f, 93.
— thought, 93.
Carriage, 231.
— drawing a, 59 d.
Carry, about the person, 70.
Case for bow and arrows, 8, 171.
Cast away, 1 a.
Catch, 239.
Caterpillar, 291.
Cauldron, 127 r, 269.
Cause, a, 59.
Cave, 82, 175.
Cereals, 243.
Ceremonial vessel, 63.
Ceremony, 46 d.
Certainty, 28, 91.
Change, 156, 163, 257.
— teeth, 294.
Charge, to give, 127, 183.
— with a fault, 196.
Chess, 63.
Chest, the, 135.
Child, 91, 290.
Child-birth, easy, 91 i.
Chinese people, 55.
Chink, 138.
Chip, to, 261.
Chisel, 270.
Choke, 110 r.
Choked up, 87.
Cinnabar, 102.
Circle, 73.
Circumscript, 35.
Circumspectness, 274.
City, 73.
Child, 63 r.
Clone, 96, 171.
Clasp hands, 222.
Clasp, 72 f.
Claws, 132.
— parted, 227.
Clay, 87.
Cliff, 45, 72 f.
Climb, 63 r.
Clip, 33.
Clod, 26, 84 a, 87.
Close, to, 122 r.
Close to, to keep, 31.
Cloth, 83.
— a piece of, 25.
Clothes, 184, 251.
Cloud, 74 r, 99.
Cloudy, 99 f.
Clutch, 132.
Coal, 45.

Coarse, 223.
Cobra, 176.
Cocoon, 16 r, 28, 80, 86, 142, 187.
Coffee, 1 d.
Cold, 83, 84 a.
Collect, 37 b, 142, 190.
Collision, 231.
Colour, 14.
— of fire, 130.
— a dark, 142.
Colt, 1 e.
Come, 183, 243.
— down, 51 r.
— forward, 33, 136.
— to a meal, 31.
— up, 162.
— up to, 1 b, 84 a.
— from behind, 54.
Comfort, 75.
Commisions, 152.
Communicate, 185.
Companion, looking for, 136.
Compare, 14 r, 31, 31 d.
— fields, 146 d.
Compasses, 171.
Complete, 16, 43, 73 d, 82, 170.
Compliant, 233.
Conceal, 175.
Concealment, 8.
Concentration, 72.
Concupine, 57.
Concurrent sounds, 44 d.
Confabulation, 1 c, 163.
Confused, 6, 80, 132.
— vegetation, 84 a.
Congratulate, 55.
Connect, 150, 253.
Consent, 156.
Consideration, 51.
Conspicuous, 45.
Constant, 192.
Contain, 82.
Contentious, 217 d.
— brothers, 114 d.
— words, 72.
Continue, 80 q, 165 r.
Continuity, 143, 231.
Continuous, 168.
Contrary, 89.
Contrast, 14 r.
Convenient, 163.
Conversing together, 193.
Cook, 130, 137.
— and offer up, 130.
Cooked, 73 d.
Corps, 75.
Correct, 1 s, 94.
Corridor, 17 r, 73 d.
Country, the, 87, 146.
Coples, 197.
Cover, 1 d, 16, 25, 27.
— evenly, 86.
Cover, top and bottom, 200.
Cowry, 73, 232.
Crab-snake, 173.
Crafty hare, a, 244.
Crammed, 162.
Crawling creatures, 225.
— worms, 84 b.
Creeping on the ground, a plant, 55 r.
Crevice, 81 d.
Crime, 39 d A, 183.
Criminal court, and judge, 131 z.
Crooked, 8, 208.
Crossbow, holding a, 63.
Cross-legged, 61.
Crossing, 39, 123.
— the legs, 185.
Crouching, 55, 131.
Crow, a, 212, 276 c.
Crowded, 270.
Crowd, 63.
Crushed down, 133.
Cry, 44.
Cubit, 6.
Cup, a wedding, 40.
— for libations, 300.
— sacrificial, 58.
Curtain, 25.
Cut, 23, 81, 87.
— off, 33, 67, 80 g, 121.
— grass, 35 d, — to, 38.
Cutting, sound of, 121.
Cyclical characters, 1 a, 6, 37 e, 43, 63, 76, 77, 84 a, 97, 122 r, 123, 163, 170, 183, 186, 262, 274.
Deeply intelligent, 155.
Deer, 277.
— female, 31.
— a small, 244.
— misk, 165.
Deer's horns, 195.
Defect, 138.
Defence, 114.
Deflected, 85.
Delay, 53, 120.
Demand, in, 110.
Demoniacal possession, 162.
Den, 175.
Department, 165.
Depraled, 119.
Descend, 72 ff.
Desert, 120.
Desire, 46, 110.
Destroy, 232.
Destroyed, half, 32.
Detail, 122 r.
Dewlap, 203.
Difference, 37 r, 271.
Dim-eyed, 155 p.
Disagree, 236.
Disappear, 74.
Disastrous, 155, 26, 39.
Diseased look, 118, 171.
Dish, 5 r, 27, 153.
— a sacrificial, 115 d.
— a very full, 115 d.
Disobedient, 26.
Disobedience, extreme, 89.
Distance, 91 r.
— borders, 87.
Distinguish, hard to, 178.
Distress, 127.
Distribute, 233, 270.
Ditch, 48.
Dive, 74.
Diverge, 94 d.
Divide, 33.
Divination, 41, 88.
Divine manifestation, 12.
Division, 17, 17 d, 63, 72.
— of gems, 140 d.
— of land, 66.
Do, 287.
Done, 57, 84 g.
Documents, 152.
Dog, 131.
— hunting, 84 q.
— with the ears thrown back, 37 c.
Done, 156.
Doom, 50 d.
Door, 122.
— double, 122 r.
— screen, 122.
Doubt, 91, 93 ff, 171.
Dove, 239.
Dove-tailed, 130, 278.
Down, feathers, 20, 167.
Down, wool, 112 ft.
Down, below, 12 i.
— in the mouth, 60.
Drag, 5, 37 e, 63 r, 128 c.

Dragon, 206.
— clothes, 184.
Draw figures, 146, 276 c.
— blood, 153.
— lots, 297.
— a bow, 2, 78.
Dread, 285.
Dreaded, 118.
Dressing case, 72 ff.
Drink, 125.
Drive out, 226.
— horses, 123, 268.
Drown, 129.
Drum, 84 b.
— beating, 47.
Dry, 6.
— land, 55.
Dung, 63, 73, 75.
Dust, 277 ff.
Duster, 25.
Dwell, 19, 75.
Dwelling, 51, 84 b, 127.
— light in a, 25, 130 ft.
Dwindle, 103.
Dye, 127.
Dyke, to build a, 213.

Each, 73.
Eagerly, 12.
Eagle, 239.
Ear, 196.
— of corn, 165.
Ease, long, 130.
— ringing, 122 r.
Early, 136.
Earth, 87.
— a clod of, 26.
Earthenware, 35, 54 r, 145, 180.
— vase, 191.
East, 127.
Eastern tribes, 59, 78.
Easy, 246.
Eat, 31, 51.
Echoloc, 270.
Effort, 44, 84 ff, 146, 211.
Egg, 117, 221.
Eight, 17.
— feet, 37 e.
Elastic skin, 75.
Elbow, 203.
Eider, 209.
Elegant, 39 b, 86.
Elephant, 283.
Elevated, 84 b.
Elk, 31 d v, 130.
Embers, 63, 130.
Embosom, 184.
Embrace, 88.
Embroidery, 39 d v.
Embriated, 251.
Embryo, 35, 77.
Empty, 57, 88, 153, 175, 191.
Enclosure, 73, 173.
Encounter, 115.
Encroach, 25.
End, 172.
— of a piece of music, 18.
Endure, bear, 198.
Enemy, 239 a.
Energy, to set forth with, 232.
Engrave, 114.
Enjoy, 137.
Enraged pig, 226.
Enter, 16.
Envelope, 59, 248.
Erase, 152.
Escape, 211.
Escort, 94.
Establish, 62.
Estate, 270.
Even, 87.
Evenly, 86.
— arranged, 292.
Evening, 56.
— meal, 56, 89 e.
Everlasting day, 136.
Every, 57, 84 a.
Evil, 241.
Exact, to, 72.
Examine, 44, 127.
Excellent, 115 d.
— words, 136.
Excess, 6, 25, 37 b, 131.
Exchange, 185, 246.
Exhausted, 153, 191.
Exhaustive discrimination, 93.
Expect, 14.
Explain, 124, 227.
Expletive, 4, 44, 90, 156, 264, 293.
Expression, 156.
— an, 1 a.
Expulsion of breath, 74 r.
Extended, 273.
Extinguish, 130.
Extremely, 72.
Eye, 155.
Eyebrows, 4, 15 d v.
Eyes, to scratch the, 37 a.
— borders of the, 4.

F
Fabulous beast, 76, 225, 250, 284.
— make, 139.
Face, 256.
Faith, 72.
Fall, 31.
Fallen wall, 37 r.
Falling rain, 72 f h.
False, 12, 174.
Familiar, 14 d.
Family, 82.
— land for a, 66, 146.
Farmer, 55.

Fash, 110.
Fastening on the left, 184.
Fat, 203.
Father, 2.
Fathoms, four of silk, 8.
Favourable, 233.
Fear, 27.
Feathers, long, 209.
— decorative, 140.
— ruffled, 209.
Feet of beasts, 31 d.
— of birds, 31.
Feline animals, 225.
Female, 31, 124.
Fermentation, 220.
Fenial chiefs, 171.
Fever, 130.
Feverish in the head, 130.
— to be, 136.
Fibre of lint, 84 a.
— fine, 143.
Fidelity, 41.
Fief, 84 a.
Field, 146.
— choked with weeds, 48.
Fiercely, 130, 163.
Fight, 11 r.
Fighting dogs, 131 d.
— tigers, 191 d.
Fillial, 91.
Fill, 86, up, 91 i.
Fine cleaned rice, 270.
— young man, 41.
Fingers crossed, 1 c.
Finished, 91 c, 110 r.
Fire, 130.
— calamity of, 48.
Firm, 106, 196.
— purpose, 232.
Fiend, 275.
— to, 275 d.
— to dress, 33.
— net, 254.
Fifty, 39.
— hundred men, 212.
Fix, 82, 94.
Flag, 109.
— waving, 212.
— on a dart, 171.
— staff, 102, 212.
Flames, 130 d v.
Flatter, 12.
Flies, 37 a, 68.
Fledged, 20, 47.
Fleet, a, 107.
Fleet horse, 32.
Flesh, 203.
— half of, 32.
— torn, 37 r.
— dog's, 131.
Flexible, 127, 167.
Flock of birds, 230 f f.
Flow, 9 r, 91 f, 129 d.
Flowing robes, 184.
Flowers, 14 f, 271.

Flowers opening, 79.
— hanging down, 79 a.
— white, 143.
Fluent, 48.
Flurry, 93.
Flute, 51.
Fly, 205, 267.
— quickly, 68.
— unable to, 118.
Flying dragons, 296 d.
— in flocks, 209.
— in opposite directions, 254.
— high, 209, 239.
— up, 126, — fire, 130.
— down, 182.
Foliage, 20.
Follow, 14 d, 128.
Follower, 87.
Food, to prepare, 63.
— to use, 193.
— vessel for, 215.
Foolish, 12 f, 84 a, 166.
Foot, 73.
— in motion, 173.
— resting on the ground, 94.
— of a wild beast, 227.
Forbid, 127 d.
Force, 78 d.
Ford, 129.
Forest, 127 d.
Forget, 93, 109.
Forked, 179 c.
Formerly, 286.
Fort, 84 b.
Fortifications, 16 i, 73 d v.
Forty, 22 q.
Forward, come, 33.
Foundation, 64.
Fountain, 253.
Four, 158.
Fowl's call, 72 d h.
Fragment, 127 c.
Fragrant, 139.
Fragrance of grain, 31.
Free, 93.
Freedom of motion, 63, 93.
Fresh, 275 f f.
Friends, 37 d, 138 d, 299.
Frightened, 72 f f, 127, 239 d.
Frog, 221.
From, 193.
Fronting, 270.
Frolic, to guard the, 49, 67.
Fruit, 250.
— hanging down, 84 a, 260.
Full, 36, 59, 73 d v.
F uncomfort, 72, 130 f f, 137, 115 d.
Fur dress, 37 f.
Furnace, 25, 84 a, 149.
G
Gain, 73, 129 a.
Gait, 156.
— of a pig, 226.
Game, 72.
Game, savoury, 78 a.
Garlic, 46 n, d.
— wild, 255.
Gather, 37, 127.
— grain, 73 d.
— up the feet, 135.
— and store grain, 165.
Gemmed bow-case, 140 d.
General, a, 83.
Genial, 153.
Ghost, 28.
— a hairy, 47.
— Ghost's head, 207.
Gird, 22 n.
Girdle, 83.
Girl, 57.
— Give, i a, 14, 52, 54 r, 63, 64, 120, 222.
Giving and receiving, 132.
Glancing through a doorway, 14.
Glorious, 136.
— fire, 130 f.
Go, 59.
— on, 156.
— to, 57, 124.
Goat, 179.
— wild, 155.
Goblins, 58.
God, 189.
Gold, 424.
Good, 57, 72, 87, 118, 235.
Goose, wild, 45, 239.
Govern, 4.
Graceful, 107.
Grain, 178, 243.
— cultivation, 55.
— young, 146.
— growing, 28, 165.
— evenly, 292.
— to give, 73 d.
— gather and store, 73 d.
— a, 31.
Grains, 178 a.
Granary, 51, 73, 73 d, 165.
Grand, 59.
Grandchild, 91.
Grasp, 11, 11 r, 113.
Grass, 84 d, 72 a, 284.
— cut, 35 d, 84 d n.
Grasshopper, 240.
Gravy, 153.
Great, 51 r, 55, 59, 84, 126, 273.
Great and strong, 59 f f, 118.
— words, 72 d a.
Greedy, 127 d, 232.
Green, 84 a, 102.
Grief, 93, 239.

H
Grind, 165 d.
Ground, 1 b.
Grow, 84 a.
Growing grain, 165.
Gruel, 91 t, 178.
Guard, 49, 67, 82, 84 a.
Guess, 102.
Guest, 55.
Gum, 127.

Hack, 278.
Hair, 47, 48, 103, 112.
— of the head, 47.
— long flowing, 237.
— on the neck, 209.
Hairpin, 31 a.
Hall, 17, 124.
— of a tree, 127 c.
— of flesh, 32.
Hall, 84 a.
Hammer, to, 234, 252 c.
Hampered, 45, 67 d, 75, 122, 131.
Hand, 113.
— right, 37.
— left, 37 r.
— seizing, 132.
— holding, 97.
— a bird in the, 239.
— up, 59, 63.
— over, 120.
Handful, 35.
Handfuls, two, 84 a.
Hands together, 63, 222.
Handles of a vase, 149.
Handsome, 45.
— tree, 183.
Hang, 91 c.
Hanging down, 15, 87, 271.
— up heads of criminals, 187.
Happiness, 137.
Hardened, 108.
Hare, 25, 244.
Harmony, 130 d.
Harmonious, 164.
Harness, an ox in, 230.
Harp, 27, 27.
Harrow, 114.
Hate, 241.
Have, 37 c.
Hawfinch, 122.
Hawk, 9, 9 a, 239.
Hawking, 49 r.
Head, 233.
— a fine, 209.
— falling down, 60, 133.
— feverish in the, 130.
— of a pig, 58.
Heads of animals, 33, 201.
Heal, 171, 220.
Hear, 122 r.
Heart, 93.

Heaven, 1 a, 59.
Hedge, 39 d v.
Hedgehog, 58.
— animal like a, 245.
Height, extreme, 78.
Helmet, 148, 211.
— for a horse, 247.
Help, 34, 37, 77 r, 88.
Helper, an able, 78 d.
Hemp, 84 a.
— a roll of, 114.
Herb, fragrant, 84 a, 181.
Herdman, 124.
Here, 94.
Heron, 72 d a, 239.
Hew, 278.
Hiatus, 110.
Hexagrams, 39 d v, 41.
Hiccup, 110.
Hidden, 80 d.
Hide, to, 8, 72 f.
— a, 55 r, 257.
High, 51, 73 d v.
— place, 1 a.
— at both ends, 16 i.
Hill, 55, 191.
Hillock, 1 b, 14 r.
Hinder, 94, 127.
Hired, 41, 63.
History, 37 b.
Hit, with the hand, 41.
— the mark, 92, 127.
Hitting, sound of, 171.
Hold, in the hand, 37 c, 63, 134.
— in the mouth, 125.
— down the head, 233.
Holding on to each other, 191.
Hollow, 161 r.
Home, to go, 94.
Honour, to, 46 a.
Hood, or basket, 180.
Hook, 9 r.
Hoot at, 23.
Hope, 87.
Horn, 223.
Horned, owl, 239.
Horns, of a sheep, 179 c.
— raising and dropping, 124.
— a bar across, 232.
Horse, 268, 1 a, 12, 32.
— 39 d v, 122 r, 123.
House, 66, 75, 82.
House, 222.
Howl, 72 d a, 131.
Huddle, 75.
Hull rice, 89.
Hum, 35.
Humanity, 12.
Humble dwelling, 51.
Humpback, 241.
Hundred, 1 a, 143.
Hunting dog, 84 q, 131.
Hurrried speech, 72.
I

I, 39, 67, 192.
Ice, 52.
Ideal, 72.
Ignis fatuus, 55 r.
Imitate, 39 d v.
Immigrants, 180.
Immoral, 57.
Imp, 58.
Impede, 6, 238.
Important, 230.
In, to be, 65.
Inattentive, 195.
Inch, 1 a, 37 d.
— six,-, measure, 40 p d, 65.
Incoherent, to travel, 252 c.
Incombustible, 59, 80.
Increase of vegetation, 80 d, 187 d.
Incinerate, 239.
Inheritance, 152.
Inferior, 63.
Inscription, over a door, 122.
Insects, 188, 221.
— in wood, 58.
— without feet, 225.
Inside, 16.
Inspect, 153.
Instead, 59 d.
Intelligent, deeply, 155.
Intention, 31, 73, 84 a, 93.
Intercalary, 140.
Interlocking, 98.
Interstices, 81 d.
Intimacy, 63.
Intoxication, 135.
Inverted head, 233.
Investigate, 154, 165 r.
Involve, 119.
Iron, 59, 87.
Irrigate, 133.
Is, 36.
Island, 48 d, 276 c.

J

Jade, 140.
— cup of, 25.
Jar, 181, 220, 249.
Jaw, 218.
Jealousy, 122.
Join, 63.
Joined on to each other, 281.
Joinery work, 230 i.
Joint, 40.
Joist, 128.
Joy, 72, 84, 156, 289.
Judge, to, 227, — a, 127 d, 131 d.
Jujubes, 189 d v.
Jungle, 84 q, 279.
Junior uncle, 190.
Just, 17.

K

Kill, 20, 39, 164.
Kindle, 130.
Kinds, 178.
Knot, a, 45, 140.
Kneepads, 83.
Knife, 33.
Knot in wood, 40.
Know, 171.

L

Labour, 130 t t.
— on the soil, 87.
Lacquer, 127, 129.
Ladle, 52, 90.
Ladleful, t.
Lamb, 130, 179.
Lame, 61.
Lamp, 141.
Lance, 118.
Landscape, a bright, 143.
Large, 59, 87, 157.
Lasting, 179.
Laws for punishment, 284.
Laziness, 192.
Lead, 10, 24, 118, 142.
Leaf, 227.
Leak, 75.
Lean upon, 19.
— against each other, 254.
Learn, 25, 39 d n.
Leather, 55 r, 174, 257.
— elastic, 174, 175.
Lead in store, 57.
Leek, 1 b, 255.
Left, the, 37 r.
Leg, moving, 74.
— crossed, 61.
Legs, weak in the, 37 c.
Legume, 190.
Length, measure of, 66.
Leopard, 225.
Let go, 59, 239.
Letters, 106.
Level, 44, 78, 128.
Libation, 64.
— cup for, 300.
Lichet, 33 t t.
Lie down, 196.
Lift, 63, 156.
Light, the, 14, 22 d, 130.
— in a dwelling, 25.
Lighting, 222.
Like, resembling, 156, 178.
Limit, 87.
Limited words, 189.

Linch-pin, 55 r.
Lint, 84 a.
Lintel, 128.
Live again, 84 a.
Lizard, 239, 246.
Lodge, 56, 199.
Lofty, 24, 31, 85, 239.
— ground, 87 t t.
Loiter, 82.
Lonely, 136.
Longevity, 293.
Look, 155.
— of a dog, 131.
Looking up, 31, 45.
— down upon, 153.
— right and left, 155 d.
Loose and unload, 123.
Lord, 141.
Loss, 113, 236.
Loss, 5 a d.
Lost, 6, 100.
— get, 244.
Lots, to cast, 297.
Love, 93.
Low, mean, 37 r.
Low, to, 124, 156.
Luck, 22.
— in the pot, 282.
Lucrily, 59, 133.
Lute, 272.
Luxuriant, 170, 195.

M

Magic, 88.
Magpie, 276 r, 290.
Majesty, 57.
Make, 33, 126.
Male, 34, 87, 124.
— child, 34, 146.
Mallard, 20.
Mallows, 262.
Man, 14, 18, 53, 54, 55, 59, 75
Mane, braided in tufts, 187.
Manifest, 130, 136, 143 t t.
— not, 95.
Manifestation, 12.
Many, 14 f, 56 d, 144.
— mouths, 72 g.
— minds, 93 t t.
— people, 155 d.
— trees, 127 t t.
Map, 73 d.
Mark, 5.
Marks, making distinctive, 232.
— of a tiger’s claws, 191.
Market, 24.
— place, 191.
Marsh, 59.
Mart, 240.
Master, 84 a.
Mat, 66, 228.
Mat, grass, 284.
Match, 76.
Matched, well, 197.
Materials, 116.
Mature, 43.
May, 44 d, 203.
— not, 44.
Meal, a, 31.
Mean, 8, 37 r, 73 d.
Measure, 66, 165, 235, 239, 252.
— a six-inch, 46 p d, 63.
Measuring cup, 14 p, 40.
Meat, 203.
— savoury, 84 a.
— dried in the sun, 286.
Medicinal root, 219.
Meet, 115.
Meeting eyes, 155.
Mellow, 169.
Melt metals, 32.
Merrily, to go on, 59.
Metal, 242.
Mid-finger, 118.
— day, 123.
Middle, 2, 24, 59, 92.
Mile, 87, 146.
Military, 67.
Millett, glutinous, 129, 164, 178.
Minister, 106.
Minute, 80, 80 d, 136, 252 c.
Mixed colours, a horse of, 39 d v.
— of clothes, 239 ft.
Monkey, female, 144, 287.
Monster, 55.
Month, 138.
Moon, 138.
Moreover, 171.
Morning, 135, 221, 236.
Morton, a, 204.
— to clean, 131.
Mosquito, 73, 122 r.
Moth, 291.
Mother, 57.
Mound, 35.
— small, 194.
— large, 240.
Mount on the wing, 209.
Mountain, 85.
Mountains, man of the, 14.
Month, 72.
— the roof of the, 32.
— the right use of the, 31.
Mouths, many, 72 q.
Mow, 20, 38.
Much talk, 72, 72 ft.
— water, 129 ft.
Muck-rake, 230.
Mulberry trees, 37 ft.
Multitude, 266 ft.
Murderer, 135.
Murmuring of water, 129.
Mushrooms, 84 a.
Music, 289.

Music, on a public stage, 84 b.
— stone, 281.
— a section of, 22.
— end of a piece of, 18.
Musick, 165.
Musket, 17, 67.
Mutual, 98, 127.
— giving, 64.
— hindrance, 94 d.
Myriad, 144.
Mythical beast, 280.

N
Nail, 43.
Nails, finger, 148.
Name, 56.
Napkin, 83.
Narrow, 67 d, 122.
Nation, 115.
Navel, 206.
Near, 14 d.
Nearly, 80 d.
Neck, 104, 233.
— ornaments, 234.
Negative, 126.
Nest, on a tree, 288.
— a bird on, 201.
Net, 25, 39 d h.
— bird, 187, 279.
— field, 230.
— to cover birds with a, 239.
New moon, 138.
Niggardly, 106.
Night, 56.
Nine, 21.
Nobility, 300.
Noble, 180.
North, 14 r, 31 r.
Nose, 193.
Not, 22 q, 100, 84 q, 126, 151, 254.
— yet, 84 a.
Notch, 114.
Nourish, 84, 179.
Now, 125.
Numerous, 91 ft.
Nursing, 17.

O
Obscure, 56, 105, 155 a, 25.
Obsequious, 55.
Obstinate, 31.
— child, 91 ft.
Obstruction, 1 e, 63, 82, 94.
Occasion, 138.
Occupation, 270.
Odd, 203.
Ofence, 182.
Offend, 79.
— superiors, 183.
Offer, 154.
Offerings, 73 d v, 97.
Office, 83, 1 a, 14 p.
— government, 194.
— high, 63.
— under training, 196.
Official rank, 31.
Old, 14 f, 44, 112, 239.
— and black, 130 d v.
— man, 130.
— man walking, 109.
Once and again, 86.
One, 1.
— creature or thing, 50, 239.
Only, 159, 189.
Open, 128, 173.
— begin to, 122.
— up, 33.
— wide apart, 91 i.
Oppose, 26, 89, 196 r.
Opposite, 14, 55 r, 254.
Oppression, 208.
Order, 72 r f, 110, 165.
— in, 292.
— official, 229.
Orders, 51.
Ore, 117.
Original, 1 a.
Origin, 47, 136 r f.
Ornament, 47, 106.
— in the hand, 84 b.
— neck, 232 d.
Ought, 56 d, 82.
Out, 162.
Outer clothing, 112, 184.
Outrage, 132 r.
Outside, 56.
Overcast, 99.
Overhanging cliff, 45.
Overplus, 59.
Overspread, 49 r.
Overtake, 37 e.
Overturn, 222.
Oviparous, 117, 221.
Owe, 232.
Ox, 124.
— in harness, 238.

P
Pace, 94 r.
Pachydermatous, 284.
Painstaking, 37 e.
Pair, 8, 239 d.
Palace, 82.
Palm of the hand, 132 r.
Park, 127 q.
Part, to, 55, 127.
Particle, word, 44.
Partition, 17, — a, 269.
Pass over, 44, 55, 84 a.
Paste, 129.
Pattern, 33, 67.
Pavilion, 43, 73 d v.
Paw, 144.
Pawn, 232.
Pens, 190, 215.
Peal, 125.
Pearl-barley, 156.
Peck, 116.
Pecks, ten, 223, 269.
Peduncles, 201.
Peg, 5, 67.
Pencil, ornament on a, 47.
Penetrate, 150.
People, 160.
Perch, 55 r.
Period of music, 22.
Person, 216.
Perverse, 17 d, 33, 127,
153, 179 r, 196 r.
Petition, 73 d.
Pheasant, golden, 285.
— Tartar, 209.
Phoenix, 70, 299.
Picul of rice pounded, 178.
Piece, a small, 180.
— of music, 18.
Fig, 31 d, 186, 226.
— a running, 58.
— a small, 203.
— animal like a, 245.
Fig's head, 58.
Pile up, 136 ff.
Fill, 69.
Pin, 43.
Pine wood, 1 g.
Pipe, 72 f, k.
Pin, 26, 161 r.
Pitfall, 14.
Pitiable, 170.
Place, 19, 121.
Plain, a broad, 261.
— white silk, 143.
Plan, 73 d.
Plank, 127.
Plant, a, 252.
Platform, 84 b.
Play, 63, 140, 198.
Pleasant, 31.
— eye, 84 a.
Pleasing superior beings
with offerings, 73 d, v.
Pledge, a, 121 d.
Plough, 114, 156.
Ploughing, 293.
Flute, 91, 127.
Plunder, 10, 27.
Point, 81.
Pointed, 130 d, v.
Poison, 57, 84 a.
Pond, 101.
Porphyrine, 226.
Position, 14.
Posterity, 17, 80.
Pot, 282.
Pound, 10, 63, 123.
Pounded rice, 87.
Practice, 193.
Praise, 59, 132 d.
Precious, 140, 181, 232.
Pre-eminent, 31.
Preface, 120.
Pregnant, 35, 134, 236.
Prepare, 35, 40 d, 64, 92.
— food, 63.
Present time, 125.
— to, 232.
Preserve, 65, 91.
Press under the arms, 14.
Pretty, 128.
Prickles, 189.
Prince, 37 d.
Prison, 59.
Prisoner, 14.
Private, 28.
Privy, 226.
Produce, 45, 84.
Profit, 33.
Progress of the seasons, 165 d.
— Prolonged, 25, 62, 155 d.
— Prop up a cart, 231.
Protect, 166.
Protuberant, 161.
Provide, 63.
— to give, 111.
Public, 17.
— Full down, 132.
Pulse, grain, 190.
Punish, 39 d, 67.
Punishment, 101.
Purify, 136.
Purifying, 88.
Purple robes, 184.
Purpose, firm, 232.
Pursue, 194.
Pus, 153.
Put down, 276 c.
— aside, 39 d, v.
— away, 63.
— off, 257.

Q
Quadrangle of a palace, 87.
Quadrumanious, 144.
Quarrel, 72 d, A, 183.
Quercus, 120.
Quick, 244 f, f.
— as an arrow, 118.
Quickly, 129.
Quickness, 41, 195 d.
Quill, 209.

R
Rabbit, 244.
Raff, 154.
Rain, 1 c, 89.
— falling, 72 d, h.
— coat, 103.
Raise, 63.
Rapid flight, 68.
Rat, 290.
Rear, raise, 142.
Reason, 51.
Reasonable, 233.
Receive, 132.
— from a superior, 113.
Receptacle, 30.
Recess, 63.
Reckon, 22, 63.
Recompense, 59.
Red blaze, 130 d, h.
Refuse, 183.
Regard from above, 72 f, f.
Regiment, 14 d.
Region, a wide, 24.
Regulate, 39 d, h, 72 d, h,
88, 183.
Reject, 63, 126.
Rejoice, 72, 84 b.
Relatives, 9 r.
Relief, in, 161.
Reliance, 127, 232.
Relish, 84 a.
Rely on, 232.
Remiss, 36.
Remnant, 91 c.
Remonstrate, 122 r.
Remove, 56 d, 94.
Reptile, 139, 144, 188 d, t,
221.
Respectful, 106.
Responsibility, 134.
Rest, 57, 84, 93, 127, 195.
Retainer, 49 d.
Retire, 55, 136.
Return, 234 r.
Reveal, 46 p.
Reverence, 35, 93, 274.
Revert, 73 d, e.
Revile, 39 d, h.
Revolve, 84 f.
Reward, 232.
Rhinoceros, 124, 284.
Rice, cleaned, 178, 270.
— a kind of, 56 d, 63.
— bowl, 27.
Rich, 82, 150.
Richly beautiful, 165.
Ride, 55 r.
Right hand, 37.
— and left, to look, 155 d.
Righteousness, 179.
Rill, a, 10.
Ring, 120 r.
Ripe grain, 130.
Ripeness, great, 130 d, h.
Rivals, 239 d.
Roast, 30.
Rob, 82.
Rocky cliffs, 72 f, f.
Roll, to, 6.
— and toss, 75.
Rolling thing, 69.
Roof, 82.
— of the mouth, 32.
Root, 1 b, 96.
Rough, 94 d.
Seconds of a thong, 229.
Round things, 73.
Rout, 232.
Rubbish, 63.
S

Sacrifice, 137, 203.
— burnt, 84 b.
— of blood, 149.
Sacrificial cup, 58.
— dish, 115 d.
— vase, 149.
— vessel, 32.
— wine (spirits), 31, 300.
Safe, 57.
Sage, wise, 87.
Saliva, 110, 153.
Salt, 153.
— land, 201.
Sand, 81.
Satisfied, 72, 131.
Sauce, 118.
Savage tribes of the North, 130.
— of the South, 122 r.
Saving of grain, 73 d.
Savour, lasting, 73 d v.
Say, 7, 72, 89, 96.
Scared, 239.
Scent, 131.
Sceptre, 87 d v.
Scoop, 230.
Scorch, 63, 130.
Scorched tortoise, 210, 207.
Scores, 22 d.
Scorpion, 136 f f.
Scorpion, 63, 144.
Scratch the eyes, 37 a.
Screen, 75, 122.
Scrutinize, 155 a.
Seal, to, 40, 132 f.
Seams of a boat, 192.
Search, 127, 155, 175.
Secluded, 57.
Second, 12, 110, 241.
Secret union, 95.
Secrecy, 153.
Section, 22.
Seduce, 28.
Seek, 37 e, 130, 155, 189.
Seize, 59, 63, 130.
Select, 127.
Self, 28, 76, 193, 216.
Self-indulgent, 87.
Selfish, 28.
Sell, 84 a, 162, 200, 232.
— out grain, 162.
Send, 180.
— away, 107.
— home, 94 r.
— out, 94 r.
Separate, 33, 84 a, 202.
Serpent, 176.
Servant, 1 e.
— of a prince, 196.
Serve, 63, 113, 115.
Set forth, 237.
Settle, 55, 82.
Seven, 43.
Shade, 49, 125.
Shady and bright banks, 240.
Shaggy, 103.
Shallots, 255.
Shame, 97, 195, 236.
Sharp, 33, 87.
Sheep, 179.
— a young, 59.
Sheep’s eyes, 155.
Shell, 25.
Shepherd, 179.
Shepherdess, 179.
Shield, 259.
Shoot, 171.
Short, 215.
Shortened, 162.
Shoulder, 258.
Shut, 65.
Sickness, 1 d, 118.
Side, on one, 14, 45.
Siesta, 57.
Siege, 64, 205.
Signet, 40.
Signal, to, 212.
Silk, 28, 142, 187.
Sin, 183.
Sinew, 34.
Singing birds, 72 f h, 276.
Single, 72 d a.
Singleness, 72.
Sinister, 146.
Sit, 87, 122 r.
Six, 105.
— inch measure, 46 f d, 63
Skewer, 150.
Skill, 44, 88 f.
— of hand, 37 e.
Skin, 174.
— elastic, 75.
Skull, 306.
Skylight, 224.
Slanting, 119.
— eyes, 155.
Slave, 75.
— boy, 183.
Sleight of hand, 121 f.
Slender, 34, 80.
Slippery, 59, 63.
Small, 2, 80, 81.
Smell of sheep, 179.
Smile, 133.
Smoking, 84 b, 130 d v.
Snake, 139.
Snarl, 131.
Snarling dogs, 243.
Sneaking, 8.
Snooze, 75.
Snout, 58.
Snow, 37 e.
Soaring away, 1 c.
Soldier, 1 e.
Son, 91.
— eldest, 153.
Sound, 159.
— of talk, 72 g.
— of cowries, 81.
— of walking on tiles, 145.
— of birds flying in rain, 239 d.
Soup, 131, 179.
Source, 47, 263 f t.
South, 84.
Soy, 190.
Spars, 39 d v.
Speak, 72.
Spear, 46 f, 67, 233.
Spindle, handle of, 75.
Spirits, drink, 220.
— colour of, 76.
— vessel for, 220, 278.
Splinter, 127 c.
Split, 121.
Spoon, 31.
Spread out, 59.
— as a flood, 129.
— feathers, 59.
— legs, 94 r.
Spring season, 84 a.
Spring water, 263.
Sprout, 79, 84 a, 147.
Square, 30, 107.
— a, 157.
Stake, 67.
Stall, 124.
Stamen, 93 f t.
Stand, to, 1 b, 59.
— firm, 215.
— expecting, 14.
— up, 87.
— a, 19, 64.
— of a bell, 91.
Stars, 84 a, 136 f f.
Stare, 155.
Statement, 183.
Stated time, 138.
Steady, 57.
— going, 268.
Steal, 22 d, 73, 110.
— 157.
Steam, 179.
— of cooked food, 10 d.
Swords, two, 127.
Sympathetic, 86.
Syphon, 14 ℡.

T
Table, or stand, 19.
Tablet, memorandum, 238.
Tael, 86.
Tail, 75, 112 ℡.
Tail-less, 162.
Take, 6, 118, 195.
— part with, 222.
Talent, 65.
Talk, big, 44.
— much, 73, 72 ℡.
Tail and bent, 133.
Tally, 40.
Tangled, 42.
— grass, 84 ℡.
Target, 171.
Teach, 39 ℡.
Teasing, noise of, 114.
Teeth, 119, 294.
Tell, 124.
Ten, 22.
— days, 35, 136.
— eyes, 8.
— feet, 22.
— months, 22.
— pecks, 223, 269.
Tender, 91 ℡.
Tendril, 42.
Tendue, 87.
That, 121.
Thick, 16 ℡, 73 ℡.
— hair, 47.
Thicket, 173.
Thief, 15 ℡, 59, 232.
Thin, 39 ℡.
Things, 124.
Thirty, 22 ℡.
This, 31, 94.
Those bushes, 189 ℡.
Thorough, 7, 59.
Thought, 93, 125.
Thousand, 14.
— ten, 144.
Three, 46.
Throat, 103.
Through, 147, 150, 156.
— to go, 91 ℡.
— from side to side, 192.
Throw, 37 ℡.
Thrush, 122 ℡.
Thunder, 74 ℡, 146 ℡, 146 ™.
Tie, 134.
Tiger, 14, 191.
Tigerish, 154.
Tigers' teeth, 119.
Time, 84 ℡.
— progress of, 165 ℡.
Toad, 84 ℡, 221.
Together, 14 ℡, 22 ℡, 25, 35.
— 37 ℡, 51, 59 ℡, 63, 136, 293.

Tooth, 35.
— to-morrow, 136.
 Tongue, 190, 246.
Tooth-ache, 37 ℡.
Tortoise, 297.
Toward, 73.
Towering, 72 ℡.
Township, 31.
Traces of a carriage, 187.
Trade, 36, 122 ℡, 200.
Tradition, 22.
Train, 5.
Trailing walk, 55.
Trample down grass, 94 ℡.
Transformation, 14 ℡.
Transitive particle, 44.
Travelling, boats in company, 192.
Try for silk worms, 208.
Tread, on, 75, 94 ℡.
Treasurer, 66.
Treaty, to make with, 219.
Treason, 16.
Tree, 127.
— handsomely, 183.
Tribute, 232.
Triton, 75.
Tripod, 127 ℡.
Triumphal music, 84, 252 ℡.
Trop, 35, 84 ℡.
Troublesome, 63.
True, 8.
Trustworthy, 84 ℡, 268.
Tabular handle, a ladle with, 90.
Tuff, grass in, 57.
Tune, 74, 173.
— the hand, 45.
Turning in bed, 56.
Tusk, 119.
Twang, 29, 78.
Twenty, 22 ℡.
Tug, 127.
— for making ropes, 84 ℡.
Twins, 91 ℡.
Twister, rope, 98.
Twitching, 151.
Two, 12, 16 ℡.
— axes, 121 ℡.
— handful, 84 ℡.
— hundred, 143.
— judges, 127 ℡.
— men walking, 59 ℡.
— pigs, 226.
— swords, 127.

U
Ugly, 241, 255.
Uncertain, 40 ℡.
Uncle, 190.
Undivided attention, 238.
Uneasily, a boat going, 192.
Unflinching, 48.
Unite, 51, 117.
— strength, 24 ff.
Unloose, 132.
Unlucky, 135.
Unravel, 6, 72 d, 80, 187 d.
Unsettled, 162.
Une, 39 d, 124.
Unswarried, 149.
Up to, 14, 125.
Uproarious, 72 g, 84 a.
Uproar, 288.
Urgency, an expression of, 147.
Urgent, 44, 93.
Urine, 129.
Use, 41, 156.
Usurp, 28.

V

Vagrant, 160.
Valley, 214.
Valuable, 180.
Valuation of fields, 146.
Vapour, 111, 179.
Vase, an ancient, 191, 208.
Vegetation, 65, 84 a, 84 ff, 91, 115, 149, 270, 271.
Vent, a, 130, 224.
Verify, 252 c.
Vermilion, 102.
Vessel, 27, 31, 34, 63, 72 g, 215, 278.
Visons, 39 d, 97.
Vinegar, 91 f.
Violet, 9 a, 16 f, 89.
Viper, 186.
Pir, 59.
Virtue, 8, 93.
Voices of birds on a tree, 72 ff.
Void, 100.

W

Wade, 18, 94 r, 129 d.
Wagtail, 48.

Waste, 206, 222.
Waiting, court of, 62.
Wakeful, 82, 118.
Walk, 49, 62, 94.
— uneasily, 87.
— trailing, 55.
Walking along, 24.
Wall, 118, — a fallen, 37 r.
Walls, east and west, 120.
Wander, 140.
Want, 94 r.
Warmth, 130.
Wash, the face, 63.
— the hair, 127.
— the hands, 129.
Waste, a, 108.
Watch, 10, 4.
Water, 129.
— from rocks, 10 d.
— sheds, 17 d.
— veins, 1 b, 43.
Waters, 68, 168 r.
— broad, 48.
Way, 232.
Ways, nine meeting, 233.
We, 51.
Weak, 34, 47 d, 59.
— in the legs, 37 c, 169 d.
Weapons, 63, 67, 97.
Wasted eyes, 155 f.
Weave, 80 d, 117.
Wedding-cup, 40.
Wedge, 81.
Weed, 236.
Weep, 72 d, 131.
Wear, 78, 144.
Weight, 235.
Weight, 87.
Well, 101.
West, 201.
Wet, 87.
Wheel carriage, 231.
— round suddenly, 68.
Whiskers, 103, 198.
Whisper, 195, 195 ff.
White, 143, 16 r.
Whiteness, 59.
Who? 293.
Wide, 175.
— apart, 173, 277.
region, 24.

Wife, 57, 76.
Wild beasts, 205.
— goat, 244.
— goose, 239.
Will, 84 a.
Willing, 203.
Willow, 122 r.
— a rice bowl of, 27.
Wind, 70.
Window, 122, 224.
— light, 219.
— facing the North, 73.
Wing, 63.
Wink, 203.
Winter, 172.
Wisdom, 171.
Wisard, 88.
Woman, 57.
Wood, 127.
Wooded, 268 ff.
Wool, 112 ff.
Word, 72.
Work, 88.
Worm, 84 a, b.
Worms, 188.
Wren, 203.
Writing, 106, 114.
Wrong, a sense of, 25, 208.
Wry, 202.

Y

Yawn, 110.
Year, 14, 94.
Yellow, 22 d, 146.
— bird, 286.
Yet, not, 84 a.
Yielding, 39 d, 41.
You, 39 g.
Young, 80, 91.
— and tender, 117.
— hares, 244.
Younger brother, 227.